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the cycle of frequently attending hospital due to their addiction. If hospital
staff regularly see the same people presenting with alcohol-related illness
or injury and the individual wants to change and improve their health, they
can be referred directly from hospital to the RADAR ward. The patient
then undergoes a full medical detox from alcohol. This will help the patient
be in the best possible position to their journey to recovery and break
free from their addictive and destructive cycles. In just over six months,
the RADAR ward and its excellent staff have treated over 100 people and
comments such as “I am still abstinent from alcohol since entering
the ward and I will be forever grateful for the NHS for that
opportunity and the amazing staff - I even got some inspiration
from fellow patients!” are being heard time and again.
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departments has
to recovery and break free
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also included our
from their addictive and
young people’s mental
new scheme called
health centre neared
RAID (Rapid Access
destructive cycles.
completion during
Interface Discharge).
2012 and we are just
This allows hospital
weeks away from
staff to be able to
fully taking ownership of the building.
refer patients who are suffering from a
‘Junction 17’ – the name chosen by our
mental health problem such as dementia
young patients due to its location off the
or schizophrenia, straight into our care.
M60 as well capturing the notion of young
This means the patients receive the right
people being at a junction in their lives –
service in the right place and our hospital
will provide specialist treatment for young
colleagues have more time and capacity
people with severe mental health problems
to treat people waiting for their acute
in a state-of-the-art, modern facility which
care. Both RADAR and RAID are perfect
has been co-designed with our young
examples of how GMW is taking care to
patients.
the people who need it, at the time when
it is most crucial. Our challenge is to ensure
the value of such schemes, in human and
financial terms, is communicated and
committed to by our new Commissioners.

”
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changing work we are doing in Cumbria.
people with lived-experience, focussing on
Dementia continues to be high on our
supporting people through their recovery
list of priorities and over the past twelve
journey and promoting health and wellmonths we have embarked on a new
being. We want to help people to let go of
partnership project with organisations
their turbulent past and use these courses
that have an interest in supporting people
to take control of their lives once more. I
living with the condition as well as those
am also incredibly pleased to be able to say
who care for them. For the first time,
we will further invest in this academy by
people can access a full resource pack –
building a college to house the courses on
either online or a hard copy. The pack
the Prestwich site.
includes everything you need to know
2013 will no doubt bring more challenges
from diagnosis through to care, treatment
but I am confident GMW will be more
and support. It explains about Memory
than ready to meet them. We have much
Assessment Clinics which aim to help with
to look forward to and be proud of and
getting an early diagnosis of dementia
I hope, like me, you are excited by the
journey ahead.

“

”

aLaN maDeN, CHairmaN
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we go the
extra mile
nce again I am proud to present our
• we are
Annual Report for 2012-13. The past
welcoming
twelve months has seen scrutiny of
a
n
d
f r i e n d l y the NHS on an unprecedented scale. The
• we are publication of the Francis Report was a bleak
caring and time for all who wear the NHS badge and
kind • we was a vital reminder of what happens when
value and patients are not the number one priority. No
respect •
matter what challenges we face with budgets
we
work
together • and targets, we must never forget we are in
we go the the most privileged of positions which is caring
extra mile for people at their most vulnerable. This
• we are should never be taken for granted.
welcoming
a
n
d
It was also a year which prepared for
friendly •
profound changes to take place within
Chief Executive, Bev Humphrey
we are caring and kind • we the
value
respectof•the
we
work
NHS. and
The formation
Clinical
Commissioning
Groups
to
together • we go the extra
mile • we
arebegan
welcoming
and
emerge which will put the majority of the budgets for our District
friendly • we are caring and Services
kind •intowe
value and respect • we work together • we go
the hands of local GPs. Our Specialist Services will be
the extra mile • we are welcoming
friendly
• wecreated
are caring
and kind • we value
commissionedand
nationally
by the newly
NHS England.
value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are w
With so much external change and uncertainty it has been vital
friendly • we are
caring
and kind
• we
value
and
respect
• we work toge
to keep
a touchstone
on what
we are
here for
at GMW
and what
we
can achieve
through working
with
others. In•the
summer
of
• we
are welcoming
and
friendly
we
are caring
and kind •
2012, we embarked on a piece of work which brought together
respect • we work
together
werepresentatives
go the extra
mile
we are
service
users, staff•and
from our
User •
Action
Teamwelcoming and
(UACT)
we asked
“what
is good •
care?”
We wanted
to
are caring and kind
• where
we value
and
respect
we work
together
• we go the
know what behaviours are displayed when great care is being
we are welcoming
and friendly
• we
caring
and about
kind real,
• we value and resp
delivered.
The results of
theseare
workshops
brought
tangible
that
are becoming
embedded
in our organisation.
we go
the values
extra
mile
• we are
welcoming
and friendly • we are c
We heard over and over again that “the small things matter” and
• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we a
and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work toge
• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind •
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human touch” made all the difference
ct • we work “the
together
• we go the
to the patient experience. There were
ring and kindsome
• weheart-warming
value and stories
respect
about the
great care we are delivering
welcoming and friendly • we are
and we want to make sure
her • we go the
extra
mile
• we
that we
continue
to get
With so much external change and uncertainty
that right for our service
it has been vital to keep a touchstone on what
we value and
respect • we work
users and carers. From
we are here for at GMW and what we can
d friendly • we
areworkshops
caring and
kind
these
we have
achieve through working with others.
our ‘Values into
e extra mile developed
•
we
are
welcoming
Action’ which are not just
“rules”,
but rather
ethos
pect • we work
together
• an
we
go
Unfortunately 2012 saw some difficult
for the whole Trust to subscribe to.
are caring and kind • we value and
changes in our Alcohol and Drugs
Directorate. The Bolton Substance
We were
pleased
to once•again
we are welcoming
and
friendly
wehost our
Misuse contract was lost to third sector
“Dragon’s Den”, where we invested over
together • we£100,000
go the
mile
organisations and the tender for Wigan
intoextra
innovative
schemes that go
and Leigh meant we were unable to bid
and beyond
to day care we
d • we value above
and respect
• the
weday
work
for the whole contract. Whilst we retained
give our patients. Being a ‘dragon’ is a
and friendly • great
we are
caring
kind
part of the contract, as with Bolton, we
experience
- toand
see the
enthusiasm
had to say goodbye to some staff. This is
of staff
who
are really,
thinking of how
he extra mile
• we
are
welcoming
the reality of the new environment where
they can make things even better for our
we now find ourselves in very challenging
espect • we work
together
• weand
go
patients
and the research
dedication
competition. It is painful to lose dedicated
theykind
give to
projects,and
is really
are caring and
• these
we value
staff who have worked so well with service
inspiring.
users and supported their journey into
we are welcoming and friendly • we
recovery. However, it makes us all the
together • we go the extra mile
more determined to market ourselves as

“
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much as we can and show commissioners
why we are the leading mental health
NHS service provider in the North West.
The Substance Misuse contract we won
in Cumbria has achieved really significant
progress in just a year and its official launch
at Rheged in February demonstrated
impressive and innovative approaches
across a very challenging geography. We
were also delighted to transfer the Primary
Care Psychology Services in Bolton into
GMW in February of this year and also to
win the contract for Trafford IAPT services
in the face of very strong competition.
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“

we go the extra
mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we
I would like to thank all our staff for their
and respect • wehard
work
• we
goTrust
the
extra mile • w
worktogether
and dedication
to the
and
our service users, patients and carers. It
we are
caring and kind • we value and respect •
has been a privilege to hear some truly
extra
milestories
• weofare
inspiring
howwelcoming
our staff have and friendly • we
changed, and in some cases, saved lives. I
and am
respect
• we work together • we go the e
proud to be part of GMW and to work
and alongside
friendlysuch
• we
are caring
and kind • we value
remarkable
people.
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Bev HumpHrey, CHief exeCutive
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However, it makes us all the more determined to
To ensure the
Trust is well
market ourselves as much as we can and show
positioned to
commissioners why we are the leading mental health
explore new
NHS service provider in the North West.
opportunities we
are developing
partnerships with
During the last 12 months we began
other Health and Social Care
providers
caring
and kind •work
weon
value
andHub.
respect
• we work together • w
our CARE
We already
and extending what we can offer our
have a strong
track
record
of developing
welcoming
and friendly
• we
are
caring
and kind • we value an
service users and commissioners.
As such,
recovery with UACT, our carers, volunteers
we recently won a contract
extending
weforgo
the extra
• we are
welcoming
andmile
peer mentors
and we
have a lots and friendly • we
our services into Styal Women’s Prison by
feedback
mechanisms
to hear
about
andenterprise
respect • weofwork
together
• we
go
the extra mile • w
working with a GP led social
patient experience such as video diaries
called “Spectrum”, we are
new and
wedeveloping
are caring
• we
value
• we work tog
andkind
surveys.
However,
weand
wantrespect
to do
partnerships with third sector organisations more. CARE stands for Compassion And
we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • w
to support housing and •
employment
Recovery-focused Every time and will work
opportunities in our Substance Misuse we go
extra
mile
• we
are welcoming
and fr
sidethe
by side
with the
Recovery
Academy
by
contracts and we are building on our
evaluating
the
care
we
give
and
making
wePriory
value
• we work together • we go the extr
existing partnership with•the
to and respect
sure it is of the highest standard possible.
extend the patient pathway
potential
friendly
• we areAtcaring
kind • we
value and respect • w
GMW weand
are committed
to treating
in Secure Services. All such ventures are
the
whole
person
–
not
just
the
illness
are welcoming and friendlyor• we are caring a
considered very carefully by our Board • wesymptoms
they live with and this new Hub
to ensure they can “add value” to our
we gothat
the
extra
• we are we
is further evidence
being
good ismile
not
service quality and range of care, and
We want
to be excellent,
and kind •good
weenough.
value and
respect
• we work together • w
be financially supportivecaring
of the Trust’s
every time with every patient contact we
objectives and position. welcoming and friendly
undertake.• we are caring and kind • we value an
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Who we are
Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust provides life-changing
mental health and substance misuse services across the North West. These range from
community-based care in Bolton, Salford, Trafford, Wigan & Leigh, Central Lancashire
and Blackburn with Darwen to Forensic Secure Services and national special units for
adolescents and those with mental health problems and deafness.
We also work across the Criminal Justice Systems in improving offenders’ health and
provide in-reach services to seven different prisons across Manchester and Lancashire.
Our aim for everyone we treat is to provide them with the tools to live an improved life
and an optimistic future.
We deliver our services mainly in Bolton, Salford and Trafford which has a combined
population of 700,000, with this expected to grow by 4% by 2026. 8% of this population
are from black and minority ethnic communities (source: Office for National Statistics,
2001 Census).
Greater Manchester comprises of two cities and commissioning decisions will be led by
Clinical Commissioning Groups and will consists of GPs, who hold a large percentage of
the NHS budget. Although they will not directly run services, they will make decisions
about what services they want to commission in their area.
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and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work tog
• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind

respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming an

are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we go th

we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and resp

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are c
Our Locations
• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are

Our services are delivered over 60-plus sites across Greater Manchester, Lancashire and
friendly
• we are
caring
andusers
kind
• we
value
and
• we work togethe
the
North of England.
When
our service
need
a hospital
stay,
theyrespect
will be cared
for at one of our four main sites at Royal Bolton Hospitals NHS Trust; Salford Royal NHS
we are
welcoming
and
• we are
caring
and kind • we va
Foundation Trust; •
Trafford
Healthcare
NHS Trust
andfriendly
Prestwich Hospital
site is
where our
specialist units and the Trust Headquarters is also based.

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and fri

These hospitals provide inpatient mental health care and our Prestwich site specialises in
caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra
forensic mental health as well as alcohol and drug inpatient services. It is also home to a
unique
educational
establishment
College
has the
following
welcoming
and
friendly called
• weCloughside
are caring
andand
kind
• we
valueunits
and respect • we w
specialising in specific areas:

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and

• McGuiness and Gardener Unit for adolescents (13 to 18 years) with mental health illness
(soonrespect
to be Junction
17)work together • we go the extra mile • we are
and
• we
• we
Edenfi
eldcaring
Centre isand
a medium
for adults
mental•health
illness
are
kindsecure
• weunit
value
andwith
respect
we work

welcoming

together • we go t

• The John Denmark Unit is a centre for mental health and deafness
• The Chapman-Barker Unit is the UK’s first combined drug and alcohol inpatient unit
In total, the Trust has hospital beds in:
• Bolton - 109
• Salford - 127
• Trafford - 70
• The Alcohol and Drugs Service - 36
• There are 25 beds for young people
• There are 16 beds at the John Denmark Unit
• The Adult Forensic Service has 183 beds and 42 low secure beds
However, we understand that a hospital stay can be unsettling and upsetting for
someone with a mental health problem. Therefore we want people who need our
services to live as independently as possible. That is why we offer a lot of services in the
community which include visiting service users in their own home or delivering services
in easily accessible and discreet locations across Greater Manchester and Lancashire.
We prove these services alongside the relevant authorities and they cater for adults of
working age and older adults.
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The Capital Programme 2012 / 2013
Junction 17 in 2012 – 13 has been the replacement of the McGuinness Unit. The new
building is to be named “Junction 17” and will provide both inpatients and community
services for 13 to 18 year olds with mental health problems including; eating disorders,
self-harming, mood disorders, psychosis and substance misuse. The new centre will also
provide specialist community assessment and treatment, whether as an outpatient,
day patient or outreach into the young person’s home. It will also house Cloughside
College, which plays a vital role in the rehabilitation of young people by allowing them to
continue in education. Junction 17 will open during summer 2013.

REDESIGN AND ENHANCEMENT OF THE SALFORD REHABILITATION
PathWaY
This scheme will provide a facility in Salford at our Meadowbrook site, to enable service
users with complex rehabilitation needs to be treated more locally than at present. It will
be completed by July 2013.

• we value and respect • we work together • we go the ex
PROVISION OF SPORTS HALL – EDENFIELD CENTRE

and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect

Edenfield is the site of the Trust’s medium secure unit providing 135 beds. The new sports
• weexercise
are welcoming
andboth
friendly
hall provides a large internal space to have physical
which will improve
their
physical and mental health.

• we are ca

respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are

are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work togeth

alterations andwe
imProvements
to the
adult
Wards
at
are welcoming
andolder
friendly
• we
are caring
and kind • we
BOLTON HOSPITAL AND WOODLANDS HOSPITAL, SALFORD

we
go
the
extra
mile
• we are welcoming and fri
The schemes are part of the redesign of
older
adult
services.
The
total capital
investment to the three wards was £2.5 million and provides modernised and supportive
• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra
environments.

friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • w

In addition there is the continual investment in the Trust estate to improve the condition
of our bui ldings, including investment •
inwe
energy
areperformance.
welcoming and friendly • we are caring a

we go the extra mile • we are wel
SUSTAINABILITy

caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • w

Sustainability remains one
of the most and
signififriendly
cant challenges
facing
NHS. The
welcoming
• we
arethe
caring
andnature
kind • we value an
of our business means we generate significant volumes of C02 (greenhouse gas) and
other waste products. we
Through
adoption
new and
innovative
techniques, weand
have friendly • we
gothe
the
extraofmile
• we
are welcoming
ensured constraints have been placed on our environmental impact with investment and
informed business choices
moderating
in potentially
high-impact,
and
respectgrowth
• we work
together
• weenvironmental
go the extra mile • we
activities.

we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work toge

GMW’s Sustainability Strategy has been developed with these principles in mind and
there are champions working across the Trust promote the delivery of healthcare that
also measures the impact on our environment. The strategy sets out the process by
which GMW acts as a good corporate citizen. The areas of focus include responsibility,
accountability, environmental legislation, energy management, procurement, travel and
transport, water and waste management, key partnerships, finance, organisational and
workforce development as well as the design and operation of buildings. See appendix 1
for a full breakdown of the Trust’s progress against climate change and sustainability.
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Improving Services for Our Patients and
Services Users
In addition to this Annual Report, the Trust has also produced the Quality Account
2012/13. This document reports against each of the three areas of quality which are
safety, effectiveness and experience. Eight quality improvement priorities have been
developed following extensive involvement and engagement with key stakeholders
and were chosen to reflect the wide range of services provided by the Trust. These
improvement priorities cover areas such as patient experience, recovery, the involvement
of carers and physical health. If you would like a copy of the Quality Account 2012/13
please contact the Marketing and Communications Team on 0161 772 4313 or email
communications@gmw.nhs.uk
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• we work together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are
our staff
are work
our greatest
asset
and
caring and kind • wendoubtedly
value and respect
• we
together
• we
gotheir
the extra mile • we are
continued commitment to ensure that our service users
welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together •
receive high quality care in a recovery-focused environment.
we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value

U

and respect • All
weofwork
together
• we go
the extra
we
are
welcoming
and friendly •
our staff
make an important
contribution
to themile
delivery•of
care,
from
our
community and in-patient teams helping to support service users to recover and live

we are caring independently,
and kind • to
we
andofrespect
• we
together
• we
go the extra mile
thevalue
dedication
our support
staff work
who make
sure that our
clinical

teams have the right development and support systems do their job well.
• we are welcoming
and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work

is made
up of
a variety
of people
with a range ofand
skillsfriendly
and from a•variety
of caring and kind
together • weThe
goTrust
the
extra
mile
• we
are welcoming
we are
professional backgrounds including psychiatrists, nurses, therapists, support staff, social

and •
a range
of support
staff. In •
total
thego
Trust
directly
employs
around
3132
• we value andworkers
respect
we work
together
we
the
extra
mile
• we
are welcoming and
people (2902 WTE). In addition, we also second approximately 164 social care staff from

authority
partners,
workvalue
in our joint
health•services.
friendly • we our
arelocal
caring
and
kind to
• we
andmental
respect
we work together • we go the
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• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind

Although
many
of our
staff are
nationally•and
internationally
renowned,
we feel
it vital
respect
• we
work
together
we
go the extra
mile
• we
are welcoming an
to recognise dedication and commitment within the Trust. That is why every year; we
are
andExcellence
kind • Awards
we value and respect • we work together • we go th
host
ourcaring
Annual Staff

we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and res

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are

The
NHS Staff Survey 2012
• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we

During
we welcomed
the report
on the
National
Staffvalue
Survey and
for 2012.
We
and2012,
friendly
• we are
caring
and
kindNHS
• we
respect
• we work tog
value the report on this annual survey greatly and the key findings made for very positive
• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind
reading.

respect
• weinwork
together
• we
the
extra with
mile
we are welcoming an
Our
highest scores
the survey
were in the
areas go
of staff
satisfaction
the•quality
of work and patient care, as well as staff recommending the Trust as a place to work or
are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we go th
receive treatment. To reflect not only that staff are satisfied with the work that goes on in
our
Trust,
butwelcoming
would go on toand
recommend
GMW
to others
thatand
we have
much
to value and res
we
are
friendly
• we
areshows
caring
kind
• we
be proud of here.

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are

The report shows that we have a good reporting culture and this is supported by the fact
• staff
we have
value
and confi
respect
workthat
together
• we
goAwareness
the extra mile • we
that
reported
dence •
in we
the systems
are currently
in place.
of potential risk and knowledge of how to report it is undeniably important in our line of
and
friendly
• we
caring
and kind • we value and respect • we work tog
work
which
makes this
suchare
a pleasing
result.

we
areon
welcoming
we are
Constructively we see that•the
results
staff receiving and
healthfriendly
and safety •
training
are caring
lower than expected, however we know that significant provisions have been put into
these areas since October 2012 and improvement has already been shown.

and kind

Inevitably some results have been lower than others and one is shown in the amount
of staff that received Equality and Diversity during 2012. This is an important aspect of
our organisation and explanation for this result can be found in the fact that this kind of
training is required every three years rather than annually and we are also picking this up
in our mandatory training sessions.
The feedback on staff receiving appraisal is still high in spite of being lower than the
percentage score of last year. The slight decrease was entirely expected as we look to
revamp the appraisal process with our Values into Action launch during 2013.
With the findings of the report it is worth noting that our reference group of mental
health trusts again this year includes a significant number that also provide community
services, so the comparison is not always ‘like-with-like’. The geographical spread and
great variety in the work we do makes us a Trust similar to few.
We were happy to see that the overall staff engagement score is again in line with the
national average. In such challenging times this is yet another positive aspect shown in the
staff survey report.
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Values into Action
Following extensive work involving staff and service users across the Trust, we are proud
to announce our new Trust Values and Behaviours. We started a series of workshops
with staff, service users and UACT representatives in the summer of 2012 to get people
talking about what makes great care so we could start to get down on paper some of the
behaviours that are displayed when this is delivered. This work was designed to underpin
our Trust Values and describe how we will put these into action on a day to day basis –
hence – Values into Action. However, through the work programme we have developed
a refreshed set of Values that fit our vision for the future.
Our values and behaviours represent how we want to work together to achieve the best
for our colleagues and for people who use our services. They are a collective commitment
as they are reflective of the views of staff and service users across the Trust.
We all have an important role in creating an environment where these desired behaviours
are well known and understood and we all need to play our part to take responsibility for
our own behaviour. We also have a responsibility to appropriately challenge behaviour
that does not meet our expected standards and which impacts on the delivery of high
quality care.
Our values and behaviours are integral to the way we work and will be embedded
with the Recruitment, Induction, Appraisal, Supervision and Performance policies. The
standards have been written so they apply equally to all staff.
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our values

• weand
value
and
We are welcoming
friendly
We show this by:and

respect • we work together • we go the extra

friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • w

• Smiling and acknowledging others

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring

• Using open and appropriate body language
• Giving our fullrespect
attention

• we work together • we go the extra mile • we are we

are
caring
and
• Being polite and
using
your name

kind • we value and respect • we work together •

• Being a friendly
professional
we
are welcoming

and friendly • we are caring and kind • we val

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendl

We are caring and kind

We show this by:• we value and respect • we work together • we
• Putting ourselves
in your shoes
friendly
• we

go the extra mil

are caring and kind • we value and respect • we wo

• Treating others in a manner we•would
wantwelcoming
for our friendsand
and family
we are
friendly • we are caring and k
• Being genuinely concerned for the wellbeing of others

we go the extra mile • we are welcom

• Giving hope and inspiring confidence

and and
kind
• we value and respect • we work together • we
• Treating otherscaring
with warmth
compassion

g

welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and res
We value and we
respect
go
We show this by:

the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are c

and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are

• Doing what we say we will do

are
caring
and
• we
• Apologising if we
we are
wrong
or if we
let kind
you down
• Seeing the individual
everyone
• we in
are
welcoming

value and respect • we work togethe

and friendly • we are caring and kind • we va

• Being honest – we are all human

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendl

• Seeing the person – not the illness

• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mil

friendly
We work together

• we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we wo

We show this by:

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and k

• Supporting others to make informed choices
• Listening and hearing what you are saying

we go the extra mile • we are welcom

caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we g

• Giving support when it is needed – not just when asked for

welcoming
friendly
• Empowering people
to engageand
in their
own care• we are caring and kind • we value and res

• Being interested
in others
and showing
understanding
we
go the
extra mile
• we are welcoming and friendly • we are c

and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we ar

We go the extra mile

• we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work tog

We show this by:

• Choosing a ‘can do’ attitude
• Being helpful and exceeding expectation
• Going out of our way to make a difference to others
• Not just saying ‘no’ – seeking solutions or alternatives
• Offering to help – not waiting to be asked
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Recovery, Health and
Wellbeing Academy
Recovery has always been a key priority
for our Trust and for over two years,
we have developed our Recovery
Collaborative. Through this we have
learned that education is the key to a
service user’s recovery journey. Therefore
to formalise this we are proud to have
opened our Recovery, Health and
Wellbeing Academy and have very
recently published our first prospectus of
courses which are open to staff, service
users, ex-service users, families and
carers. All the courses are co-facilitated
between professionals and people with
lived experience and focus on supporting
people through their recovery journey
and promoting health and wellbeing.
Furthermore, GMW have committed to
building a base for the Recovery, Health
and Wellbeing Academy, located on our
Prestwich site and will host some of the
courses.

d friendly •
work together • we go the extra mile
Fair Research
d kind • we value and respect • we work
ing and friendly
we are
caring and
kind (FAIR) is the
Free•Access
to Involvement
in Research
Trust’s new and innovative way of letting service users
go the extraknow
mile
• we are welcoming
about opportunities to take part in research that is
relevant
to them.
nd respect • we
work
together • we go
GMW
is keen
to offer
our service
users the opportunity
• we are caring
and
kind
• weallvalue
and
to join in high quality research that is relevant to them.
le • we are welcoming
andpart
friendly
• and
we is needed so that
Research is a core
of the NHS
services can be developed based on the best
ork together mental
• we health
go the
extra mile
available evidence.
d kind • we value and respect • we work
If a service user is interested in hearing about research, The Trust will, with their consent,
make
note
of this
on theand
clientkind
record and let them know about available studies. The
ing and friendly
• awe
are
caring
interest in research will be linked to the client record so that access will meet the high
go the extrastandard
mile of
• governance
we are welcoming
and data protection applicable to all personal information.
nd respect • we
work
• we
gohas been approved by the Ethics Committee and
When
a hightogether
quality research
project
theand
Trust, kind
researchers
may
ask theand
Trust Research Office to arrange to let relevant service
• we are caring
• we
value
users know that a project is available in which they might wish to take part. If they
le • we are welcoming
friendly
• will
webe up to them whether or not they contact the
are interestedand
in hearing
more, it
researcher. No researcher will have access to any information unless the service user gets
ork together in
• touch
we go
the extra mile
first.
d kind • we value
and respect • we work
It is hoped that this FAIR approach will make service users aware of research which
may be of help to them, as well as providing invaluable evidence to make significant
improvements and advances in the area of mental health.
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• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring

respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are we

The Dragon’s
Den
are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together •

Each year at GMW,
arewelcoming
invited to bid for
sumsfriendly
of money in
a ‘Dragon’s
Den’-style
westaff
are
and
• we
are caring
and kind • we val
forum, to complete projects or initiatives which will help us to meet the commitment to
the priorities for improvement over
coming
During
2012,
£100,000
was
wethe
go
the year.
extra
mile
• almost
we are
welcoming
and friendl
given to directorates who showed enthusiasm and innovation, to improve the standard of
• we
value
andsuccessful
respectprojects
• wecan
work
together
• weQuality
go the extra mil
care they give. Case
studies
of these
be found
in the Trust’s
Account 2012 /2013 and include unique developments such as an anti-bullying board
friendly
• we aresoftware
caring
• we
valueand
and
game for patients,
digital reminiscence
forand
thosekind
living with
dementia
an respect • we wo
expert network for the Alcohol and Drugs Directorate.

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and k

we go the extra mile • we are welcom

caringDiversity
and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we g
Equality and

welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and res

In line with the general equality duty of the Equality Act 2010, we have reviewed
we go
extra
mile • we
are to
welcoming
and friendly • we are c
and revised our systems
andthe
processes
for promoting
equality
ensure that they
are compatible with the duty and that they incorporate all the protected equality
and
respect
weequality
workinformation
togetheras•required
we go
extra mile • we are
characteristics. We
have
published•our
bythe
the Public
Sector Equality Duty. We have agreed our future equality objectives and incorporated
we are
caring
and
• we value and respect • we work togethe
these into the annual
business
planning
forkind
each service.
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together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind
• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming
and friendly
we are
caring and OF
kindQ
• uA
we value
work together • we go
T He •IMP
ORTANCe
lI TYand
G Orespect
VeRN•Awe
N Ce
the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and
e vwork
eryone’s resPonsibilty
respecti•swe
together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we
are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile •
we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work
together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind
• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming
and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we go
the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we
18
19
he Trust
committed
to ensuring
are caring
andis kind
• we value
and respect • we work
that •service
carers mile
staff and
together
we gousers,
the extra
• we are welcoming
the general
who access
our • we value and
and friendly
• wepublic
are caring
and kind
services
safe,together
effective •and
respect •have
we awork
wepositive
go the extra mile
experience.
In delivering
commitment
• we are welcoming
andthis
friendly
• we are caring and
the Trust recognises and supports the
kind • we value and respect • we work together • we
18
19
need for care to be delivered in safe
go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly
environments with minimal risk to service
• we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra
users and staff and that care delivery is person centred, evidence
mile • we are
welcoming
• we are caring and kind
• we
and
respect
we go
thevalue
extra
mile
•w
based,
efﬁcientand
andfriendly
effective.
• we work together • we go the extra
mileand
• we
are
welcoming
and
friendly
• we
aret
caring
kind
• we
value and
respect
• we
work
caring and kind
• we value and respectare
•Quality
we
work
together
• we go• the
extra
mileand
• we
welcoming
andis friendly
we are
caring
k
We acknowledge and appreciate that
and Governance
everyone’s responsibility
andand
all staff
must contribute
the organisational
by:• we value and respect • we work
are welcoming
friendly
• we toare
caring andvalues
kindgo
we
the extra mile • we are welcomi
together • we• go
thewithin
extra
mileGuidance,
• we •are
and
friendly
we aretogether
caring and
kind
Working
National
Trust
policies and
service
guidelines
wewelcoming
value
andlocal
respect
• we• work
• we
g
• we value and
respect and
• we
workpotential
together
• we
go
the
extra
mile
• kind
we are
welcoming
• Identifying
managing
risksfriendly
and
reporting
incidents
in order
to
protect
and
• we
are
caring
and
• we
value an
service
users,
carers
and
staff
and
support
lessons
learnt
from
such
events
and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect
• we
work together
• we go
• we are
welcoming
and friendly
•
•
Valuing
and
respecting
diversity
and
treating
service
users,
carers
and
colleagues
with
the extra mile • we are welcoming and
friendly
• we
aretogether
caring and
kind
weextra
value mil
and
respect
• we
work
• we
go •the
dignity, respect and compassion
respect • we work together • we go the
extra and
milekind
• we
are value
welcoming
and friendly
•
are caring
• we
and respect
• we wo
Actively contributing to and supporting positive practice and innovation
we are caring• and
kind • we value and
• we work
go caring
the extra
werespect
are welcoming
andtogether
friendly •• we
we are
and

T

• Addressing and managing evidence of poor standards of care or negligence or abuse of
we
go the extra mile • we are welcomi
service users by reporting such incidents as per Trust
policy

• we value and respect • we work together • we g
and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value an
Delivering a robust clinical audit programme and acting on results as appropriate
• we are welcoming and friendly •
Supporting data collection for the monitoring and reporting of service quality to
respect
• weExecutive,
work together
we go the extra mil
external regulators i.e. Monitor, Health
and Safety
Care Quality•Commission
and the NHS Litigation Authority in
order
to provide
are
caring
andorganisational
kind • wecompliance
value and respect • we wo
assurance
we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and

• Keeping up to date with research, developments and evidence based practice
•
•
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d
The Importance of Quality Governance
g
o
d
e
•
k
d
g
o
e
k
g
d
e
d
e
y
a
t are welcoming
we
and
friendly
we staff
are and the general public is of the utmost
The safety
of service
users,•carers,
importance. We continue to use and expand our DATIX, web-based patient safety and
etogether • we
go the extra mile
risk management system, which is linked with our electronic medical records systems to
e
ensure
service
user’ records
canwork
be accessed quickly and securely. These systems have
kind
• we value
and
respect
• we
continued
to
improve
the
timely
management and lessons learnt from incidents and
k
ing and friendly
• we
are caring
kind
identify
potential
risks. Asand
a result
of our web-based patient safety and risk management
d the extrasystem
to welcoming
see a reduction in clinical and non-clinical claims. We have
go
milewe•continue
we are
had independent verification that our incident management and risk management
gnd respect • we
work together
• we
goenough to
arrangements
are strong and
robust
ensure
that
patient
safety
is
fi
rst-rate.
•o we are caring and kind • we value and
15
16
Our 14
Customerand
Care Team
support
and facilitate
d
le • we are welcoming
friendly
• we
the management of complaints and compliments.
•ork together When
receive
we aim to address it
• wewego
thea complaint,
extra mile
in a timely manner and provide individuals with all
da kind • we value and respect • we work

the evidence available to show that we have dealt
with•their
using aand
clearkind
and transparent
ing and friendly
weconcerns
are caring
approach. Service users and carers are involved
go the extrawith
mile
• we
are
welcoming
meetings
and
projects
in order to share their
experiences so that we may further understand
nd respect • we
work together • we go
the needs of our local communities and respond by
adopting
our services
accordingly.
• we are caring
and kind
• we
value and

le • we are welcoming and friendly • we
ork together • we go the extra mile
14
d kind • we value and respect • we work
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• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • w
respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are wel
friendly
• we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work
To further facilitate lessons learnt, safety and evidence based practice we
we
goannual
the internal
extraaudit
mile
• weThis
areaudit
welcoming
and friendly • we are
have an
calendar.
calendar is produced
and agreed
the Nice
Implementation
Audit
Group
(NIAG) which
kind
• webyvalue
and
respect • &we
work
together
• we go the extra
reports to the Board of Directors. This audit calendar captures the
are
welcoming
and friendly
we
caring
and kind • we value an
national,
clinical and directorate
audits •
that
weare
undertake
in order
to demonstrate
that we do•take
provision
of patient
centred,
we
work together
wethe
go
the extra
mile
• we are welcoming a
equitable, safe, high quality, and evidence based care very seriously. Any
• we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work togeth
weaknesses highlighted from the audit outcomes are then addressed and
the
extra
mile •the
we
are
welcoming
and isfriendly
reassessed
by repeating
audit
cycle.
Further assurance
provided, • we are caring
as required,
the procurement
of Mersey
Internal Audit
Agency
we
valuethrough
and respect
• we work
together
• we
go the extra mi
who will undertake independent audits within the Trust and produce a
welcoming
and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and r
level of assurance and recommendations for improvement. This assurance
work
• weour
goQuality
the Accounts.
extra mile • we are welcoming an
is furthertogether
enhanced through
we
are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work togeth
We continue to monitor our performance under the Mental Health Act
the
extra
mile
• we
are and
welcoming
and
to ensure
that our
practice
is lawful
in accordance
withfriendly
the Code of• we are caring
Practice
and we
continue
to strengthen
our Trust-wide
Mental
Health
we
value
and
respect
• we work
together
• we
go the extra mi
Act management arrangements to help us achieve consistently high
welcoming
friendlyof•the
we
are caring and kind • we value and r
standards in ourand
administration
Act.
work together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming an
Whilst we are recognised for already providing good quality care,
we
are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work togeth
demonstrated by our compliance with external regulators, we recognise
the
extra
mile
• we
are welcoming
and friendly
that there
is always
room
for improvement.
As an organisation
with a • we are caring
culture
for
continuous
learning,
we
encourage
all
our
staff
and
service
we value and respect • we work together • we
go the extra mi
users to make suggestions for quality improvement and be involved
welcoming
friendly
• we
are caring
and
kind • we value and r
in implementingand
the great
ideas that
are adopted,
in order
to further
enhancetogether
safe, effective
and positive
experiences
for users•of
ourare
services.
work
• we
go the
extra mile
we
welcoming and fr
are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together •
extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kin
and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are
andfriendly•wearecaring and kind • wevalueand respect• we work to
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ogether•

Reporting to our Partners
It is important that we hold ourselves accountable to external organisations to
demonstrate our openness, transparency and that we are doing the very best for our
service users and their families and carers. We have established relationships with
GP colleagues in the newly established clinical commissioning groups (CCGs), and are
committed to working together for the good of the local health economy. By working
closely with different partners, we can ensure that mental health, drug and alcohol
services remain top of the health agenda.

18

19

We have a strong relationship with the Local Authority
Overview and Scrutiny Committees (OSCs) in Bolton,
Salford and Trafford, as well as the newly established
Healthwatch. We place a high value on their
involvement and are glad they share our commitment
to provide high quality mental health services for the
communities we serve.
Safeguarding children and vulnerable adults is also one
of our top priorities and we work with local safeguarding
boards to make sure all partners involved in the care of
children and adults communicate regularly.

18
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Werespect
Perform
and kind • weHow
value and
• we work

oming and friendly
• we areagainst
caring
kind targets and quality
Our performance
localand
and national
indicators is subject to internal scrutiny and scrutiny by external

go the extra organisations
mile • weincluding
are welcoming
and the Care Quality
our commissioners,
Commission (CQC) and Monitor.

d respect • we work together • we go the

We continue to be successfully registered with the Care Quality
e are caring and
kind • we value and respect
Commission without conditions. We have robust systems in place for

monitoringand
progress
against the
targets
• we are welcoming
friendly
• we
areand licencing requirements

set by Monitor- the external organisation which scrutinises the
performance
all foundation
and our commissioners. For
together • we
go the of
extra
mile •trusts
we –are
example, we report monthly to Bolton, Trafford and Salford CCGs
• we value andonrespect
• we
work
together
• including our CQUIN
or progress
against
a range
of priorities
schemes.

riendly • we are caring and kind • we value

Our Business Intelligence Team has established robust structures and

tra mile • weprocesses
are welcoming
andand
friendly
to enable review
reporting•against our performance

requirements and other contractual commitments. These processes

we work together
• we go the extra mile
enable us to demonstrate our productivity and efficiency to

those who commission us, as well as identifying areas for further
improvement.
We have a proactive approach to performance management and
continually review our performance reports to ensure they meet all
new and emerging requirements, such as Payment by Results.

18

18

The Board publicity scrutinises each month, our performance
through the Monthly Board Performance Report. Appendix 2
contains an extract from our final year-end Board Performance
Report. This shows we have achieved all CQC, Monitor and CQUIN indicators.
The Service and Business Development Team have supported the many tenders which
have come up during 2012 and have reviewed and agreed with clinical directorates and
commissioners, our CQUIN priorities.
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• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile •

and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and k

respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are welcomin

are caring and
kindGovernors
• we value and
respect
• we work together • we g
Foundation
Trust
and
Membership

we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and

Being an NHS Foundation Trust gives us certain financial freedoms, but it also allows us to
we
gocarers
theand
extra
mile
we are
welcoming
and
proactively involve service
users,
the public
in •
decisions
about
services, which
is friendly • we
a vital part of planning and improving the patient experience. Therefore we actively seek
• an
weengaged
valueand
and
respect
• wecommunity
work together
• we
go on
the
to recruit
active
membership
with whom
we work
ourextra mile • we
developments and ensure we can act on the feedback they give us.

friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work tog

To be a member, people must either:

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • w

• Live in the North West and be 14 yearswe
or older;
go

the extra mile • we are welcoming an

• Be a service
user
or carer
within
thevalue
last fiveand
years;respect
or
caring
and
kind
• we
• we work together • we

go the e

• Be a member
of staff and
on a permanent
contract and
of more
than•12
months
welcoming
friendly employment
• we are caring
kind
we
value and respect •

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring

OVERVIEW
MEMBERSHIP
and OF
respect
• we work together • we go the extra mile • we are welco
We have over 8,000 members and to ensure our membership is representative of the
we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work
diverse area it covers, we organise our members into the following constituencies:

together • we

• Staff
• Service users and carers
• Public
We also have appointed Governors who are not elected by members but are appointed
from a number of key organisations to ensure our membership has strong links with our
partner organisations.
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Membership size and movements
Public constituency

Next year (estimated)
(2013/14)

last year (2012/13)

At year start (April 1)

3,536

New members

0

Members leaving

5

At year end (March 31)

Staff constituency

3,531
Next year (estimated)
(2013/14)

last year (2012/13)

At year start (April 1)

3,531

New members

0

Members leaving

0

At year end (March 31)

Patient constituency

3,531
Next year (estimated)
(2013/14)

last year (2012/13)

At year start (April 1)

1,654

New members

0

Members leaving

35

At year end (March 31)

1,619

Analysis of current membership
Public constituency

Number of members

eligible membership

Age (years):
0-16

2

1,390,007

305

460,677

3,083

5,131,426

White

2,966

6,355,712

Mixed

41

62,915

Asian or Asian British

208

229,978

Black or Black British

119

41,756

22

40,165

1,857

2,141,947

653

784,790

17-21
22+
ethnicity:

Other
Socio-economic groupings*:
ABC1
c2
d

766

973,333

e

252

303,988

Gender analysis
Male

1,216

3,450,172

Female

2,263

3,531,938

Patient constituency

Number of members

eligible membership

Age (years):
0-16

0

17-21

29

22+
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respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming a
caring
we value
The are
analysis
sectionand
of thiskind
report•excludes:

and respect • we work together • we go t

we
aremembers
welcoming
we arewith
caring
and
kind and
• we
• 141
public
with noand
dates friendly
of birth, 175•members
no stated
ethnicity
52 value and re
members with nowe
gender
go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we ar
• 36•patient
members
with
no dates•of
birth
we value
and
respect
we
work together • we
General
exclusions:
Outare
of Trust
Area
friendly
• we
caring

go the extra mile • we ar

and kind • we value and respect • we work toget

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we

* Socio-economic data should be completed using profiling techniques (e.g.: post codes) or other recognised methods. To
the extent socio-economic data is not already collected from members, it is not anticipated that NHS foundation trusts will
make a direct approach to members to collect this information.

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and f

caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we go the ext

council
of governors
welcoming
and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we

From this membership, the Trust has a Council of Governors responsible for representing
we go
the extra
• we
are welcoming
friendly
• we are caring an
the views
and interests
of themile
members
and partner
organisations.and
Governors
are local
people, service users, carers and staff who have been elected by their constituency
and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are welcomi
members to represent their views. They also have formal duties which include
the appointment
of the and
Trust’skind
Chair and
Non-Executive
Directors,
approval
the together • we go
we are caring
• we
value and
respect
• weofwork
appointment of the Chief Executive, providing their views to the Board of Directors
on Trust
plans,
review the membership
development
and to make
• we
aretowelcoming
and friendly
• westrategy
are caring
and kind • we value and r
recommendations for the Trust’s constitution. Being a Governor is a demanding, yet
therole.
extra
we
are friend’
welcoming
friendly • we ar
incredibly importantwe
andgo
fulfilling
Theymile
remain•our
‘critical
who offerand
support,
guidance and challenges and work closely with us to build local relationships with key
• we value
and present
respect
• weanother
workopportunity
togetherfor• us
we
go the
extra mile • we ar
stakeholders.
Governors
us with
to learn
from service
usersfriendly
and carers,•the
public
key stakeholders
to improve
the services
offer. • we work toget
we
areand
caring
and kind
• we value
andwerespect

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we
attendance at council of governors meetings
All Governors are required to comply with the Trust’s Code of Conduct and declare any
interests that may result in a potential conflict in their role as a Governor of the Trust.
The register of interests is maintained and is available via:
Steph Neville
Head of Corporate Affairs
Greater Manchester West Mental Health Trust NHS Foundation Trust
Bury New Road
Prestwich
Manchester
M25 3BL

The elections
No elections took
place during 2012.
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friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we go the

extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect

• we work together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are
with and
all NHS
Foundation
Trusts,
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comply
with
caring and kind • we svalue
respect
• we work
together
• we
go the
extra mile • we are
the
principles
of
the
NHS
Foundation
Trust
Code
of
• we go the
mile
• we
welcoming
welcoming
andextra
friendly
• we
are are
caring
and kind • we value and respect • we work together •
Governance as set by Monitor – the independent regulator
aluego
and
•mile
we work
together
• we and
go friendly • we are caring and kind • we value
we
therespect
extra
• we are
welcoming
of NHS
Foundation
Trusts.
endly
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caring
kind •• we
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and
respect
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workand
together
we value
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extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly •
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mile
• weThe
areBoard
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and
friendly
• we• wepolicies
of Directors
have established
governance
make sure we
comply
we are
caring
and
kind
• we value
and respect
worktotogether
• we
gowith
the extra mile

A

the Code of Governance. These include:

together •and
wefriendly
go the•extra
• we
we work
are welcoming
we aremile
caring and kind • we value and respect • we work
• Corporate Governance Framework Manual incorporating the Standing Orders of the
ng and kind
• go
we
value
and respect
• we
together
• we
the
extra
mile
• Orders
we
are
welcoming
and friendly
are caring and kind
Board
of Directors,
Standing
ofwork
the
Council of Governors,
Scheme •
ofwe
Reservation

and Delegation of Powers and Standing Financial Institutions
we work
are caring
and •kind
•elcoming
we valueand
andfriendly
respect •• we
together
we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and
• Governance
and
Plan
we
go the
extra
mile •Strategy
we are
welcoming
and
friendly
• we
are caring
and
kind
• we value
and respect • we work together • we go the

Established
role
of Senior Independent
and respect
•• we
work
together
• we
go Director
the
extra
mile • we
are
welcoming
and
friendly
• we are caring and kind • we value and respect
• Regular
private
meetings
between
the Chair and Non-Executive Directors
caring
and kind
• we
and respect
•• we
we are
work
together
• we
govalue
the extra
mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are

• Non-Executiveand
Performance
Appraisal
developed and agreed by the
ile • we
welcoming
•• we
we
are Process
caring
andare
kind
• we valueDirector
andfriendly
respect
work
together
• we go the extra mile • we are
Council of Governors
work
together
• friendly
we go the
extra
mile •and
wekind
are • we value and respect • we work together •
welcoming
and
• we
are caring
• Formal induction programme for Non-Executive and Executive Directors

ind •go
wethe
value
andmile
respect
• we
together
• friendly • we are caring and kind • we value
we
extra
• we
arework
welcoming
and
• Attendance records for Directors and Governors at key meetings
nd friendly
caring
and kind
and
respect •• we
we are
work
together
• we• we
go value
the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly
• Comprehensive induction programme for Governors

mile
• we
arekind
welcoming
and friendly
• • we work together • we go the extra
• extra
we are
caring
and
• we value
and respect
• Register of Interests of Directors, Governors and Senior Staff
ct • we work together • we go the extra mile
• Establishment of the role of Lead Governor

ing and kind • we value and respect • we work

• Comprehensive Assurance Briefing Report to all meetings of Council of Governors

elcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind

• Effective Council of Governors’ sub-committee structure

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and

• Council of Governors’ agenda setting process

and respect • we work together • we go the

• Membership Development Strategy, Implementation Plan and Key Performance
Indicators
• Nominations, Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee of the Board of Directors
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How We Work

d

e

we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and
we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we

•

k

• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile •

d

• Nominations, Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee of the Council of
and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and
Governors

d

are welcoming
• Agreed recruitment process •
forwe
Non-Executive
Directors

e

• we
together
• and
weCouncil
go the
extra
• Highrespect
quality reports
to work
the Board
of Directors
of Governors

respect • we work

and friendly • we are caring and k

mile • we are welcomin

are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we go

t

• Board evaluation and development plan

e

• Council of Governors’ presentation of performance and achievement at Annual
Members’ Meetingswe go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we

e

•

e

•

e

k

d

d

e

t

e

e

•

e

we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and

• Code•ofwe
Conduct
for and
Governors
value
respect
• Going
Concern
Report •
and
friendly

• we work together • we go the extra mile •

we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work

• we are
• Robust Audit Committee arrangements

welcoming and friendly • we are caring and k

respectappointment
• we work
together
• we
go
• Governor-led
process
for External
Auditor

the extra mile • we are welcomin

are caring
and
kind
• we
value
andPlan
respect
• Whistle-blowing
Policy
and
Counter
Fraud
Policy and

• we work together • we go

we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and
we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we

The•Board
ofand
Directors
we value
respect • we work together • we go the extra mile •

Our Board
Directors operates
thecaring
highest corporate
governance
standards.
andof friendly
• we to
are
and kind
• we value
andIt respect • we work
is responsible for all aspects of the performance of the Trust, including financial
• quality,
we are
welcoming
and friendly • we are caring and k
performance, clinical and service
management
and performance.

respect
• accountable
we work for
together
we gobythe
extra
mile
The Board
is legally
the services•provided
the Trust
and their
key•
responsibilities include:

we are welcomin

are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we go

• Setting
strategic
direction, having
taken into account
the Council
of and
Governors’
wetheare
welcoming
and friendly
• we are
caring
kind
views

• we value and

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we

y

• Ensuring that our services provide safe, clean and personal care for patients

a

• Ensuring robust governance arrangements are in place

• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile •

• Ensuring rigorous performance management so that we achieve all local and national
targets
• Ensuring that we are always compliant with our Terms of Authorisation
The Board has decided that certain decisions may only be exercised or made in formal
Board sessions. These are set out in the reservation of powers to the Board and the
Scheme of Delegation.
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Membership of the Board of Directors
Alan Maden, Chair
Alan was previously a Non-Executive Director at the Trust from
February 2005 to September 2009 when he was formally made
Chair of the Trust. He is a retired Senior Partner of a local practice
of solicitors but also has a wealth of NHS experience. He was
Chair of the Bury and Rochdale Health Authority from 1994 to
2002 and was a Non-Executive Director and Vice Chair of the
Greater Manchester Strategic Health Authority in April 2002. At
the Strategic Health Authority’s request he was also Acting Chair
of the Manchester Mental Health and Social Care Trust from February 2002 to September
2004, in a turnaround role.

Mike Chapman, Vice Chair and Senior Independent
Director

her • we go

we value and

A Head Teacher for 27 years, Mike was appointed Non-Executive
Director of GMW in 2003. He has also acted as Executive
Head Teacher to support schools with problems, worked as a
Workforce Remodelling Consultant to schools and represented
teachers and head teachers on a range of issues, as well as being
a member of the Local Strategic Partnership for several years. He
served
Bolton Health Authority, and was Chair of Bolton
the extra mile •has
we
areonwelcoming
Community Health Council and Non-Executive Director of Bolton and Wigan Health
respect
• we go
Authority. •
In we
2011,work
he was together
awarded an Honorary
Doctorate for services to Health Care
and Education by the University of Bolton.

friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and

extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we

Professor Karen luker, Non-executive Director
ct • we work together • we go
the extra mile

Karen is the Head of the School of Nursing, Midwifery and

caring and kind • we value andSocial
respect
• the
weUniversity
work of Manchester and was previously
Work at
the Head of the School of Health Sciences at the University of

e welcoming and friendly • weLiverpool.
are caring
andalso
kind
She was
a Non-Executive Director of the former
Ashworth Hospital Authority from 1998 to 2002 and was Non-

r • we go the extra mile • weExecutive
are welcoming
and
Director for the former Sefton FSHA between 1992 and

1996.
alue and respect • we work together
• we go the

dly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect
Terry
McDonnell,
Director
mile • we are welcoming and
friendly
• weNon-executive
are
Terry was Chief Executive for one of the largest hospices in

we work together • we go the extra
mile • we are
the UK which offered the full range of services for end-of-life

wastogether
regulated by•the Care Quality Commission.
d kind • we value and respect • care
weand
work

He
initially trained as a Psychiatric Social Worker but has held roles
whichkind
have included
management posts in local authority, the
ng and friendly • we are caring and
• we value
NHS and voluntary sectors for over 25 years. He was also Chair
of Northand
West friendly
Hospice Managers
Group and the North West
the extra mile • we are welcoming
•
Representative of the UK Hospices Advisory Council.

spect • we work together • we go the extra mile
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respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are welco

are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we
Jon Bashford, Non-executive Director

we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value

Jon has over 20 years’ experience in the statutory and voluntary
sectors
the fi
elds of
drugs, mile
alcohol•and
mental
health both
weingo
the
extra
we
are welcoming
and friendly •
as a clinician and a senior manager. Jon has a research interest
in equality
and diversity
andwork
his PhD
was in the area
of race
• we value
and respect
• we
together
• we
go the extra mile •
equality and organisational change. Jon is a senior partner with
friendly •Community
we are Innovations
caring and
kind (CIE)
• we
andwork
respect • we work
Enterprise
andvalue
undertakes
across the public sector including the NHS on equality, human
• community
we are welcoming
and
friendly
• we are caring and kind
rights,
engagement and
needs
assessment.

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming

caring and
kind • we value and respect • we work together • we go th
Malcolm Cowen, Non-executive Director

welcoming
andisfriendly
we are caring
kind
• we value and respe
Malcolm
a qualified•accountant
with overand
30 years
private
sector experience and 16 years public sector experience, including

we go the
extra
we
are welcoming
and
friendly
• we are cari
ten years
as amile
Director•of
Finance
for a large hospital
trust.
He

also works closely with local interest, patient and carer groups
and respect
• we work together • we go the extra mile • we are we
and recently retired from the National Offender Management
Service with
and fi
nancialand
control
for 14 North
West
we are caring
andbudgetary
kind • we
value
respect
• we
work together •
prisons.

Brian Slater, Non-executive Director
Brian is a qualified accountant and is a retired board director of
Brother UK. He has an expansive career history in large private
sector businesses, with experience in business strategy, workforce
design and financial improvement, including working for Deloitte
and Touche. Brian is also a proprietor of a wills and estate
planning company.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
Bev Humphrey, Chief executive
Bev has been Chief Executive of the Trust from October 2006.
She was previously Chief Executive for The Walton Centre for
Neurosciences NHS Trust in 2004. Other NHS experience includes
being Director of Performance for Cumbria and Lancashire
Strategic Health Authority in 2002 and Director of Specialist
Services Commissioning for Lancashire and South Cumbria
in 2000. Prior to this, Bev held various managerial posts in
both acute and community services in Merseyside, Essex and
Lancashire, having started her career in the NHS in 1983.
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ct • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are

ng and kind • we value and respect • we work together •

oming and friendly • we are caring
andColgan,
kind •Medical
we value
Dr Steve
Director

Steve was a Research
Fellow at the
e go the extra mile • we are welcoming
and friendly
• University of Manchester for
three years and has a Masters and Doctorate in Psychological

was extra
appointed
as Consultant General Psychiatrist
nd respect • we work together •Medicine.
we goHethe
mile
for the City of Salford in 1992, with responsibility for drug

e are caring and kind • we value
and respect
we work
services.
He was also•Chair
of the Medical Staffing Committee
in 1996. Steve was appointed medical director in 1999

we are welcoming and friendly and
• we
are caring
kind
continues
to lead and
on clinical
governance in addition to
research and development’. More recently he has overseen the

ogether • weimplementation
go the extra
mile • we are welcoming
of the new systems for medical revalidation, supporting greater oversight

modern
medical
d • we value of
and
respect
• practice.
we work together • we go

g and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and
Andrew and
Maloney,
Director
the extra mile • we are welcoming
friendly
• weof Human Resources and
Governance

respect • we work together • we
go the extra mile
With over ten years of senior HR management experience,
Andrew
has worked•across
a range of NHS sectors. From 2000 to
are caring and kind • we value
and respect
we work

2004 he worked as the Assistant Director of HR for Sefton Health
and
Sefton Primary
Care Trust working on HR change
we are welcoming and friendly Authority
• we are
caring
and kind
management projects that supported the establishment of PCTs
ether • we go the extra mileacross
• weSefton.
are welcoming
and
In 2004 Andrew
joined The Walton Centre NHS
Trust as Director of HR and was part of the senior executive team
we value and that
respect
• weledwork
together
• we
go
the
successfully
the Trust
to Foundation
Trust
status
in 2009. Andrew joined Greater
Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust as Director of HR and Governance
friendly • we are
caring
and kind • we value and respect
in August
2009.

extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are

ct • we work together • we go the extra mile • we are

Joe Peers, Director of estates and Facilities

ng and kind • we value and respect
workSurveyor;
together
• his career in the NHS in
Joe is•awe
Chartered
he started
1976 as a Building Officer at Wigan Area Health Authority. He

oming and friendly • we are caring
and at
kind
• we
has worked
several
NHS value
organisations including the East

Lancashire Hospitals NHS Trust where between 1990 and 2007,
e go the extra mile • we are welcoming
and friendly •

nd respect • we work together

he was based at Queen’s Park Hospital, Blackburn initially as
Director
appointed as Head of Estates. In
•Assistant
we go
the before
extrabeing
mile
2007, he joined the Trust as Director of Estates and Facilities.

Neil Thwaite, Director of Business
and Service Development
Neil started his career in the NHS in 1993 and has worked across
many NHS sectors including Acute care, primary care, Cancer
Network and a Strategic Health Authority. Neil is formally
qualified in business and project management, most recently
successfully attaining a Masters in Business Administration at
Manchester Business School. Neil joined GMW in 2006 and was
the Executive lead for the successful Foundation Trust application.
He has a great deal of experience and a strong interest in service development, business
planning, contracting, performance improvement and strategy.
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Ismail Hafeji, Director of Finance, Information
Management and Technology
Ismail joined the Trust in 2011 with a proven track record of NHS
financial experience. He has been working as an accountant
in the NHS since 1983 at NHS Trusts, Health Authorities and
PCTs around the North West. His last role, before joining the
Trust, was as Director of Finance, IT and Information at NHS
Bolton. Ismail also has Assistant Director of Finance experience at
Strategic Health Authority level and previous to this, worked as
Acting Director of Finance for West Lancashire and Chorley and South Ribble PCTs.

Gill Green, Director of Nursing and Operations

Gill joined the Trust in Augustwe
2011go
withthe
a wealth
of health
extra
mile • we are welc
service experience. Her most recent role was at South West
caring
andPartnership
kind • we
value NHS
andTrust
respect
• we
work
yorkshire
Foundation
as Acting
Director
of together • we
Nursing, Compliance and Innovation. Previous to this she was
welcoming
andoffriendly
• weatare
and
kind • we value and
Assistant Director
Health Services
the caring
trust which
included
operational service development whilst delivering quality
we
go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we a
improvement programmes. She has plenty of experience at
ward
level having
been
a ward
manager and
senior
community
and
respect
• we
work
together
• we
go
the extra mile • we
mental health nurse for older people services for over a decade. Gill is passionate about
delivering high standards
mental
health
carekind
at right
in the right
setting
for all• we work toget
we of
are
caring
and
• time,
we value
and
respect
services users and their carers. Her list of achievements is vast and includes overseeing the
we are
welcoming
and friendly
• we
are caring
and kind • we
development of new •mental
health
units, the extension
to a psychiatric
intensive
care
unit, the introduction of a trust-wide early intervention service as well as profiling
we go
the extra
mile
• we
are
welcoming and frie
consultants’ work practices and successfully
negotiating
with PCTs
to help
with
waiting
times for psychological services.

• we value and respect • we work together • we go the ext
and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect

Declaration of Interests• we are welcoming and friendly • we are car

respect
• we
workreview
together
• weofgo
the Interest.
extraAtmile • we are
The Board of Directors
undertakes
an annual
of its Register
Declared
each meeting of the Board
of Directors,
item also
requires
all Executive
are caring
anda standing
kind •agenda
we value
and
respect
• we work togethe
and Non-Executive Directors to make known an interest in relation to the agenda and
changes to their declared
The Registerand
of Declared
Interests
for the
of and kind • we
we interests.
are welcoming
friendly
• we
areBoard
caring
Directors is held by the Trust Secretary and is available for public inspection. Members of
the public can gain access by contacting
Head ofmile
Corporate
Affairs,
weSteph
go Neville,
the extra
• we
are Trust
welcoming and frie
Headquarters, Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust, Bury New
we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra
Road, Prestwich, M25•3BL

friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring an

we go the extra mile • we are welc

caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we

welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we a
and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we

we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work toget
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• we are welcoming and friendly • we ar

respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we

Board of Director Meetings

are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work tog

The Board of Directors meetwe
monthly
the exception
of August).
are (with
welcoming
and
friendlyThe
• Board
we are caring and kind •
comprises of the Chair of the Trust and six other Non-Executive Directors plus the Chief
Executive and six Executive Directors. Part one
the the
meetings
are held
in public
weofgo
extra
mile
• weand
are welcoming and
part two is held in private. A quorum of seven is required for the meeting to take place.
we
value and
respect • we
together
• we go the ex
All Non-Executive Directors •
are
considered
to be independent
and work
the Chair
has no
significant commitments.

friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are carin
The sub-committees of the Board are:
• Audit Committee

we go the extra mile • we are

caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together

• Remuneration and Terms of Service Committee

welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value

• Clinical and Social Care Governance Committee – now the Quality Governance
we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly •
Committee

and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile

• Charitable Funds Committee

we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work t
Board of Directors attendance
Alan Maden (Chair)

10/11

Mike Chapman

10/11

Malcolm Cowen

10/11

Karen Luker

09/11

Terry McDonnell

11/11

Brian Slater

11/11

Jon Bashford

10/11

Bev Humphrey

10/11

Andrew Maloney

10/11

Neil Thwaite

11/11

Gill Green

11/11

Steve Colgan

10/11

Joe Peers

06/11

Ismail Hafeji

10/11

The use of appraisal for Directors is good practice and supports the principle outlined in
the NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance that an effective Board of Directors should
lead every NHS Foundation Trust.
During 2011, the Trust continued its Chair and Non-Executive appraisal. The process,
led by the Nominations Committee on behalf of the Council of Governors introduced
a structured, competency-based approach including self and peer assessment from the
Director. The Chair conducted the Chief Executive’s performance evaluation who in turn
conducted those of the Executive Directors.
The outcome of the Chair and Non-Executive Director appraisals were considered at a
Council of Governors meeting during 2011. All Directors have agreed objectives and
personal development plans for the following year, which has been developed alongside
the Trust’s strategic objectives.
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re caring and kind • we value and

e are welcoming
and friendly • we
The Board of Directors held dedicated development sessions throughout the year to

enable
detailed
analysis
of areas of corporate strategy.
gether • we go
the
extra
mile

• we value

The Board received internal
audit opinion on the robustness of the Trust’s processes including self-accreditation and
Corerespect
Standards•Assessment
and Registration processes and Code of Compliance against
and
we work
Monitor guidance has been received.

d friendly • we are caring and kind

xtra mile • we are welcoming and

Audit •Committee
• we work together
we go the

ng and kind • The
weaim
value
and
respect
of the
Audit
Committee is to provide one of the key means by which the Board
of Directors ensures effective internal control arrangements are in place.
welcoming and
friendly • we are

In addition, the
Committee provides a form of independent check upon the Executive arm of the Board.

r • we go the extra mile • we are

The Committee has responsibilities for the review of governance, risk management and
controltogether
covering both
e and respect internal
• we work
• clinical and non-clinical areas.
is achieved
rstly through
we are caringThis
and
kind •fiwe
value the Committee being appropriately constituted and

• we are

secondly, by the Committee being effective in ensuring internal accountability and the
welcoming
• services.
delivery ofand
audit friendly
and assurance

together • we
go the extra
mile
In discharging
its duties,
the Committee meets its responsibilities through self-assessment
and review, requesting assurance from Trust officers and directing and receiving reports
from the auditors and fraud specialists.
The Audit Committee has an annual work programme and provides an Annual Report to
the Board of Directors.
Brian Slater

4/4

Malcolm Cowen (Chair)

4/4

Mike Chapman

3/4

Jon Bashford

3/4

Quality Governance Committee
The Quality Governance Committee monitored quality and was the accountable committee
for all risk management activity charged with developing, implementing and evaluating a
systematic approach for identifying areas of clinical and non-clinical risks in services.
In May 2011, the Clinical and Social Care Governance Committee and its membership
changed to become the Quality Governance Committee and now reflects Monitor’s
Quality Governance Framework. Its focus is on strategy, capabilities, process, structures
and measurement.
Karen Luker

5/6

Mike Chapman

4/6

Terry McDonnell (Chair)

5/6

Bev Humphrey

4/6

Steve Colgan

5/6

Andrew Maloney

6/6

Gill Green

6/6

Neil Thwaite

6/6
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• we are welcoming and friendly • we are

respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we a

Charitable Funds
are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work toge

The aim of the Charitablewe
Funds
Committee
is to ensure
the Board•ofwe
Directors
are
welcoming
andthat
friendly
are caring and kind •
properly discharges its responsibilities in relation to its role as Corporate Trustee of the
we
extra
mile
• and
wegood
are welcoming and f
Charitable Funds. It does so in accordance
withgo
thethe
NHS Acts,
Charities
Acts
practice to ensure that decisions on the use or investment of funds are restricted to the
• we
and respect
• grant.
we work
• we go the ext
explicit conditions or purpose
of value
each donation,
bequest or
It alsotogether
makes decisions
involving the use of charitable funds for investments with reference to appropriate
friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect •
legislation.
Jon Bashford (Chair)
Malcolm Cowen
Ismail Hafeji
Gill Green

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring
2/2

we go the extra2/2mile • we are w
2/2

caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together •
2/2

welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value a

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • w

Remunerationand
and
Terms
Service
respect
• we of
work
together • we go the extra mile • w
Committee we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work to
The main function of the Committee is to make recommendations to the Board of
Directors on the remuneration, allowances and terms of office of the Executive Directors
to ensure they are fairly rewarded for their individual contribution to the organisation.
It also monitors and evaluates the performance of individual officers and overseas
contractual arrangements, including the calculation and scrutiny of termination payments
of Executive Directors and other Senior Officers.
All Non-Executive Directors are members of the Remuneration and Terms of Service
Committee which is chaired by Alan Maden, Trust Chair.
Alan Maden (Chair)

1/1

Mike Chapman

1/1

Malcolm Cowen

0/1

Karen Luker

1/1

Terry McDonnell

1/1

Brian Slater

1/1

Jon Bashford

1/1

Board of Directors - Register of Interests
As an NHS Foundation Trust, Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation
Trust is required by its Terms of Authorisation to comply with the principles of best
practice applicable to corporate governance in the NHS/health sector and with any
relevant code of practice, in particular the NHS Foundation Trust Code of Governance
The expectations of the NHS in respect of standards of corporate conduct are set out in
guidance issued by the Department of Health and the NHS Appointments Commission,
the ‘Code of Conduct Code of Accountability in the NHS’ and Monitors ‘The NHS
Foundation Trust Code of Governance’.
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e caring and kind • we value and

are welcoming and friendly • we

The Code of Conduct for the Board of Directors of Greater Manchester Mental Health
NHS
Foundation
(the Trust) is consistent with this guidance and seeks to expand
ether • we go
the
extraTrust
mile
on and complement the Constitution for Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS
we value andFoundation
respect Trust
• we
work
(the
Constitution).

friendly • weUnder
are caring
and of
kind
the provisions
the Constitution, the Trust shall have a Register of Interests to
record formally declarations of interests of Board of Directors. In particular, the Register

tra mile • wewill
areinclude
welcoming
and
details of all
directorships and other relevant material interests, which both
Executive and Non-Executive Board Directors have declared.
we work together
• we go the

Members of the Board of Directors must declare on appointment any interests, which
g and kind • we
value and respect

might place, or be seen to place them in a potential conflict of interest between their
personal
or private
interest
welcoming and
friendly
• we
areand those arising from their membership of the Board of
Directors. Board Directors are also required to declare any conflict of interest that arises in
the course
of conducting
Trust Business, specifically at each meeting of the Board.
• we go the extra
mile
• we are

Interests will
and respect • The
weRegister
work of
together
• be maintained by the Head of Corporate Affairs and shall be
available for inspection by members of the public on request.

we are caring and kind • we value

The Register will be subject to annual review by the Board.

we are welcoming and friendly •

ogether • we go the extra mile
Chair
Alan Maden

Trustee Pension Fund – St Ann’s Hospice

Non-executive Directors
Jon Bashford

Senior Partner, Community Innovations Enterprise LLP
Undertakes contract work across NHS & LAs across England

Mike Chapman

No directorships or significant interests to declare

Karen luker

University nominated Non-Executive Director post Head of
School of Nursing, Midwifery and Social Work, Queen’s Nursing
Institute of Professor of Community Nursing, The University of
Manchester

Brian Slater

No directorships or significant interests to declare

Terry McDonnell

No directorships or significant interests to declare

Malcolm Cowen

No directorships of significant interests to declare

Chief executive
Bev Humphrey

No directorship or significant interest to declare

executive Directors
Stephen Colgan

No directorships or significant interests to declare

Ismail Hafeji

No directorships or significant interests to declare

Andrew Maloney

No directorships or significant interests to declare

Joe Peers

No directorships or significant interests to declare

Neil Thwaite

No directorships or significant interests to declare

Gill Green

No directorships or significant interests to declare
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Remuneration of Board Members
Name

Title

2012/13
Salary

Other
Remuneration

Benefits
in Kind*

2011/12
Salary

Other
Remuneration

Benefits
in Kind

(Bands
of
£5,000)
£'000

(Bands of
£5,000)
£'000

(To
nearest
£100)
£

(Bands
of
£5,000)
£'000

(Bands of
£5,000)
£'000

(To
nearest
£100)
£

A Maden

Chair

40-45

40-45

M Chapman

Non Executive Director

15-20

15-20

J Bashford

Non Executive Director

10-15

10-15

Prof K Luker

Non Executive Director

10-15

15-20

B Slater

Non Executive Director

10-15

15-20

T McDonnell

Non Executive Director

10-15

10-15

M Cowen

Non Executive Director

10-15

10-15

B Humphrey

Chief Executive

150-155

3,100

135-140

2,500

G Green

Director of Operations & Nursing

105-110

1,600

60-65

700

I Hafeji

Director of Finance and IM&T

105-110

2,600

100-105

1,900

A Maloney

Director of HR & Governance

105-110

2,500

95-100

1,500

S Colgan **

Medical Director

J Peers

Director of Estates & Facilities

105-110

90-95

70-75
2,700

95-100
95-100

95-100
1,700

N Thwaite

Director of Service & Business
Development

105-110

2,800

95-100

1,700

* - Benefits in kind relate to the provision of lease cars to Board Members.
** -S Colgan retired as a Consultant Psychiatrist and Medical Director on 31st December 2012 and returned in January 2013,
on a part time basis, to continue in the role as Medical Director.

HUTTON REVIEW OF FAIR PAy - DISCLOSURE INFORMATION
2012/13
Band of Highest Paid Directors Total *
Mid-point of Highest Paid Director

2011/12

£'000

£'000

150-155

135-140

152.5

137.5

2012/13

2011/12

£26,556

£21,798

5.74 times

6.31 times

* - The highest paid director represents the Chief Executive.

Staff Median Total Remuneration *
Ratio **

* - The calculation is based on full-time staff as at 31st March 2013 and is calculated on an annualised basis.
** - Ratio represents the median remuneration of staff compared to the mid-point of the highest paid director.

OFF- PAyROLL ENGAGEMENTS
There were two ‘off-payroll engagements’ in 2012/13, that did not fall under the
reporting requirements criteria (PES(2012) 17).

SICKNESS ABSENCE INFORMATION
In accordance with FReM (Government Financial Reporting Manual) guidance the sickness
absence figures have been calculated on a calendar year basis for 2012/13 (January to
December 2012) and represent workforce statistics sourced from the Electronic Staff
Record (ESR) data warehouse. The Full Time Equivalent (FTE) Days available to the Trust
were 650,278 (659,250 2011/12) and the days lost to sickness were 37,716 (38,154 2011/12)
resulting in 5.8% (5.8% 2011/12) of available days lost to sickness, this equates to an average
number of sick days per FTE of 13.0 days. The average number of staff employed by the
Trust, based on an extract taken on 1 January 2012 by the Department of Health, was 2,890.
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Signed:
Bev HumpHrey, CHief exeCutive

Date: 28 may 2013

Pension Benefits as at 31 March 2013
Name

Title

Real
Increase
in Pension
and
Related
lump Sum
at Age 60

Total Accrued
Pension and
Related lump
Sum at Age 60
at 31 March
2013

Cash
equivalent
Transfer
Value at
31 March
2013

Cash
equivalent
Transfer
Value at
31 March
2012

Real
increase
in Cash
equivalent
Transfer
Value

(Bands of
£2,500)
£'000

(Bands of
£5,000)
£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

Bev
Humphrey

Chief Executive

25.0-27.5

220-225

1,023

877

146

Steve
Colgan*

Medical Director

0.0-2.5

375-380

0

1,909

(1,909)

Neil
Thwaite

Director of Service and
Business Development

12.5-15.0

100-105

363

306

57

Ismail
Hafeji

Director of Finance and
IM&T

12.5-15.0

155-160

756

676

80

Gillian
Green

Director of Operations and
Nursing

27.5-30.0

150-155

768

610

158

Andrew
Maloney

Director of HR and
Governance

12.5-15.0

90-95

301

252

49

Joseph
Peers

Director of Estates and
Facilities

22.5-25.0

195-200

1,117

957

160

* -S Colgan retired as a Consultant Psychiatrist and Medical Director on 31st December 2012 and returned in January 2013,
on a part time basis, to continue in the role as Medical Director.

As non-executive directors do not receive pensionable remuneration, there are no entries
in respect of pensions for non-executive directors.
A Cash Equivalent Transfer Value (CETV) is the actuarially assessed capital value of the
pension scheme benefits accrued by a member at a particular point in time. The benefits
valued are the member’s accrued benefits and any contingent spouse’s pension payable
from the scheme. A CETV is a payment made by a pension scheme, or arrangement to
secure pension benefits in another pension scheme or arrangement when the member
leaves a scheme and chooses to transfer the benefits accrued in their former scheme.
The pension figures shown relate to the benefits that the individual has accrued as a
consequence of their total membership of the pension scheme, not just their service in a
senior capacity to which the disclosure applies. The CETV and the other pension figures,
include the value of any pension benefits in another scheme or arrangement which the
individual has transferred to the NHS pension scheme. They also include any additional
pension benefit accrued to the member as a result of their purchasing additional years
of pension service in the scheme at their own cost. CETVs are calculated within the
guidelines and framework prescribed by the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries.
Real Increase in CETV - This reflects the increase in CETV. It takes account of the increase
in accrued pension due to inflation, contributions paid by the employee (including the
value of any benefits transferred from another pension scheme or arrangement) and uses
common market valuation factors for the start and end of the period.
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Financial Review

d

e

•

k

d

3. PERFORMANCE COMPARED TO ANNUAL PLAN TARGETS

d

Annual Plan

Actual
Outturn to
31st March
2013

Plan

Risk Rating

Outturn

Risk Rating

6.0%

3

11.0%

5

173.2%

5

187.6%

5

4.6%

5

10.7%

5

2.9%

4

6.8%

5

38.7 days

4

53.8 days

4

e

t

EBITDA* Margin

e

EBITDA % Achieved

e

I&E Surplus Margin

•

e

•

e

k

Return On Assets
Liquidity Rating
Overall Risk Rating

4

5

* Earnings before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortisation
Monitor uses the Risk Rating as the primary basis for assessing the risk of Trusts breaching
their Terms of Authorisation. An overall rating of 4 or 5 is an indication of a low level of
risk (see Appendix 3 for the Regulatory Rating Report).

d

4. INCOME AND EXPENDITURE POSITION
d
The following table summarises the actual performance as at the 31st March 2013
are welcoming
e
compared to the Annual Plan.
ether • we go
t
For the year to 31st March 2013
• we value and
Plan
Actual
Variance
e
£000’s
£000’s
£000’s
d friendly • we
e
Clinical Income
144,795
145,578
783
e extra mile Other Income
8,985
11,557
2,572
•
153,780
157,135
3,355
pect • we workTotal Income
e
Operating Expenditure
(144,570)
(139,963)
4,607
aring and kindeBITDA
9,210
17,172
7,962
y
(2,660)
(4,978)
(2,318)
welcoming andDepreciation
a
Interest Receivable
217
259
42
r • we go theInterest Expense
(65)
(75)
(10)

lue and respectPublic Dividend Capital

Profit/(Loss) on disposal of assets

endly • we areSurplus/(Deficit) before Other NonOperating expenses

a mile • we areOther Non-Operating Income

work together •Impairment Losses (Reversals) net (on non PFI

(2,003)

(1,636)

367

(191)

(155)

36

4,507

10,587

6,080

0

0

0

(2,453)

(4,181)

(1,728)

2,054

6,406

4,352

assets)

kind • we valueNet Surplus/(Deficit)

g and friendly •

he extra mile
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Income
(£’000s)

nhs
Bolton

nhs
Salford

nhs
Trafford

20,211

33,811

15,723

Other

Specialist

Local

Other

Total

20,383

41,981

8,645

4,824

145,578

PCT’s
we
areCommissioners
caring andAuthorities
kind • we value and respect • we
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The Trust received £11.6 million othertogether
income (non-patient
carethe
services),
with mile
the
majority (£3.6 million) coming from NHS North West to support education and training.
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value research
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The Trust received income of £1.3 million
to support
and development.
friendly
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Other income also includes £2.6m arising
as a result
of the
District
Valuers
revaluation.
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Supplies and Services - Clinical and General
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Impairments of Property, Plant and Equipment

Expenditure (£’000s)
109,056
10,398
6,423
4,978

d kind • we value
and respect • we work
Other

4,181

Purchase
of healthcare
from non-NHS
bodies
ming and friendly
• we
are caring
and kind

3,097

Establishment

o the extra mile
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Drug Costs

Termination
Expenses •
& Special
Payments
respect • we work
together
we go
the(incl. MARS*) and Services

4,193
3,040
2,523
1,388

from other NHS and Foundation Trusts

are caring and Grand
kindTotal
• we value and respect

149,277

we are welcoming
and
friendly
• weScheme
are
* Mutually
Agreed
Resignation

ogether • weThe
golargest
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mile • we
arethe Trust relates to staff costs, (£109.1 million or
item of expenditure
within
73.1% of operating expenses).
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As a result of the District Valuers valuation the Trust’s assets have been impaired by £4.2m,

endly • we are
caring
kind
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this
is shownand
as part
of the
Trustsvalue
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7. caPital investment

nd kind • we value
and
respect
• we
work
The Trust
continues
to invest
in the
development and improvement of its estate. The
following table shows the schemes that have been undertaken during the year, totalling

ming and friendly
• we are caring and kind
almost £11.7 million, which is a significant investment in the enhancement of patient and

non-patient
o the extra mile
• we facilities.
are welcoming and

Capital
expenditure
respect • we work
together
• we go the
Junction 17 (McGuinness Replacement)
Woodlands Schemes
Royal Bolton Hospital Site Scheme
Meadowbrook Schemes
Edenfield Schemes
Backlog Maintenance Schemes
Statutory Schemes
Corporate Schemes
Other Schemes
Ligature Audit Schemes
Minor Schemes
JDU Scheme
Energy Improvement Scheme
Total

expenditure to 31st
March 2013 (£,000’s)
6,131
1,358
1,288
990
588
359
287
228
127
116
105
71
68
11,716

The Junction 17 scheme to replace the McGuinness unit is progressing well and is due
to complete in May 2013; phase two of the scheme will involve the demolition of the
existing building and external roads, car parking, new entrance and landscaping.
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A sports Recreational facility is under construction on the Edenfield site, this is to provide
activity space for patient’s in the secure unit. The building is planned for completion in June
2013.
The refurbishment to the wards at the Woodlands site and at Bolton was completed in
March 2013. The wards are now in use.
On the Meadowbrook site two of the three wards have been refurbished and the
remaining ward is to be refurbished during 2013/14. On this site there is also a £1.6 million
scheme to provide an inpatient rehabilitation ward, and this is due for completion in July
2013.
As in previous years the Trust has continued to invest in eradicating backlog maintenance,
statutory works, reducing ligatures and energy performance improvements.

8. THE PRUDENTIAL BORROWING LIMIT
As an NHS Foundation Trust, Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation
Trust has the freedom to borrow money to finance capital investment. The conditions on
the amount the Trust can borrow are set out in the Prudential Borrowing Code (PBC) and
the levels of borrowing permitted are defined in the Trust’s Prudential Borrowing Limit
(PBL), issued by Monitor.
The Trust’s Prudential Borrowing Limit set by Monitor consists of a long term borrowing
limit of £31.4 million and a Working Capital Facility limit of £12.0 million, bringing the total
Prudential Borrowing Limit for the Trust to £43.4 million. The Trust did not access external
sources of borrowing during 2012/13 to fund its capital investment programme and did not
draw down any part of the working capital facility.
The following table sets out the Trust’s performance against the four PBC ratio tests that
are applied to an NHSFT’s Annual Plan, to set the Long-Term Borrowing limit for each year.
Target based
on level 4

2012/13
PlAN

2012/13
ACTuAl

Minimum Dividend Cover

>1

4.6x

9.9x

Minimum Interest Cover

>3

n/a

n/a

Minimum Debt Service Cover

>2

n/a

n/a

<3%

0.0%

0.0%

Maximum Debt Service to Revenue
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The Better Payment Practice Code (BPPC) requires the Trust to pay all NHS, and non-NHS
trade creditors within 30 calendar days of receipt of goods or a valid invoice (whichever
is later) unless other payment terms have been agreed. Where this involves a non-public
sector organisation, the Trust ensures to make payment as quickly as possible.
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11. COST ALLOCATION
The Foundation Trust has complied with cost allocation and charging requirements set
out in the HM Treasury Guidelines.

12. ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Trust has produced the Annual Accounts for 2012/13 following the NHS Foundation
Trust Annual Reporting Manual 2012/13, and in-line with the requirements of
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). The accounting policies are approved
by the Board for use in preparing the accounts and are reviewed annually to reflect any
changing circumstances involving accounting regulation or guidance.
Accounting policies for pensions and other retirement benefits are set out in note 8 of the
accounts. Details of senior employees’ remuneration can be found on pages 26 - 27 of the
Annual Report.

13. GOING CONCERN
Following review by the Trust’s Board, the directors have a reasonable expectation
that the Trust has adequate resources to continue to adopt the going concern basis in
preparing the accounts.

14. LOOKING FORWARD
Whilst 2012/13 has been another successful year for the Trust, the coming years will
continue to represent an increasing challenge to both the Trust and to the Public Sector.
The NHS will need to continue making efficiencies to deal with the rising demand from an
ageing population and the increased cost of new technology. Greater Manchester West
NHS Foundation Trust will work with the above challenge including the requirement
to identify efficiencies for investment in patient services in the future. The changes in
the commissioning landscape with the change from PCTs to the development of Clinical
Commissioning Groups (CCGs) will provide a significant level of uncertainty for the Trust.
In addition, the changes in the arrangements for the commissioning of specialist services
will also have an impact on the organisation in 2013/14.
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Health NHS Foundation Trust to prepare for each financial year a statement of accounts
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Accounts
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on an accruals basis and must give a true and fair view of the state of affairs of the
we
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Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust and of its income and
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total
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In preparing
the accounts,
the Accounting
Officer
is required
to comply
thetogether • we go th
we
are caring
and kind
• we value
and
respect
• we with
work
requirements of the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual and in particular to:
• Observe the Accounts Direction issued by Monitor, including the relevant accounting
and disclosure requirements, and apply suitable accounting policies on a consistent
basis;
• Make judgements and estimates on a reasonable basis;
• State whether applicable accounting standards as set out in the NHS Foundation Trust
Annual Reporting Manual have been followed, and disclose and explain any material
departures in the financial statements; and
• Prepare the financial statements on a going concern basis.
The accounting officer is responsible for keeping proper accounting records which disclose
with reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the NHS foundation trust
and to enable them to ensure that the accounts comply with requirements outlined in
the above mentioned Act. The Accounting Officer is also responsible for safeguarding
the assets of the NHS foundation trust and hence for taking reasonable steps for the
prevention and detection of fraud and other irregularities.
To the best of my knowledge and belief, I have properly discharged the responsibilities set
out in Monitor’s NHS Foundation Trust Accounting Officer Memorandum.
Signed:
Bev HumpHrey, CHief exeCutive
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direction issued
by Monitor,
to prepare
accounts
for each
• we are welcoming
and
friendly
• we are
caring
andfinancial
kind year. In preparing
those accounts, the Directors are required to ensure that:

rk together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and

• So far as the directors are aware, there is no relevant audit information* of which the

nd • we value and
respect
• we work together • we go the
auditors
are unaware;

and friendly •• we
are caring
and all
kind
• we
and
respect
The directors
have taken
of the
stepsvalue
that they
ought
to have taken as a director in
order to make themselves aware of any relevant audit information* and to establish

the extra milethat
• the
weauditors
are welcoming
and
friendly • we are
are aware of that
information.

respect • we work
together
• we go the
mile
• webyare
* “Relevant
audit information”
meansextra
information
needed
the auditor in connection

with preparing their report.
e caring and kind
• we value and respect • we work together •

A director is regarded as having taken all the steps that they ought to have taken as a
e welcoming and
friendly • we are caring and kind • we value
director in order to do the things mentioned above, if they have:

• we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly •

ue and

• Made such enquiries of their fellow directors and of the NHS foundation trust’s auditors
thatwork
purpose,
and
respect for
• we
together
• we go the extra mile
• Taken such other steps (if any) for that purpose, as are required by their duty as a
director of the NHS foundation trust to exercise reasonable care, skill and diligence.
After making enquiries, the directors have a reasonable expectation that the NHS
foundation trust has adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the
foreseeable future. For this reason, they continue to adopt the going concern basis in
preparing the accounts.
The Directors confirm to the best of their knowledge and belief they have complied with
the above requirements in preparing the accounts.
By order of the Board

Signed:
Bev HumpHrey, CHief exeCutive

Date: 28 may 2013

Signed:
iSmaiL HafeJi, DireCtOr Of fiNaNCe
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Audit Arrangements
The Trust’s external auditors are KPMG. All members of the audit team are independent
of the Board of Directors and of staff members. Each year the audit team, provide a
statement in support of the requirements for their objectivity and independence.
The auditors provided audit services in accordance with the Code of Audit Practice. This
covers the opinion on the annual accounts, financial aspects of corporate governance
and use of resources. The fee for this work was £45,320. Additional services regarding the
Quality Account were also provided.
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together
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out in the NHS
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Trust
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we Offi
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caring and kind
• we value and respect • we work
together
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to eliminate all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can therefore only
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The system
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friendly
• weand
are
caring
and
kind
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we
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•go
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caring
and
kind
• we
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policies,
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Westand
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we go the extra
mile • we
are
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and
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caring
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kind • •we
Health NHS Foundation Trust, to evaluate the likelihood of those risks being realised
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impact
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ciently,
effectively
and
economically. The system of internal control
has go
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in place
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extra
mile
• we are
welcoming and
• we are caring
kind
• we
value and
respect
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work
together
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Westand
Mental
Health
NHS Foundation
Trust
for the year
ended
31 March
2013 and•up
to go the extra
the date of approval of the annual report and
andaccounts.
respect • we work together • we go the e

we are caring and kind • we value and respect •
CAPACITy TO HANDLE RISK

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are carin

I am responsible for risk management across all organisational, financial and clinical
together
• we go
extra mile
activities and I have delegated responsibility
for the co-ordination
of the
risk Management
to • we are welc
the Director of Human Resources and Governance. The Medical Director leads on clinical
• weManagement
value and&respect
• we
work together • we
risk and the Director of Finance and Information
Technology
(IM&T)
leads on financial risk. A supporting system for managing risk has been devolved to the
friendly • we are caring and kind • we value an
Deputy Director of Integrated Governance (Risk) with support from the Risk Manager and
clearly defined risk and clinical governance structures within directorates. In addition, all
Directors have their individual professional responsibilities and risks associated with them
described within the Risk Management Strategy.
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The Risk Management Strategy provides a framework for managing risks across the
organisation which is consistent with best practice and Department of Health guidance.
The Strategy provides a clear, structured and systematic approach to the management of
risks to ensure that risk assessment is an integral part of clinical, managerial and financial
processes across the organisation.
The Strategy sets out the role of the Board of Directors and Sub Committees together

t
with the individual responsibilities of, Executive Directors, managers and all staff
•
we
work
together
• we
the extra
mile
in managing
risk. go
In particular,
the Risk
Management Strategy Group along with
e

committees for health and safety and emergency planning provides the mechanism for

ng
we value
and
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we workthe Trust and reporting through to the Board.
and
monitoring
risk•throughout
e and kind • managing
The Audit Committee is concerned with evidence of the probity and efficiency of the
lcoming
and
friendly
• we are caring and kind
management of risk in relation to the Trust’s financial, governance and clinical operations.
•

The Quality
Governance
Committee
oversees the system of quality governance overall
mile
• we are
welcoming
ewe go the extra
assurance process associated with managing service delivery effectively. The Board of
Directors routinely receives summary minutes of all sub committees.
•ue and respect • we work together • we go

Risk
management
training
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ndly
caring
and kind
• we
value through
and the induction programme for new staff.
e • we are In
addition tailored training for individual roles are identified by managers and agreed
a
mile
•
we
are
and friendly
• we
withwelcoming
staff through personal
development
plans.
k

we
• we induction
go theprogramme
extra mile
The corporate
ensures that all new staff are provided with details
d work together
of the Trust’s risk management systems and processes and is augmented by local induction
g
valuebyand
respectMandatory
• we work
organised
line managers.
training covers a variety of risk management
d and kind • we
process including health and safety, security etc.

lcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind
e
Training for various staff groups on risk management is detailed in the Trust’s ‘Training
et go the extra
mile • we are welcoming and
Needs Analysis’. Trust policies clearly state the levels of accountability, arrangements and

process
for the
management
of riskgo
across
the Trust. The Trust is committed to learning
work
together
• we
the
end respect • we
from incidents that have occurred and communicates its lessons learnt not just within the
Trust but also with its stakeholders externally. The Board receives information on serious
we
e are caring and kind • we value and respect
untoward incidents.

e• • we are welcoming and friendly • we are
Root-cause analysis training has been provided to staff members who have direct
rk
together
•
we go the
mile • within
we are
responsibility
forextra
risk management
their area of work. Lessons learnt when things
e
go wrong are shared through the organisation via a range of mechanisms including

d
• we work
together •
briefirespect
ngs and governance
meetings.
y • we value and
d friendly • we
are
caring
and kind
• we
The
Trust
has mechanisms
to act
uponvalue
alerts and recommendations made by all relevant
a

central bodies such as the National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA), National Health Service
extra mile • we
are welcoming and friendly •
Litigation Authority (NHSLA) and the Health and Safety Executive (HSE).
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ng and kind • THE
we value
andCONTROL
respect FRAMEWORK
• we work
RISK AND

Risk Management
requires
participation,
commitment and collaboration from all staff.
lcoming and friendly
• we are
caring
and kind

The process starts with a systematic identification of risks throughout the organisation
andmile
these are
documented
on risk registers.
e go the extra
• we
are welcoming
andThese risks are then analysed in order to
determine their relative importance using a risk scoring matrix. Low scoring risks are
nd respect • we
work
• we
managed
by together
the area in which
theygo
are the
found while higher scoring risks are managed
at progressively higher levels within the organisation. Achieving control of the higher
scoring risks is given priority over lower scoring risks. Risk control measures are identified
and taken to reduce the potential for harm.
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In order to provide evidence to support the Annual Governance Statement, the Trust has
a Risk Management Policy, which is based on key elements
• leadership, co-operation, communication;
• the use and sharing of information;
• issues as to competence and training/re-training and supervision;
• the Controls Assurance process;
• the Risk Register and Board Assurance Framework;
• the need for risk management plans, cost benefit analysis, early warning systems and
Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s);
• the links with claims, complaints and litigation;
• the risk assessment process, severity and likelihood criteria and scoring.
The Policy also engages staff in understanding the necessary clinical and non-clinical risk
agendas. It clarifies issues such as their authority to act to deal with an identified risk
and the acceptable level of residual risk. It describes and supports the use of Root Cause
Analysis, audit and other internal and external monitoring.
Information governance risks are managed as part of this process and assessed using the
Information Governance Tool Kit. The Register is updated with the currently identified
information risks.
The Trust has a Data Quality policy which is led by an Executive Director (Director of Finance

we go the extra
mile • we are welcoming
and IM&T). Assurance with regard to Data Quality is provided through the Information

Steering
Group who
this group. A sub group of the Steering Group is the
e and respectGovernance
• we work
together
• chairs
we go
Performance Measures Group which reports into the Steering Group.
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The system of internal control of Quality Account risks is managed through the Risk
Strategy
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mile • we areManagement
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andGroup
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we are added to the appropriate clinical service
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go the extrasuch
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Social Services Departments have been particularly important this year due to the very
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Local Authorities. The Trust has worked very closely from
e are caring and
kind
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and
Director to “ground level” in ensuring the risk to service delivery can be mitigated and
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and effectively.
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• we
are to be vital in the next two years.
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the extra
• we are
The go
Foundation
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with the requirements of registration with the
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are complied with. This includes ensuring that deductions from salary,
xtra mile • weRegulations
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employer’s contributions and payments into the Scheme are in accordance with the
Scheme •
rules,
member
Pension
Scheme records are accurately updated in
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weand
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the
extra
mile
accordance with the timescales detailed in the Regulations.
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2009and
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The Financial Plan is approved by the Board of Directors and submitted to Monitor.
The Plan is monitored extra
in detail by
the Board
Directors
on a monthly
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with key • we are caring an
mile
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performance indicators and Monitor Metrics reviewed quarterly by the Board. A full
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Manual,
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Financial governance arrangements are supported by internal and external audit to
welcoming
and
• we are caring and kind • we value an
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use friendly
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ANNUAL QUALITy•REPORT

The directors are required
under the•Health
Act the
2009 and
the National
Service
together
we go
extra
mile •Health
we are
welcoming and fri
(Quality Accounts) Regulations 2010 (as amended) to prepare Quality Accounts for each
financial year. Monitor•has
guidance
to NHS foundation
trust boards
on the•form
weissued
value
and respect
• we work
together
we go the extra
and content of annual Quality Reports which incorporate the above legal requirements in
friendly
we areManual.
caring and kind • we value and respect • we
the NHS Foundation Trust
Annual •
Reporting
We are an organisation that is passionate about delivering high quality care. Quality and
continuous improvement is at the heart of everything we do. Through the hard work
of our workforce, we have taken significant steps to improve the experience of service
users and the safety and effectiveness of care in 2012/13. We have committed to making
further improvements in 2013/14. The Quality Governance Committee, which is a formal
committee of the Trust Board, is responsible for developing and defining the Trust’s
quality strategy and monitoring progress against the quality improvement priorities
set out in our Quality Account. The Quality Governance Committee is chaired by a nonexecutive director and includes representation from all professional groups and services,
and from service users. Through the Quality Governance Committee, the Board is assured
that clear and effective systems and processes are in place to govern quality.
As described in our Quality Account, directors have taken steps to satisfy themselves that
the content of our Quality Account presents a fair and balanced view and is consistent
with internal and external sources of information including:
• Feedback from Commissioners, governors, local Healthwatch organisations and our
joint Scrutiny Committee
• Feedback from service user forums including our User Action Team (UAcT)
• Complaints and compliments
• Our most recent national Community Mental Health Survey and Staff Survey
Annual Report 2012/13
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We use all feedback received
as a basis
for learning
andextra
for planning
improvements.
together
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All Trust policies and procedures
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on the Trust’s
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representatives
• we value
and respect
• we
workand
together
• we go the extra
of all professional groups and services are encouraged to participate in consultation on
new policies and/or policy
updates. •
Newly
policies
are kind
shared •
viawe
a network
friendly
we approved
are caring
and
value and respect • w
of policy leads, published on the Trust’s intranet and highlighted in internal staff
extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring a
communications.

• we
work together
we go the
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Our staff are critical to the
achievement
of our quality•improvement
priorities.
Learning
and development opportunities are available for all members of staff, at every stage of
caring
and this,
kind
• we
value and
• weand
work together • w
their personal development.
Through
staff
are equipped
with respect
the knowledge
skills needed to deliver high quality services that are positively experienced by our service
welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value an
users. The Trust keeps staff informed about our plans, achievements, examples of best
practice and any issues facing
the the
organisation
of briefi
ngs includingand friendly • we
we go
extrathrough
mile a•range
we are
welcoming
‘GMW Messenger’ and ‘Team Brief’. Exceptional staff achievements are recognised and
celebrated in our annual
staffrespect
awards. The
Trustwork
also participates
in the
annual
and
• we
together
• we
goNational
the extra mile • w
NHS Staff Survey and acts on the feedback received from this survey to improve the
we
weservice
value
and respect • we work tog
working lives of our staff
andare
helpcaring
provide and
betterkind
care to•our
users.

• we
are
and friendly
we are
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Feedback from our service
users,
andwelcoming
other key stakeholders
including•carers,
is central
to and kind • w
our quality strategy. Delivering improvements in how we listen to and learn from service
together
• we
go the extra
• weInare
and fr
user feedback remains one
of our quality
improvement
prioritiesmile
for 2013/14.
ourwelcoming
2012
National Mental Health Community Survey, over 80% of service users questioned rated
• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra
the services received from our Trust as good, very good, or excellent. In terms of carers, we
introduced routine carer
satisfaction
in 2012/13
all discharges
district
friendly
• surveys
we are
caringforand
kind •from
we our
value
and respect • w
inpatient services. Feedback from these carer surveys is shared with services on a quarterly
basis.
With regard to complaints handling, all information on complaints is included in
monthly ‘Customer Care Reports’, which are reviewed in local governance meetings.
We have also introduced quarterly learning reports which identify underlying themes
behind complaints. The Trust produces an annual complaints report in accordance with
Regulation 18 of the ‘Local Authority Social Services and NHS Complaints (England)
Regulations 2009’. Our annual complaints report is reviewed and agreed by the Quality
Governance Committee.
The Trust has achieved a ‘green’ rating for performance against the Information
Governance Toolkit standards. The Information Governance Toolkit provides an overall
measure of the quality of data systems, standards and processes.
The Trust has robust systems in place to review and report data quality and performance
against our Quality Account improvement priorities and other key quality indicators. The
remit of our ‘Performance Measures and Data Quality Group’ includes raising awareness
of the importance of data quality, ensuring all staff are aware of their data quality
responsibilities, and supporting the development of policies and procedures to improve
data quality. The Trust Board receives assurance on data quality and performance via
a monthly ‘Board Performance Report’. The ‘Board Performance Report’ is informed
by individual directorate performance reports, which are subject to local scrutiny and
monitoring.
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For more information on our approach to quality, please see our ‘Quality Account
2012/13’.
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As Accounting Officer, I have responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness of the system
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• we value and respect • we w

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and

No significant control issues were identified.

we go the extra mile • we are welcom

caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we

welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and r
Signed:

we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are

and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we a

Bev HumpHrey, CHief exeCutive

Date: 28 may 2013

we are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work togeth
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Independent Auditor’s Report to the Council of
Governors of Greater Manchester West Mental
Health NHS Foundation Trust
We have audited the financial statements of Greater Manchester West Mental Health
NHS Foundation Trust comprising the Statement of Comprehensive Income, Statement
of Financial Position, Statement of Changes in Taxpayers Equity, Statement of Cash Flows
and related notes for the year ended 31 March 2013. These financial statements have
been prepared under applicable law and the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting
Manual 2012/13.
This report is made solely to the Council of Governors of Greater Manchester West
Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust in accordance with Schedule 10 of the National
Health Service Act 2006. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to
the Council of Governors of the Trust, as a body, those matters we are required to state
to them in an auditor’s report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted
by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Council of
Governors of the Trust, as a body, for our audit work, for this report or for the opinions
we have formed.

RESPECTIVE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ACCOUNTING OFFICER AND THE
auditor
As described more fully in the Statement of Accounting Officer’s Responsibilities the
accounting officer is responsible for the preparation of financial statements which give a
true and fair view. Our responsibility is to audit, and express an opinion on, the financial
statements in accordance with applicable law and International Standards on Auditing
(UK and Ireland). Those standards require us to comply with the Auditing Practice’s
Council’s Ethical Standards for Auditors.

scoPe of the audit of the financial statements
An audit involves obtaining evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements sufficient to give reasonable assurance that the financial statements are
free from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error. This includes
an assessment of whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the Trust’s
circumstances and have been consistently applied and adequately disclosed, the
reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by the accounting officer and
the overall presentation of the financial statements. In addition we read all the financial
and non-financial information in the annual report to identify material inconsistencies
with the audited financial statements. If we become aware of any apparent material
misstatements or inconsistencies we consider the implications for our report.
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together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friend

• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra

and friendly
• we are caring and kind • we value and respect • w
oPinion on financial
statements
In our opinion thethe
financial
statements:
extra
mile

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are carin

• give a true and respect
fair view of•the
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Manchester
West
westate
work
together
• we
goMental
the Health
extraNHS
mile • we are we
Foundation Trust’s affairs as at 31 March 2013 and of its income and expenditure for
are caring
and kind • we value and respect • we work together •
the year then ended;
and

we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we va

together
• wePRESCRIBED
go the extra
mile
• we
areFOR
welcoming
and friend
OPINION ON OTHER
MATTERS
By THE
AUDIT
CODE
NHS
foundation trusts
• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mi
In our opinion the information given in the Directors’ Report for the financial year for
friendly
• are
weprepared
are caring
andwith
kind
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and
which the financial
statements
is consistent
the•financial
statements.

respect • we w

extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and k

• we work together • we go the extra mile • we are welcom

MATTERS ON WHICH WE ARE REQUIRED TO REPORT By EXCEPTION

weAudit
value
and
respect
• weTrusts
work together • we g
We have nothing caring
to reportand
wherekind
under•the
Code
for NHS
Foundation
we are required to report to you if, in our opinion, the Annual Governance Statement
welcoming
and friendly
caring and
kind
• we value and re
does not reflect the
disclosure requirements
set out•inwe
the are
NHS Foundation
Trust
Annual
Reporting Manual,
is misleading
is not consistent
of theand
Trust and
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go theorextra
mile •with
weour
areknowledge
welcoming
friendly • we are
other information of which we are aware from our audit of the financial statements

and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • we ar

We are not required to assess, nor have we assessed, whether all risks and controls have
been addressed bywe
the are
Annual
Governance
or that
risksand
are satisfactorily
caring
and Statement
kind • we
value
respect • we
addressed by internal controls.

work togethe

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we va

certificate

together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friend

• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mi

We certify that we have completed the audit of the accounts of Greater Manchester West
Mental Health NHS
Foundation
Trustare
in accordance
requirements
of Chapter
friendly
• we
caring with
andthe
kind
• we value
and5 respect
of Part 2 of the National Health Service Act 2006 and the Audit Code for NHS Foundation
Trusts issued by Monitor.

• we w

Signed:
timOtHy CutLer

Date: 29 may 2013

f O r a N D O N B e H a L f O f K pm G L L p ,
StatutOry auDitOr CHartereD aCCOuNtaNtS
St JameS’ SQuare
maNCHeSter

m2 6DS
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Appendix
1: Measured
Progress
Climate
caring and kind
• we value and
respect • we work
togetheron
• we
go the extra mile • we are

Change
Mitigation
andand
Sustainable
welcoming and
friendly •Adaption,
we are caring and
kind • we value
respect • we work together •

Development
we go the extra
mile • we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value

and respect • Table
we work
together • we go the extra mile • we are welcoming and friendly •
1

Climate
Change
we are caring Sustainability
and kind •and
we
value
and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind
• we value
Non-Financial
Data and respect • we work

2010-2011
together • weArea
go the extra mile • we are welcoming
and friendly2011-2012
• we are caring and kind
Tonnes

Tonnes

• we value and respect • we work
together
we are welcoming and
747.21extra mile •
691.54
Absolute
values for• we go the
total amount of waste

friendly • we are
caring
and kind
• we
value
Waste
Minimisation
produced
by the
Trust and respect • we work together • we go the
and Management

extra mile • we are welcoming
and
friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and respect
High
Temperature
Disposal

93.08
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• we work together • we go the extra mile • weM/3
are welcomingM/3
and friendly • we are

82,268
79,767extra mile • we are
caring and kind • we value andWater
respect • we work together
• we go the
Gj

Gj

welcoming andFinite
friendly
• we are
caring and kind • we26.53
value and respect
• we work together •
Electricity
25.89
Resources

we go the extra mile • we are
Gaswelcoming and friendly
54.61 • we are caring
47.53 and kind • we value

and respect • we work together
• we go the extra16.06
mile • we are welcoming
and friendly
Steam
17.37
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ourrespect
environment
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We are committed to ensuring the environmental impact of GMW and its business
are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work together • we go
operations is minimised consistent with NHS guidelines and targets which mandate a
cut inwe
carbon
of at least
80%friendly
by 2050. The
Action
plan
detailedand
in thekind
GMW• we value and r
areemissions
welcoming
and
• we
are
caring
Sustainable Development Management Plan, (SDMP) details the main focus of GMW’s
actions to constrain our
emissions.
Themile
GMW Sustainability
Strategy now provides
wecarbon
go the
extra
• we are welcoming
and friendly • we ar
the framework within which our business is conducted to ensure sustainability remains
• forefront
we value
and
respect
• wemaking
workprocess.
together
• we
go the extra mile • w
at the
of the
operational
decision
The GMW
Sustainability
Committee provides effective oversight to ensure that the action plan detailed within the
and
friendly
• wemonitored.
are caring and kind • we value and respect • we work t
SDMP
is effectively
progress

• we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kin

GMW continues to work in close liaison with Local Authorities and other service delivery
partners
and recent
service
developments
andthe
Lancashire
have
highlighted
respect
• we
work
togetherin •Cumbria
we go
extra
mile
• we the
are welcoming
importance of the sustainability agenda. GMW remains a major employer and consumer
of goods
services
across
Greater
Manchester,
Lancashire
and Cumbria
and it is together • we go
areand
caring
and
kind
• we
value and
respect
• we work
important that we act as an exemplar and show leadership in our procurement activities.

we are welcoming and friendly • we are caring and kind • we value and r

GMW remains an active member of Strategic Buying Solutions working collaboratively
go
the extra
mile • tender
we are
welcoming
and
in the development we
of new
contracts
from developing
specifi
cation through
to friendly • we ar
contract award and evaluation. This ensures the emphasis on sustainable procurement
• we value and respect • we work together • we go the extra mile • w
remains as a principle objective encouraging local procurement and waste minimisation.
Recent
contracts
have involved
guarantees
recycling
end•ofwe
life value
goods and
minimising
and
friendly
• we are
caringonand
kind
and
respect • we work t
packaging. All main GMW sites now host local waste sorting facilities to ensure recyclable
waste avoids the general waste
stream
consequently reduces
landfill and
• we
areand
welcoming
and friendly
• this
we are caring and kin
approach is being rolled out to the community sites.
Fossil fuel consumption remains the single most carbon rich activity for GMW as the
majority of transport, heating and lighting is generated from non-renewable sources.
GMW has shown significant leadership through the adoption of renewal technologies
including the use of a zero tailpipe emission pool vehicle, installation of ground source
heat pumps, micro generation sites and voltage optimisation. Recent new building
developments have included feasibility studies into the adoption of green building
technologies. This has resulted in the installation of a ground source heat pump in the
most recent project ‘Junction 17’. GMW continues to progress the concept of energy
champions allied to an updated and enlivened energy pack, this development has proven
more challenging to progress than anticipated and actively engaging with the workforce
remains as an on-going sustainability objective.
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Appendix 2
These tables show that we have met all Monitor requirements in respect to our Terms
of Authorisation and eight mental health indicators. We have achieved all 39 CQUIN
(Commissioning Quality & Innovation) schemes which result in improved care for service
users and ensure the Trust receives c£3 million income. The Trust is compliant with all CQC
essential standards of quality and safety. We have achieved local district team targets in
relation to Early Intervention, Assertive Outreach and home treatment episodes.

Table 1 – Monitor Mental Health Indicators
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Table 2 - CQC essential Standards of Quality & Safety
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Table 3 – PCT CQuIN Schemes
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Table 4 – SCT Schemes
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Table 5 - Other CQuIN Schemes
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Table 6 – PCT Vital Signs
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Appendix 3
Regulatory Rating Report
Annual Plan
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ANNuAl ACCOuNTS 2012113

Foreword to the Accounts
greater manchester West mental health nhs foundation trust

These accounts for the period ended 31 March 2013 have been prepared by the Greater
Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust in accordance with paragraphs 24
and 25 of Schedule 7 to the 2006 National Health Service Act.

Signed:
Bev HumpHrey, CHief exeCutive
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Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust

Annual Accounts
statement of comPrehensive income (soci)

NOTe

31 March
2013

31 March
2012

£000

£000

Operating Revenue from continuing operations

3

157,135

154,793

Operating Expenses of continuing operations

4

(149,277)

(144,804)

7,858

9,989

OPeRATING SuRPluS / (DeFICIT)
Finance costs:
Finance income

10

259

285

Finance expense - unwinding of discount on
provisions

27

(75)

(65)

PDC Dividends payable

(1,636)

(1,807)

NeT FINANCe COSTS

(1,452)

(1,587)

6,406

8,402

0

0

6,406

8,402

Impairments

(1,644)

(653)

Revaluations

153

0

0

1

Surplus/(Deficit) from continuing operations
Surplus/(deficit) of discontinued operations
and the gain/(loss) on disposal of discontinued
operations
SuRPluS/(DeFICIT) FOR THe YeAR carried
forward
Other comprehensive income

Other recognised gains and losses

(15)

(15)

4,900

7,735

Prior period adjustments

0

0

TCS and Merger adjustments

0

0

4,900

7,735

Other Reserve Movements
TOTAl COMPReHeNSIVe INCOMe / (exPeNSe)
FOR THe PeRIOD

TOTAl COMPReHeNSIVe INCOMe / (exPeNSe)
FOR THe YeAR

The notes 1 to 37 form part of these accounts.
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statement of financial Position

NOTe

31 March
2013

31 March
2012

£000

£000

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

14

96,487

92,835

Trade and other receivables

18

461

129

96,948

92,964

Total non-current assets
Current assets
Inventories

17

0

0

Trade and other receivables

18

3,888

4,842

0

810

51,861

45,860

55,749

51,512

Non-current assets for sale and assets in disposal groups
Cash and cash equivalents

19

Total current assets
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables

20

(17,247)

(19,418)

Provisions

27

(4,630)

(6,348)

Other liabilities

22

(9,482)

(15,612)

Total current liabilities

(31,359)

(41,378)

Total assets less current liabilities

121,338

103,098

Non-current liabilities
Trade and other payables

20

0

(1,240)

Provisions

27

(2,569)

(2,293)

Other liabilities

22

(17,581)

(3,277)

Total non-current liabilities

(20,150)

(6,810)

Total assets employed

101,188

96,288

92,303

92,303

4,978

6,709

500

515

3,407

(3,239)

101,188

96,288

Financed by taxpayers’ equity:
Public dividend capital
Revaluation reserve
Other reserves
Income and expenditure reserve
Total Taxpayers’ equity

35

The financial statements on the following pages [Notes 1 to 37] were approved by the
Audit Committee on behalf of the Board on 28 May 2013 and signed on its behalf by:

Signed:
Bev HumpHrey, CHief exeCutive
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN TAXPAyERS’ EQUITy
Public
dividend
Total capital (PDC)

Revaluation
reserve

Other
reserves

Income and
expenditure
Reserve

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

96,288

92,303

6,709

515

(3,239)

Prior Period Adjustment

0

0

0

0

0

TCS and Merger
Adjustments

0

0

0

0

0

96,288

92,303

6,709

515

(3,239)

6,406

0

0

0

6,406

(1,644)

0

(1,644)

0

0

Revaluations - Property,
Plant and Equipment

153

0

153

0

0

Transfer to retained
earnings on disposal of
assets

0

0

(187)

0

187

Other reserve movements

(15)

0

(53)

(15)

53

Taxpayers’ equity at 31
March 2013

101,188

92,303

4,978

500

3,407

Taxpayers’ equity
at 1 April 2012 - as
previously stated

Taxpayers’ equity at 1
April 2012 - Restated
Surplus/(deficit) for the
year
Impairments

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN TAXPAyERS’ EQUITy
Total

Public
Dividend
Capital

Revaluation
Reserve

Other
Reserves

Income and
expenditure
Reserve

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

88,553

92,303

7,424

530

(11,704)

0

0

0

0

0

88,553

92,303

7,424

530

(11,704)

Surplus/(deficit) for the
year

8,402

0

0

0

8,402

Impairments

(653)

0

(653)

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

(15)

0

(63)

(15)

63

96,288

92,303

6,709

515

(3,239)

Previous Years
comparisons

Taxpayers’ equity
at 1 April 2011 - as
previously stated
Prior Period Adjustment
Restated balance

Other recognised gains
and losses
Other reserve
movements
Taxpayers’ equity at
31 March 2012
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statement of cash floWs
2012/13

2011/12

£000

£000

7,858

9,989

7,858

9,989

Depreciation and amortisation

4,978

2,714

Impairments

4,181

1,424

(2,598)

0

Interest accrued and not paid

155

0

(Increase)/Decrease in Trade and Other
Receivables

551

(2,072)

(3,412)

2,227

8,174

4,164

(1,441)

100

(90)

(76)

18,356

18,470

259

285

(11,715)

(6,974)

666

4

(10,790)

(6,685)

7,566

11,785

PDC Dividend paid

(1,565)

(1,814)

Net cash generated from/(used in) financing
activities

(1,565)

(1,814)

Increase/(decrease) in cash and cash
equivalents

6,001

9,971

Cash and Cash equivalents at 1 April

45,860

35,889

51,861

45,860

NOTe
Cash ﬂows from operating activities
Operating surplus/(deficit) from continuing
operations
Operating surplus/(deficit)

soci

Non-cash income and expense:

Reversals of impairments

Increase/(Decrease) in Trade and Other Payables
Increase/(Decrease) in Other Liabilities
Increase/(Decrease) in Provisions
Other movements in operating cash flows
NeT CASH GeNeRATeD FROM/(uSeD IN)
OPeRATIONS
Cash ﬂows from investing activities
Interest received
Purchase of Property, Plant and Equipment

14

Sales of Property, Plant and Equipment
Net cash inﬂow/(outﬂow) from investing
activities
Net cash inﬂow/(outﬂow) before financing
Cash ﬂows from financing activities

Cash and Cash equivalents at 31 March
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Notes to the Accounts
1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND OTHER INFORMATION
Monitor has directed that the financial statements of NHS foundation trusts shall meet
the accounting requirements of the FT ARM which shall be agreed with HM Treasury.
Consequently, the following financial statements have been prepared in accordance with
the FT ARM 2012/13 issued by Monitor. The accounting policies contained in that manual
follow International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and HM Treasury’s Financial
Reporting Manual (FREM) to the extent that they are meaningful and appropriate to NHS
foundation trusts. The accounting policies have been applied consistently in dealing with
items considered material in relation to the accounts.

1.1 Accounting Convention
These accounts have been prepared under the historical cost convention modified to
account for the revaluation of property, plant and equipment, and certain financial assets
and financial liabilities.

1.2 Going Concern
International Accounting Standard (IAS) 1, requires management to assess, as part of the
accounts preparation process, the NHS foundation trust’s ability to continue as a going
concern. At the Board meeting held on 25th March 2013 the Board ratified the Trust’s
ability to continue on a going concern basis. As a consequence the financial statements
have been prepared on a going concern basis.

1.3 Acquisitions and discontinued operations
The Trust has no acquisitions or discontinued operations to report on. Activities are
considered to be ‘acquired’ only if they are taken from outside the public sector. Activities
are considered to be ‘discontinued’ only if they cease entirely. They are not considered to
be ‘discontinued’ if they transfer from one public sector body to another.

1.4 Consolidation
In considering IAS 27 (revised) the Trust is not required to produce consolidated accounts
as it has no subsidiaries, associates, joint venture parties or joint operations.
HM Treasury has granted dispensation to the application of IAS 27 (revised) by NHS
Foundation Trusts solely in relation to the consolidation of the NHS charitable fund for
2011/12 and 2012/13. The March 2013 Trust board reviewed these funds and determined
them not to be material and therefore not to be accounted for as a subsidiary.
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1.5 Income
Income in respect of services provided is recognised when, and to the extent that,
performance occurs and is measured at the fair value of the consideration receivable.
The main source of income for the Trust is contracts with commissioners in respect of
healthcare services. Where income is received for a specific activity which is to be delivered
in the following financial year, that income has been deferred. Income from the sale of
non-current assets is recognised only when all material conditions of sale have been met,
and is measured as the sums due under the sale contract.

1.6 expenditure on employee Benefits
1.6.1 Short-term employee Benefits
Salaries, wages and employment-related payments are recognised in the period in which
the service is received from employees. The cost of annual leave entitlement earned but
not taken by employees at the end of the period is recognised in the financial statements
to the extent that employees are permitted to carry-forward leave into the following
period.

1.6.2 Pension costs
NHS Pension Scheme
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the NHS Pensions Scheme.
The scheme is an unfunded, defined benefit scheme that covers NHS employers, general
practices and other bodies, allowed under the direction of Secretary of State, in England
and Wales. It is not possible for the Trust to identify its share of the underlying scheme
assets and liabilities at the present value. Therefore, the scheme is accounted for as a
defined contribution scheme.
Employers pension cost contributions are charged to operating expenses as and when
they become due.
Additional pension liabilities arising from early retirements are not funded by the scheme
except where the retirement is due to ill-health. The full amount of the liability for the
additional costs is charged to the operating expenses at the time the Trust commits itself
to the retirement, regardless of the method of payment. Please refer to Note 7 for further
details of the pension scheme.

1.7 expenditure on Other Goods and Services
Expenditure on goods and services is recognised when, and to the extent that they have
been received, and is measured at the fair value of those goods and services. Expenditure
is recognised in operating expenses except where it results in the creation of a noncurrent asset such as property, plant and equipment.
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1.8 Property, Plant and equipment
1.8.1 Recognition
Property, Plant and Equipment is capitalised where:
• it is held for use in delivering services or for administrative purposes;
• it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to, or service potential be
provided to, the Trust;
• it is expected to be used for more than one financial year; and
• the cost of the item can be measured reliably
• items form part of the initial equipping and setting-up cost of a new building, ward or
unit, irrespective of their individual or collective cost
Where a large asset, for example a building, includes a number of components with
significantly different asset lives e.g. plant and equipment, then these components are
treated as separate assets and depreciated over their own useful economic lives.
(see Note 14.2).

1.8.2 Measurement
1.8.2.1 Valuation
All property, plant and equipment assets are measured initially at cost, representing the
costs directly attributable to acquiring or constructing the asset and bringing it to the
location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended
by management. All assets are measured subsequently at fair value.
Land and buildings are stated in the statement of financial position at their revalued
amounts as at 31st March 2013. Revaluations are performed with sufficient regularity
to ensure that carrying amounts are not materially different from those that would be
determined at the end of the reporting period. Fair values are determined as follows:
(i) Land and non-specialised buildings – market value for existing use
(ii) Specialised buildings – depreciated replacement cost using a Modern Equivalent Asset
Valuation
IAS16 (34) requires that the accounts reflect changes in asset values. Where insignificant,
revaluation may be necessary only every 3 or 5 years. In Monitor’s view roperty assets are
likely to require a full revaluation at least every 5 years, with which the Trust complies.
Due to the economic climate, advice is sought annually from the District Valuer on
whether the Trust needs to undertake an additional interim revaluation to the value of
property assets held on the statement of financial position.
The Trust’s most recent valuation took place on 31st March 2013.
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Properties in the course of construction are carried at cost. Cost includes professional fees
but not borrowing costs, which are recognised as expenses immediately, as allowed by IAS
23 for assets held at fair value.
For newly acquired or newly constructed assets, a formal revaluation will only be carried
out if there is an indication that the initial cost is significantly different to its fair value.
Depreciation commences when assets are brought into use, starting from the first
complete accounting quarter.
The carrying amount for fixtures and equipment is depreciated at historic cost as this is
not considered to be materially different from fair value.
An increase arising on revaluation is taken to the revaluation reserve except when it
reverses an impairment for the same asset previously recognised in expenditure in which
case it is credited to the SOCI. A revaluation decrease that does not result from a loss
of economic value or services potential is recognised as an impairment charge to the
revaluation reserve to the extent there is a balance on the reserve for the asset and,
thereafter, to expenditure.
Impairment losses that arise from a clear consumption of economic benefit have been
taken to the SOCI.
Gains and losses recognised in the revaluation reserve are reported as other
comprehensive income in the SOCI.

1.8.2.2 Subsequent expenditure
Subsequent expenditure relating to an item of property, plant and equipment is
recognised as an increase in the carrying amount of the asset, when it is probable that
additional future economic benefits or service potential deriving from the cost incurred
to replace a component of such item will flow to the enterprise and the cost of the item
can be determined reliably. Where a component of an asset is replaced, the cost of the
replacement is capitalised if it meets the criteria for recognition above. The carrying
amount of the part replaced is de-recognised. Other expenditure that does not generate
additional future economic benefits or service potential, such as repairs and maintenance,
is charged to the SOCI in the period in which it is incurred.

1.8.2.3 Depreciation
Items of Property, Plant and Equipment are depreciated over their remaining useful
economic lives in a manner consistent with the consumption of economic or service
delivery benefits. The estimated useful life of an asset is the period over which the Trust
expects to obtain economic benefits or service potential from the asset. This may be
shorter than the physical life of the asset itself. Estimated useful lives and residual values
are reviewed each year end, with the effect of any changes recognised on a prospective
basis.
Freehold land is considered to have an infinite life and is not depreciated. Property, Plant
and Equipment which has been reclassified as ‘Held for Sale’ ceases to be depreciated
upon the reclassification.
Assets in the course of construction are not depreciated until the asset is brought into use.
The estimated useful life for Information Technology equipment and Furniture and
Fittings is 3 years.
Page
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1.8.3 Revaluation and impairment
1.8.3.1 Revaluation gains and losses
Revaluation gains are recognised in the revaluation reserve, except where, and to the
extent that, they reverse a revaluation decrease that has previously been recognised in
operating expenses, in which case they are recognised in operating income.
Revaluation losses are charged to the revaluation reserve to the extent that there is
an available balance for the asset concerned, and thereafter are charged to operating
expenses.
Gains and losses recognised in the revaluation reserve are reported in the SOCI as an item
of ‘other comprehensive income’.

1.8.3.2 Impairments
In accordance with the FT ARM, impairments that are due to a loss of economic benefits
or service potential in the asset are charged to operating expenses. A compensating
transfer is made from the revaluation reserve to the income and expenditure reserve of
an amount equal to the lower of (i) the impairment charged to operating expenses; and
(ii) the balance in the revaluation reserve attributable to that asset before the impairment.
Other impairments are treated as revaluation losses. Reversals of ‘other impairments’ are
treated as revaluation gains.
Impairments identified by the District Valuer, as a result of the March 2013 review, have
been recognised in the accounts.

1.8.4 De-recognition
Assets intended for disposal are reclassified as ‘Held for Sale’ once all of the following
criteria are met:
• the asset is available for immediate sale in its present condition subject only to terms
which are usual and customary for such sales;
• the sale must be highly probable i.e.:
(i) management are committed to a plan to sell the asset;
(ii) an active programme has begun to find a buyer and complete the sale;
(iii) the asset is being actively marketed at a reasonable price:
(iv) the sale is expected to be completed within 12 months of the classification as ‘Held
for Sale’; and
(v) the actions needed to complete the plan indicate it is unlikely that the plan will be
dropped or significant changes made to it.
Following reclassification, the assets are measured at the lower of their existing carrying
amount and their ‘fair value less costs to sell’. Depreciation ceases to be charged and
the assets are not revalued, except where the ‘fair value less costs to sell’ falls below the
carrying amount. Assets are de-recognised when all material sale contract conditions have
been met.
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Property, plant and equipment which is to be scrapped or demolished does not qualify
for recognition as ‘Held for Sale’ and instead is retained as an operational asset and the
asset’s economic life is adjusted. The asset is de-recognised when scrapping or demolition
occurs.

1.8.5 Donated assets
The Trust has no Donated assets at 31 March 2013.

1.9 Intangible assets
The Trust has no Intangible Assets at 31 March 2013.

1.10 Current Asset Investments
Current Asset investments are short term deposits which are readily convertible into
known amounts of cash at or close to their carry amounts. They are treated as liquid
resources in the cash flow statement.

1.11 Cash and Cash equivalents
Cash is cash in hand and deposits with any financial institution repayable without penalty
on notice of not more than 24 hours. Cash equivalents are investments that mature in
3 months or less from the date of acquisition and that are readily convertible to known
amounts of cash with insignificant risk of change in value.
Cash, bank and overdrafts are recorded at the current values of these balances in the
Trust’s cash book.
These balances exclude monies held in the Trust bank account belonging to third parties
(see Third Party Assets 1.22). Account balances are only set-off where a formal agreement
has been made with the bank to do so. Interest earned on bank accounts is recorded
as “interest receivable” in the period to which it relates. Bank charges are recorded as
operating expenditure in the period to which they relate.

1.12 Government grants
Government grants are grants from Government bodies other than income from primary
care trusts or NHS trusts for the provision of services. The Trust has no government grants.
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1.13 Inventories
The value of stocks and works in progress are deemed to be immaterial to the accounts
when consideration is given to the costs of collation and verification, this is in line
with Financial Reporting Standard 18 (Page 3 {c}) and IAS 1 Presentation of Financial
Statements which states that specific disclosure requirements set out in individual
standards or interpretations need not be satisfied if the information is not material. The
Standard also states (at paragraph 44) ‘the benefits derived from information should
exceed the cost of providing it’.

1.14 Research and development
Expenditure on research and development is not capitalised.

1.15 Financial Instruments and Financial liabilities
1.15.1 Recognition
Financial assets and financial liabilities which arise from contracts for the purchase or sale
of non-financial items (such as goods or services), which are entered into in accordance
with the Trust’s normal purchase, sale or usage requirements, are recognised when, and
to the extent which, performance occurs i.e. when receipt or delivery of the goods or
services is made.
All other financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised when the Trust becomes a
party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.

1.15.2 De-recognition
All financial assets are de-recognised when the rights to receive cash flows from the assets have
expired or the Trust has transferred substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership.
Financial liabilities are de-recognised when the obligation is discharged, cancelled or expires.

1.15.3 Classification and Measurement
Financial assets are categorised as Loans and receivables. Financial liabilities are classified
as ‘Other Financial liabilities’.

1.15.4 loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable
payments which are not quoted in an active market. They are included in current assets.
The Trust’s loans and receivables comprise: cash and cash equivalents, NHS receivables,
accrued income and ‘other recievables’. Loans and receivables are recognised initially at
fair value, net of transactions costs, and are measured subsequently at amortised cost,
using the effective interest method. The effective interest rate is the rate that discounts
exactly estimated future cash receipts through the expected life of the financial asset or,
when appropriate, a shorter period, to the net carrying amount of the financial asset.
Interest on loans and receivables is calculated using the effective interest method and
credited to the SOCI.
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1.15.5 Available-for-sale financial assets
The Trust does not hold any available-for-sale financial assets. Available-for-sale financial
assets are non-derivative financial assets which are either designated in this category or
not classified in any of the other categories. They are included in long-term assets unless
the Trust intends to dispose of them within 12 months of the Statement of Financial
Position date. Available-for-sale financial assets are recognised initially at fair value,
including transaction costs, and measured subsequently at fair value, with gains or losses
recognised in reserves and reported in the SOCI as an item of ‘other comprehensive
income’. When items classified as ‘available-for-sale’ are sold or impaired, the accumulated
fair value adjustments recognised are transferred from reserves and are recognised in
‘Finance Costs’ in the SOCI.

1.15.6 Other financial liabilities
All other financial liabilities are recognised initially at fair value, net of transaction costs
incurred, and measured subsequently at amortised cost using the effective interest
method. The effective interest rate is the rate that discounts exactly estimated future
cash payments through the expected life of the financial liability or, when appropriate, a
shorter period, to the net carrying amount of the financial liability.
They are included in current liabilities except for amounts payable more than 12 months
after the Statement of Financial Position date, which are classified as long-term liabilities.
Interest on financial liabilities carried at amortised cost is calculated using the effective
interest method and charged to Finance Costs.

1.15.7 Determination of fair value
For financial assets and financial liabilities carried at fair value, the carrying amounts are
determined from quoted market prices, independent appraisals and discounted cash flow
analysis as appropriate to the financial asset or liability. The provision for Injury Benefit
liability cashflows are discounted at the Treasury’s discount rate of 2.8% (2010/11 2.9%).

1.15.8 Impairment of financial assets
At the Statement of Financial Position date, the Trust assesses whether any financial
assets are impaired. Financial assets are impaired and impairment losses are recognised
if, and only if, there is objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events
which occurred after the initial recognition of the asset and which has an impact on the
estimated future cashflows of the asset.
For financial assets carried at amortised cost, the amount of the impairment loss is
measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of
the revised future cash flows discounted at the asset’s original effective interest rate. The
loss is recognised in the SOCI and in the case of trade receivables, the carrying amount of
the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance for irrecoverable amounts, and for
other financial assets the carrying amount is reduced directly.
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1.16 leases
1.16.1 Finance leases
The Trust has no finance leases at 31 March 2013.

1.16.2 Operating leases
Other leases are regarded as operating leases and the rentals are charged to operating
expenses on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease. Operating lease incentives
received are added to the lease rentals and charged to operating expenses over the life of
the lease.

1.16.3 leases of land and buildings
Where a lease is for land and buildings, the land component is separated from the
building component and the classification for each is assessed separately.

1.17 Provisions
The Trust recognises a provision where it has a present legal or constructive obligation of
uncertain timing or amount; for which it is probable that there will be a future outflow
of cash or other resources; and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount. The
amount recognised in the Statement of Financial Position is the best estimate of the
resources required to settle the obligation. Where the effect of the time value of money is
significant, the estimated risk-adjusted cash flows are discounted using the discount rates
published and mandated by HM Treasury. For employee early departure obligations the
Trust has used the HM Treasury’s pension discount rate of 2.8% in real terms.
A restructuring provision is recognised when the Trust has developed a detailed formal
plan for the restructuring and has raised a valid expectation in those affected that it will
carry out the restructuring by starting to implement the plan or announcing its main
features to those affected by it. The measurement of a restructuring provision includes
only the direct expenditures arising from the restructuring, which are those amounts
that are both necessarily entailed by the restructuring and not associated with ongoing
activities of the entity.

1.17.1 Clinical negligence costs
The NHS Litigation Authority (NHSLA) operates a risk pooling scheme under which NHS
foundation trusts pay an annual contribution to the NHSLA, which, in return, settles
all clinical negligence claims. Although the NHSLA is administratively responsible for
all clinical negligence cases, the legal liability remains with the Trust. The total value of
clinical negligence provisions carried by the NHSLA on behalf of the Trust is disclosed at
Note 27 but is not recognised in the Trust’s accounts.
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1.17.2 Non-clinical risk pooling
The Trust participates in the Property Expenses Scheme and the Liabilities to Third Parties
Scheme. Both are risk pooling schemes under which the Trust pays an annual contribution
to the NHS Litigation Authority and in return receives assistance with the cost of claims
that arise. The annual membership contributions, and any ‘excesses’ payable in respect of
particular claims are charged to operating expenses when the liability arises.

1.18 Contingencies
Contingent assets (that is, assets arising from past events whose existence will only be
confirmed by one or more future events not wholly within the entity’s control) are not
recognised as assets, but are disclosed in Note 26.2, where an inflow of economic benefits
is probable. The Trust has no contingent assets.
Contingent liabilities are not recognised, but are disclosed in Note 26.1, unless the
probability of a transfer of economic benefits is remote. Contingent liabilities are defined
as:
- Possible obligations arising from past events whose existence will be confirmed only
by the occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the entity’s
control; or
- present obligations arising from past events but for which it is not probable that a
transfer of economic benefits will arise or for which the amount of the obligation cannot
be measured with sufficient reliability.

1.19 Public Dividend Capital
Public dividend capital (PDC) is a type of public sector equity finance based on the excess
of assets over liabilities at the time of establishment of the predecessor NHS trust. HM
Treasury has determined that PDC is not a financial instrument within the meaning of IAS
32.
A charge, reflecting the cost of capital utilised by the NHS foundation trust, is payable as
public dividend capital dividend. The charge is calculated at the rate set by HM Treasury
(currently 3.5%) on the average relevant net assets of the Trust during the financial year.
Relevant net assets are calculated as the value of all assets less the value of all liabilities,
except for (i) donated assets, (ii) net cash balances held with the Government Banking
Services and (iii) any PDC dividend balance receivable or payable. In accordance with the
requirements laid down by the Department of Health (as the issuer of PDC), the dividend
for the year is calculated on the actual average relevant net assets as set out in the ‘preaudit’ version of the annual accounts. The dividend thus calculated is not revised should
any adjustment to net assets occur as a result the audit of the annual accounts.
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1.20 Taxation
HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) are currently considering the issue of Corporation Tax
and its application to NHS Foundation Trusts. For 2012/13 there is to be no application of
Corporation Tax liability. The Trust is a Health Service body within the meaning of s519A
ICTA 1988 and accordingly is exempt from taxation in respect of income and capital gains
within categories covered by this. There is a power for the Treasury to withdraw the
exemption in relation to the specified activities of a Foundation Trust (s519A (3) to (8)
ICTA 1988). Accordingly, the Trust is potentially within the scope of Corporation Tax in
respect of activities which are not related to, or ancillary to, the provision of healthcare
and where the profits there from exceed £50,000 pa, of which the Trust has none.
Most of the activities of the Trust are outside the scope of VAT and, in general, output
tax does not apply and input tax on purchases is not recoverable. Irrecoverable VAT is
charged to the relevant expenditure category or included in the capitalised purchase cost
of fixed assets. Where output tax is charged or input VAT is recoverable, the amounts are
stated net of VAT.

1.21 Foreign exchange
The Trust has only minimal foreign exchange transactions. Transactions that are
denominated in a foreign currency are translated into sterling at the exchange rate
ruling on the date of the transaction. Resulting exchange gains and losses are taken to
the Income and Expenditure account. All sales of healthcare services are denominated in
sterling.

1.22 Third Party Assets
Assets belonging to third parties (such as money held on behalf of patients) are not
recognised in the accounts since the Trust has no beneficial interest in them. However,
they are disclosed in Note 34 to the accounts in accordance with the requirements of HM
Treasury’s FReM.

1.23 losses and Special Payments
Losses and Special Payments are generally items that Parliament would not have
contemplated when it agreed funds for the health service or passed legislation. By their
nature they are items that ideally should not arise. They are therefore subject to special
control procedures compared with the generality of payments. They are divided into
different categories, which govern the way each individual case is handled.
Losses and Special Payments are charged to the relevant functional headings in the
SOCI on an accruals basis, including losses which would have been made good through
insurance cover had the Trust not been bearing its own risks (with insurance premiums
then being included as normal revenue expenditure).
However the losses and special payments note is compiled directly from the losses
and special payments register which reports on an accrual basis with the exception of
provisions for future losses.
Special payments under the Mutually Agreed Resignation Scheme (MARS) have however
been approved separately by the Treasury and are included at Note 36.
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1.24 Critical Accounting estimates and judgements
In the application of the Trust’s accounting policies, management is required to make
judgements, estimates and assumptions about the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities that are not readily apparent from other sources. The Trust confirms that it has
not used any key assumptions concerning the future or had any key sources of estimation
uncertainty at the end of the reporting period, that have a significant risk of causing
a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next
financial year that need to be disclosed under IAS 1.
The provisions have been calculated having recognised an obligating event during the
year and include estimates and assumptions relating to the carrying amounts and timing
of anticipated payments.
Other less significant areas of judgement and estimation techniques (e.g. depreciation)
have been disclosed in the Trust’s accounting policies and in the notes to the financial
statements, as required by the relevant IFRS.

1.25 Accounting standards issued but not yet adopted
The following accounting standards, amendments and interpretations issued by the IASB
and IFRIC are still subject to consultation but are not required to be adopted in 2012/13:
IAS 27 Separate Financial Statements
IAS 28 Investments in Assoicates and Joint Ventures
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements
IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements
IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interest in other Entities
IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement
IPSAS 32 Service Concession Arrangement
The application of the Standards as revised would not have a material impact on the
accounts for 2012/13 were they applied.
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2. oPerating segments
All of GMW’s activities are in the provision of healthcare, which is an aggregate of all
the individual specialty components included therein. Similarly, the large majority of the
Foundation Trust’s income originates with the UK Whole of Government Accounting
(WGA) bodies. The majority of expenses incurred are payroll expenditure on staff involved
in the production or support of healthcare activities generally across the Trust together
with the related supplies and overheads needed to establish this production. The business
activities which earn revenue and incur expenses are therefore of one broad combined
nature and therefore on this basis one segment of Healthcare is deemed appropriate.
The operating results of the Foundation Trust are reviewed monthly or more frequently
by the Trust’s chief operating decision maker which is the overall Foundation Trust Board
and which includes senior professional non-executive directors. The Trust Board review
the financial position of the Foundation Trust as a whole in their decision making process,
rather than individual components included in the totals, in terms of allocating resources.
This process again implies a single operating segment under IFRS8.
The finance report considered monthly by the Trust Board contains summary figures for
the whole Trust together with graphical line and bar charts relating to different total
income activity levels, and directorate expense budgets with their cost improvement
positions. Similarly only total balance sheet positions and cash flow forecasts are
considered for the whole Foundation Trust. The Board as chief operating decision maker
therefore only considers one segment of healthcare in its decision making process.
The single segment of ‘Healthcare’ has therefore been identified consistent with the core
principle of IFRS8 which is to enable users of the financial statements to evaluate the
nature and financial effects of business activities and economic environments.”
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3. OPERATING INCOME (By CLASSIFICATION)
3.1 Income from Activities
2012/13

2011/12

Total

Total

£000

£000

Cost and Volume Contract income

10,736

14,606

Block Contract income

96,465

97,658

4,036

4,070

32,990

31,400

1,351

0

145,578

147,734

Research and development

1,334

1,210

Education and Training

3,558

4,237

Reversal of impairments of property, plant and equipment
**

2,598

0

Income in respect of staff costs where accounted on gross
basis

100

81

Rental revenue from operating leases (minimum lease
receipts)

158

158

Rental revenue from operating leases other

107

112

3,702

1,261

11,557

7,059

157,135

154,793

Clinical income for the Secondary Commissioning of
mandatory services
Other clinical income from mandatory services
Other non-protected clinical income*

Other Operating Income (see note 3.4.2)

Other***
Total Other Income
Total Operating Income

*

Other non protected clinical income relates to funding received from our Lead
Commissioner (NHS Salford) for service developments outside the contract.

** See note 14 Property, Plant and Equipment for analysis.
*** See note 3.4.2 Other operating income for analysis.

3.2 Private Patient Income

Private patient income
Total patient related income
Proportion (as percentage)

2012/13

2011/12

Base year

£000

£000

£000

0

0

1

145,578

147,734

75,952

0%

0%

0%

Section 44 of NHS Act 2006 requires that the proportion of Private patient income to
the total Patient income of the NHS FT should not exceed its proportion whilst the body
was an NHS Trust in 2002/03. The Health Act 2009 revised the Private Patient Gap per
section 44 of the 2006 Act for mental health NHS Foundation Trusts to not exceed (i) the
proportion of the total income derived from private patient charges in 2002/03 or (ii)
1.5% of total patient related income.
GMW has no private patient income to report.
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3.3 Operating lease income
3.3.1 Operating lease income
2012/13

2011/12

£000

£000

Rents recognised as income in the period

158

158

Contingent rents recognised as income in the period

107

112

TOTAl

265

270

- not later than one year;

6

6

- later than one year and not later than five years;

0

0

- later than five years.

0

0

Sub Total

6

6

- not later than one year;

249

259

- later than one year and not later than five years;

785

835

- later than five years.

1,820

2,016

Sub Total

2,854

3,110

TOTAl

2,860

3,116

Operating lease Income

Future minimum lease payments due
On leases of land expiring

On leases of Buildings expiring

3.3.2 Operating leases as lessor
The Trust is lessor in a small number of operating leases for various premises, the longest
of which expires in 2029.
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3.4 Operating Income
3.4.1 Income from activities
2012/13

2011/12

Total

Total

£000

£000

5

4

345

345

3,587

3,549

132,109

129,241

8,645

13,565

NHS other

643

572

Non-NHS Other:

244

458

145,578

147,734

2012/13

2011/12

Total

Total

£000

£000

Research and development

1,334

1,210

Education and training

3,558

4,237

Reversal of impairments of property plant and equipment

2,598

0

Income in respect of staff costs where accounted for on
gross basis

100

81

Rental revenue from operating leases (minimum lease
receipts)

158

158

Rental revenue from operating leases other

107

112

Car parking

156

155

IT recharges

0

13

Clinical excellence awards

230

210

Catering

171

163

Crisis Team

461

461

Release of deferred income *

1,605

0

Other

1,079

259

11,557

7,059

NHS Foundation Trusts
NHS Trusts
Strategic Health Authorities
Primary Care Trusts
Local Authorities

Total income from activities

3.4.2 Other operating income

Other:

Total other operating income

* Relates to the release of deferred income to fund capital build
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4. OPERATING EXPENSES
2012/13

2011/12

£000

£000

445

244

Services from NHS Trusts

36

154

Services from PCTs

46

87

3,097

3,273

Employee Expenses - Executive directors

971

911

Employee Expenses - Non-executive directors

135

135

106,980

107,927

Drug costs

2,523

3,771

Supplies and services - clinical (excluding drug costs)

2,834

2,981

Supplies and services - general

3,589

3,417

Establishment

3,040

2,631

Research and development (Not included in employee
expenses)

244

67

Research and development (Included in employee expenses)

970

1,052

Transport

541

592

9,857

8,332

Rental under operating leases - minimum lease payments

918

1,048

Increase / (decrease) in provision for impariment of
receivables

208

(323)

Depreciation on property, plant and equipment

4,978

2,714

Impairments of property, plant and equipment

4,181

1,424

audit services- statutory audit

60

51

audit services -regulatory reporting

13

12

8

8

307

447

Loss on disposals of Land and Buildings

10

0

Loss on disposals of other Property, Plant and Equipment

(1)

3

Loss on disposals of Assets held for sale.

146

0

Legal fees

143

303

Consultancy costs

160

266

Training, courses and conferences

603

488

7

9

115

177

Hospitality

13

8

Publishing

50

61

Insurance

17

15

Other services, eg external payroll

186

172

Termination expenses

612

1,151

Special payment (incl MARS)

249

472

25

41

961

683

149,277

144,804

Services from NHS Foundation Trusts

Purchase of healthcare from non NHS bodies

Employee Expenses - Staff

Premises

Audit fees

Other auditor’s remuneration
further assurance services
Clinical negligence

Patient travel
Car parking & Security

Losses, ex gratia & special payments
Other
total
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Special payments includes amounts for staff exit packages under the Mutually Agreed
Resignation Scheme (MARS) (please refer to Notes 6.3 and 36).

5. oPerating leases
5.1 Operating leases as lessee
The Trust is lessee in a number of operating leases for various premises and vehicles, the
longest of which expires in 2018.
The most significant of these in annual value is the arrangement with Lancashire Care
NHS Foundation Trust. The value of the payment in the period was £132,864 and the
lease ends in 2015.
Each lease has standard terms and conditions without the option to purchase upon the
expiry of the lease.
Under existing use arrangements there are no operating restrictions imposed by the
leases. Proposals to change the use would require consultation with the relevant landlord.
Payments recognised as an expense
2011/12

2012/13

Minimum lease payments

Buildings

Other

Total

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

815

103

918

1,048

815

103

918

1,048

Total future minimum lease
payments

2011/12

2012/13
Buildings

Other

Total

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

Not later than one year

838

63

901

992

Between one and five years

810

6

816

1,350

0

0

0

6

1,648

69

1,717

2,348

Payable:

After 5 years
Total

There are no future sublease payments expected to be received.

5.2 Operating leases as lessor
The Trust is lessor for a small number of operating leases, the longest of which expires in
2029.
For detail on the revenues please see Note 3.3
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6.1 employee expenses
2011/12

2012/13
Total

Permanently
employed

Total

Other

Permanently
Employed

Other

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

Salaries and wages

96,271

87,299

8,972

96,474

96,474

0

Social security costs

7,271

6,633

638

7,391

7,391

0

11,662

10,638

1,024

11,663

11,663

0

Termination expenses

612

612

0

1,151

1,151

0

Mutually Agreed
Resignation Scheme

249

249

0

472

472

0

5,019

0

5,019

5,630

0

5,630

121,084

105,431

15,653

122,781

117,151

5,630

Less income in respect
of Salaries and wages
where netted off
expenditure

(9,360)

(1,245)

(8,115)

(9,262)

(9,262)

0

Less income in respect
of Social security costs
where netted off
expenditure

(666)

(89)

(577)

(706)

(706)

0

(1,068)

(142)

(926)

(1,114)

(1,114)

0

109,990

103,955

6,035

111,699

106,069

5,630

2012/13

2011/12

208

186

109,782

111,513

109,990

111,699

Pension costs defined contribution
plans
Employers
contributions to NHS
Pensions

Agency/contract staff
TOTAl GROSS
STAFF COSTS

Less income in
respect of Pensions
Costs where netted
off expenditure defined contribution
plans Employers
contributions to NHS
Pensions

Of the total above:
Cost capitalised as
part of assets
Total Employee
benefits excl
Capitalised costs
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6.2 Average number of employees (WTe)
2011/12

2012/13
Total

Permanently
employed

Other

Total

Permanently
Employed

Other

Number

Number

Number

Number

Number

Number

148

139

9

148

137

11

0

0

0

0

0

0

Administration and
estates

483

483

0

508

508

0

Healthcare assistants
and other support
staff

112

112

0

109

109

0

Nursing, midwifery
and health visiting
staff

1,308

1,306

2

1,312

1,311

1

Nursing, midwifery
and health visiting
learners

0

0

0

0

0

0

Scientific, therapeutic
and technical staff

307

303

4

286

284

2

Social care staff

228

220

8

257

247

10

Bank and agency
staff

236

0

236

205

0

205

Other

137

133

4

143

139

4

2,959

2,696

263

2,968

2,735

233

2012/13

2011/12

3

3

Medical and dental
Ambulance staff

Total
Of the above:
Number of staff
Whole Time
Equivalents (WTE)
engaged on capital
projects
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6.3 Staff exit packages
2011/12

2012/13
Total number of exit
packages by
cost band

Number of
compulsory
redundancies

Number
of other
departures
agreed

Total number
of exit packages by cost
band

Number of
compulsory
redundancies

Number of
other departures agreed

Number

Number

Number

Number

Number

Number

<£10,000

3

1

2

9

1

8

£10,000 - £25,000

6

0

6

20

2

18

0

4

Termination
benefits

£25,001 - £50,000

8

4

4

4

£50,001 - £100,000

0

0

0

2

1

1

£100,001 - £150,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

£150,001 - £200,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

17

5

12

35

4

31

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

406

157

249

680

117

563

Total number of
exit packages by
type

Total resource
cost (£000)

The exit packages within the scope of this disclosure include, but are not limited to, those
made under nationally agreed arrangements or local arrangements for which Treasury
approval was required.
Termination benefits in respect of payments to staff under the Locally amended Mutually
Agreed Resignation Scheme during 2012/13 are £248,629 (2011/12 £471,900) (please
see note 36 for further analysis). These costs are included under the Losses, ex-gratia and
special payments heading on Note 4 Operating Expenses.

7. Pension costs
Past and present employees are covered by the provisions of the NHS Pensions Scheme.
Details of the benefits payable under these provisions can be found on the NHS Pensions
website at www.nhsbsa.nhs.uk/pensions The scheme is an unfunded, defined benefit
scheme that covers NHS employers, GP Practices and other bodies, allowed under the
direction of the Secretary of State, in England and Wales. The scheme is not designed to
be run in a way that would enable NHS bodies to identify their share of the underlying
scheme assets and liabilities. Therefore, the scheme is accounted for as if it were a defined
contribution scheme: the cost to the NHS Body of participating in the scheme is taken as
equal to the contributions payable to the scheme for the accounting period.
The scheme is subject to a full actuarial valuation, an outline follows:
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7.1 Full actuarial (funding) valuation
The purpose of this valuation is to assess the level of liability in respect of the benefits
due under the scheme (taking into account its recent demographic experience), and to
recommend the contribution rates to be paid by employers and scheme members. The
last such valuation, which determined current contribution rates was undertaken as at 31
March 2004 and covered the period from 1 April 1999 to that date. The conclusion from
the 2004 valuation was that the scheme had accumulated a notional deficit of £3.3 billion
against the notional assets as at 31 March 2004.
In order to defray the costs of benefits, employers pay contributions at 14% of
pensionable pay and most employees had up to April 2008 paid 6%, with manual staff
paying 5%.
Following the full actuarial review by the Government Actuary undertaken as at
31 March 2004, and after consideration of changes to the NHS Pension Scheme
taking effect from 1 April 2008, the Valuation report recommended that employer
contributions could continue at the existing rate of 14% of pensionable pay, from
1 April 2008, following the introduction of employee contributions on a tiered
scale from 5% up to 8.5% of their pensionable pay depending on total earnings.
On advice from the scheme actuary, scheme contributions may be varied from time to
time to reflect changes in the scheme’s liabilities.

7.2 Accounting valuation
A valuation of the scheme liability is carried out annually by the scheme actuary as at the
end of the reporting period by updating the results of the full actuarial valuation.
Between the full actuarial valuations at a two-year midpoint, a full and detailed member
data-set is provided to the scheme actuary. At this point the assumptions regarding the
composition of the scheme membership are updated to allow the scheme liability to be
valued.
The valuation of the scheme liability as at 31 March 2013, is based on detailed
membership data as at 31 March 2008 (the latest midpoint) updated to 31 March 2013
with summary global member and accounting data.
The latest assessment of the liabilities of the scheme is contained in the scheme actuary
report, which forms part of the annual NHS Pension Scheme (England and Wales)
Resource Account, published annually. These accounts can be viewed on the NHS
Pensions website. Copies can also be obtained from The Stationery Office.

7.3 Scheme provisions
The NHS Pension Scheme provided defined benefits, which are summarised below. This
list is an illustrative guide only, and is not intended to detail all the benefits provided
by the Scheme or the specific conditions that must be met before these benefits can be
obtained:
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7.3.1 Annual Pensions
The Scheme is a “final salary” scheme. Annual pensions are normally based on 1/80th
for the 1995 section and of the best of the last three years pensionable pay for each year
of service, and 1/60th for the 2008 section of reckonable pay per year of membership.
Members who are practitioners as defined by the Scheme Regulations have their annual
pensions based upon total pensionable earnings over the relevant pensionable service.
With effect from 1 April 2008 members can choose to give up some of their annual
pension for an additional tax free lump sum, up to a maximum amount permitted under
HMRC rules. This new provision is known as “pension commutation”.

7.3.2 Pensions Indexation
Annual increases are applied to pension payments at rates defined by the Pensions
(Increase) Act 1971, and are based on changes in retail prices in the twelve months ending
30 September in the previous calendar year.

7.3.3 Ill-Health Retirement
Early payment of a pension, with enhancement, is available to members of the Scheme
who are permanently incapable of fulfilling their duties effectively through illness or
infirmity.

7.3.4 Death Benefits
A death gratuity of twice final year’s pensionable pay for death in service, and five times
their annual pension for death after retirement is payable.

7.3.5 early Retirements other than ill health
For early retirements other than those due to ill health the additional pension liabilities
are not funded by the scheme. The full amount of the liability for the additional costs is
charged to the SOCI at the time the trust commits itself to the retirement, regardless of
the method of payment.

7.3.6 Additional Voluntary Contributions (AVCs)
Members can purchase additional service in the NHS Scheme and contribute to money
purchase AVC’s run by the Scheme’s approved providers or by other Free Standing
Additional Voluntary Contributions (FSAVC) providers.
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8. EARLy RETIREMENTS DUE TO ILL-HEALTH
During 2012/13 there were 3 early retirements from the Trust agreed on the grounds of
ill-health (2 in 2011/12). The estimated additional pension liabilities of these ill-health
retirements will be £98,003 (2011/12: £160,297). The cost of these ill-health retirements
will be borne by the NHS Business Services Authority - Pensions Division.

9. THE LATE PAyMENT OF COMMERCIAL DEBTS (INTEREST) ACT 1998
The Trust has not incurred any amounts in respect of interest payable or compensation
arising from claims made under this legislation during the years 2012/13 and 2011/12.

10. FINANCE INCOME
Interest earned on bank accounts and short term deposits during 2012/13 was £259,854
(during 2011/12 £285,549).

11. FINANCE COSTS - INTEREST EXPENSE
The Trust had £nil interest expense during 2012/13 (£nil 2011/12).

12. IMPAIRMENT OF ASSETS (PPE & INTANGIBLES)
With effect from 31 March 2013 the District Valuer carried out a full revaluation of Land
and Buildings to ensure the values continue to reflect fair value on a Modern Equivalent
Asset basis.
2011/12

2012/13
Total

Operating
expenses

Revaluation
Reserve

Total

£000

£000

£000

£’000

Changes in Market price

6,101

4,181

1,920

2,077

Reversal of Impairments

(2,874)

(2,598)

(276)

0

3,227

1,583

1,644

2,077

Total Impairments

13. INTANGIBLE ASSETS
The Trust has no intangible assets as at 31 March 2013.
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14. PROPERTy, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
2012/13

Cost or valuation at 1
April 2012

Total

land

Buildings
excluding
dwellings

Assets
under
construction and
poa

Plant and
machinery

Transport
equipment

Information
technology

Furniture
& fittings

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

124,520

16,638

101,084

4,076

616

524

565

1,017

Additions - purchased

11,715

0

0

11,558

0

157

0

0

Impairments

(1,920)

(1,413)

(507)

0

0

0

0

0

Reversal of impairments

276

0

276

0

0

0

0

0

Reclassified as held
for sale

0

0

6,509

(6,509)

0

0

0

0

51

(102)

153

0

0

0

0

0

Revaluations

(183)

0

(163)

0

0

(20)

0

0

134,459

15,123

107,352

9,125

616

661

565

1,017

31,685

0

29,376

0

383

344

565

1,017

Provided during the
year

4,978

0

4,879

0

41

58

0

0

Impairments

4,181

102

4,079

0

0

0

0

0

(2,598)

0

(2,598)

0

0

0

0

0

Revaluations

(102)

(102)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Disposals

(172)

0

(152)

0

0

(20)

0

0

37,972

0

35,584

0

424

382

565

1,017

92,835

16,638

71,708

4,076

233

180

0

0

96,487

15,123

71,768

9,125

192

279

0

0

Disposals
At 31 March 2013
Depreciation at 1 April
2012

Reversal of impairments

Depreciation at 31
March 2013

Net book value 31 March 2012 restated
Owned

Net book value 31
March 2013
Owned

Analysis of Property, Plant and equipment as at 31 March 2013
Net book value- Protected assets

84,494

14,418

70,076

0

0

0

0

0

Net book value- Unprotected assets

11,993

705

1,692

9,125

192

279

0

0

96,487

15,123

71,768

9,125

192

279

0

0

As at 31 March 2013

Analysis of Property, Plant and equipment as at 31 March 2012
Net book value- Protected assets

85,896

15,933

69,963

0

0

0

0

0

Net book value- Unprotected assets

6,939

705

1,745

4,076

233

180

0

0

92,835

16,638

71,708

4,076

233

180

0

0

As at 31 March 2013
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NBV of Property, Plant and equipment in the Revaluation Reserve as at 31 March 2012
As at 1 April 2011

7,424

4,896

2,528

0

0

0

0

0

Movement in year

(715)

(215)

(500)

0

0

0

0

0

6,709

4,681

2,028

0

0

0

0

0

As at 31 March 2012

NBV of Property, Plant and equipment in the Revaluation Reserve as at 31 March 2013

6,709

4,681

2,028

0

0

0

0

0

(1,731)

(1,423)

(308)

0

0

0

0

0

4,978

3,258

1,720

0

0

0

0

0

80,095

15,538

64,557

0

0

0

0

0

Long leasehold

8,131

1,100

7,031

0

0

0

0

0

Short leasehold

120

0

120

0

0

0

0

0

88,346

16,638

71,708

0

0

0

0

0

As at 1 April 2012
Movement in year
As at 31 March 2013

Analysis of asset ownership
Freehold

NBV total at 31
March 2012

Analysis of asset ownership

78,621

14,023

64,598

0

0

0

0

0

Long leasehold

8,158

1,100

7,058

0

0

0

0

0

Short leasehold

112

0

112

0

0

0

0

0

86,891

15,123

71,768

0

0

0

0

0

Freehold

NBV total at 31
March 2013
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14.1 Non Current Assets for Sale and Assets in disposals groups
14.1.1 Property, Plant and equipment
The Trust has no assets classifield as available for sale in the year (£810,545 2011/12).

14.1.2 liabilities in Disposal Groups
The Trust has no liabilities in disposal groups.

14.1.3 Other Assets
The Trust has no Other Non Current assets to report.

14.2 land and Buildings - basis of valuation.
An asset valuation of the Trust’s land and buildings as at 31st March 2013 was carried out
by independent professional valuers.
Fair values for operational assets were determined as follows :Land and non-specialised buildings - market value for existing use (Existing Use Value)
Specialised buildings – depreciated replacement cost using a Modern Equivalent Asset
Valuation
The following non-operational assets have been valued at Market Value:
Clifton House - Land

Plant and equipment
The carrying amount for fixtures and equipment is depreciated historic cost as this is not
considered to be materially different from fair value.
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Asset lives
The estimated useful life for Information Technology equipment is 3 years (amended in
2010/11 from 5 years).
Economic life of property, plant and equipment

Min life
Years

Max life
Years

Land

0

0

Buildings excluding dwellings

1

71

Dwellings

0

0

Assets under Construction & POA

0

0

Plant & Machinery

5

15

Transport Equipment

7

7

Information Technology

3

3

Furniture & Fittings

3

3

For newly acquired or newly constructed assets, a formal revaluation, including
assessment of economic life, will only be carried out if there is an indication that the initial
cost is significantly different to its fair value.

Gross carrying amount of any fully depreciated assets still in use
There are 161 equipment assets which are fully depreciated. The gross carrying cost of
these totals £1,984,596.

15. DONATED ASSETS
The Trust has no donated assets at 31 March 2013.

16. CAPITAL COMMITMENTS
Contracted capital commitments at 31 March not otherwise included in these financial
statements:

Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Total

31 March
2013

31 March
2012

£000

£000

6,552

7,122

0

0

6,552

7,122

The capital commitments are predominantly in respect of the costs of building Junction
17, the provision of additional Medium Secure Unit beds, and ward conversions.
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17. INVENTORIES
17.1. Inventories
The value of stocks and work in progress are deemed to be immaterial to the accounts
when consideration is given to the costs of collation and verification.

17.2 Inventories recognised in expenses
The cost of all inventories are treated as expenditure in the period purchased.

18. TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
18.1 Trade and other receivables
Current

Non-current

31 March
2013

31 March
2012

31 March
2013

31 March
2012

£000

£000

£000

£000

NHS receivables

1,039

1,508

0

0

Other receivables with related
parties

1,899

869

0

0

Provision for impaired receivables

(537)

(329)

0

0

613

650

461

129

Current

Prepayments
PFI Prepayments

0

Accrued income

369

1,350

0

0

Corporation tax receivable

0

0

0

0

Finance Lease Receivables

0

0

0

0

93

164

0

0

VAT receivable

248

167

0

0

Other receivables *

164

463

0

0

3,888

4,842

461

129

PDC dividend receivable

Total Current

* The Trust has not prepaid any pension contributions at 31 March 2013 (£nil 2012).
The majority of trade is with Primary Care Trusts, as commissioners for NHS patient care
services. As Primary Care Trusts are funded by Government to buy NHS patient care
services, no credit scoring of them is considered necessary. From 1st April 2013 Primary
Care Trusts will be replaced by Clinical Commissioning Groups, and will be funded by the
Government, so no credit scoring will be necessary.
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18.2 Analysis of impaired receivables
31 March
2013

31 March
2012

£000

£000

0 - 30 days

0

30

30 - 60 days

1

12

60 - 90 days

6

25

90 - 180 days (was “in three to six months”)

380

81

180 - 360 (was “Over six months”)

150

181

Total

537

329

31 March
2013

31 March
2012

£000

£000

Balance at 1 April

329

652

Increase in provision

208

0

0

(323)

537

329

Ageing of impaired receivables

18.3 Provision for impairment of receivables

Unused amounts reversed
Balance at 31 March

With the exclusion of NHS debtors, in general, receivables 90 days past their due date are
fully impaired. Additionally, where specific circumstances are known individual invoices
are impaired in full. Other debts are partially provided for.

19. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
31 March
2013

31 March
2012

£000

£000

Balance at 1 April

45,860

35,889

Net change in year

6,001

9,971

51,861

45,860

136

102

Cash with the Government Banking Service

51,725

45,758

Cash and cash equivalents as in statement of
financial position

51,861

45,860

Balance at 31 March
Broken down into:
Cash at commercial banks and in hand
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31 March
2013

31 March
2013

31 March
2012

31 March
2012

Bank
Balances

Money on
Deposit

Bank Balances

Money on
Deposit

£000

£000

£000

£000

At 1 April

432

0

476

0

Gross inflows

114

0

0

0

0

0

(44)

0

546

0

432

0

Third party assets
held by the Trust

Gross outflows
At 31 March

20. TRADE AND OTHER PAyABLES
Current

Non Current

31 March
2013

31 March
2012

31 March
2013

31 March
2012

£000

£000

£000

£000

60

10

0

1,240

Amounts due to other
related parties

1,477

1,406

0

0

Trade payables capital

1,831

2,211

0

0

Tax and National
Insurance payable

2,417

2,485

0

0

Accruals

11,462

13,306

0

0

Total Current

17,247

19,418

0

1,240

Current
NHS payables

Other payables include:
The Trust has no payments due in respect of arrangements under buy out liability, early
retirement over 5 instalments or other outstanding pensions contributions.

21. BORROWINGS AND LIMITS
21.1 Borrowings
The Trust had no borrowings at 31 March 2013 (£nil at 31 March 2012).
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21.2 Prudential borrowing limit
NHS Foundation Trusts are required to comply and remain within a prudential borrowing
limit. This is made up of two elements:
(1) the maximum cumulative amount of long-term borrowing. This is set by reference
to the four ratio tests set out in Monitor’s Prudential Borrowing Code. The financial risk
rating set under Monitor’s Compliance Framework determines one of the ratios and
therefore can impact on the long term borrowing limit.
(2) the amount of any working capital facility approved by Monitor.
Further information on the NHS Foundation Trust Prudential Borrowing Code and
Compliance Framework can be found on the website of Monitor, the Independent
Regulator of Foundation Trusts.
The Trust has a long term borrowing limit set by Monitor of £31,400,000 in 2012/13 and
2011/12.
Additionally the Trust has an actual working capital facility of £12,000,000 and 2011/12.
This provides the Trust with a total prudential borrowing limit of £43,400,000 in 2012/13
and 2011/12. The Trust has not borrowed against these limits.

2012/13

2012/13

2011/12

2011/12

Actual

Planned

Actual

Planned

10.51

4.58

7.94

4.20

minimum interest cover

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

minimum debt service cover

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

0.00%

0.50%

0.00%

0.50%

minimum dividend cover

maximum debt service to
revenue

Until such time as the Trust draws down a loan only the Minimum Dividend Cover ratio is
relevant. The Trust was within the approved limit.

22. OTHER LIABILITIES
Current

Page

Non-current

31 March
2013

31 March
2012

31 March
2013

31 March
2012

£000

£000

£000

£000

Other deferred income

7,682

15,612

17,581

277

Deferred grants income

1,800

0

0

3,000

Total

9,482

15,612

17,581

3,277
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23. FINANCE LEASE OBLIGATIONS AND COMMITMENTS
The Trust has no obligations or commitments under a finance lease.

24. FINANCE LEASE RECEIVABLES (I.E. AS LESSOR)
The Trust has no receivables under a finance lease.

25. Private finance initiative contracts
25.1 PFI schemes off-Statement of Financial Position
The Trust has no obligations or commitments under PFI schemes off-Statement of
Financial Position.

25.2 PFI schemes on-Statement of Financial Position
The Trust has no obligations or commitments under PFI schemes on-Statement of
Financial Position.

26. contingencies
26.1 Contingent liabilities
The NHS Litigation Authority has informed the Trust of a contingent liability of £49,000
2012/13 (£76,000 2011/12) for Employers’ and Public Liability claims.
The figure has been calculated on an expected value basis after taking legal opinion. It
is anticipated these claims will be settled within the financial year 2013/14 and a further
amount of £92,000 has been included in Provisions due within 12 months (see note 27).

26.2 Contingent assets
The Trust has no contingent assets at 31 March 2013.
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27. Provisions
Current

Non-current

31
March
2013

31 March
2012

31
March
2013

31 March
2012

£000

£000

£000

£000

170

143

2,569

2,293

92

205

0

0

Restructurings

2,163

3,660

0

0

Other **

2,205

2,340

0

0

Total

4,630

6,348

2,569

2,293

Pensions
other
staff

Other
legal
claims

Restructurings

Other

Total

£000

£000

£000

£000

£000

Pensions relating to other staff
Other legal claims *

At 1 April 2012

2,436

205

3,660

2,340

8,641

Arising during the year

228

0

958

1,586

2,772

Utilised during the year

0

0

(850)

(159)

(1,009)

Reversed unused

0

(113)

(1,605)

(1,562)

(3,280)

75

0

0

0

75

2,739

92

2,163

2,205

7,199

- not later than one year;

170

92

2,163

2,205

4,630

- later than one year and not
later than five years;

625

0

0

0

625

1,944

0

0

0

1,944

2,739

92

2,163

2,205

7,199

Unwinding of discount
At 31 March 2013
expected timing of cash
ﬂows:

- later than five years;

*

The NHS Litigation Authority has informed the Trust of Employer’s and Public
Liability claims totalling £92,000 2012/13 (£205,000 2011/12) (as shown above). The
amount is disclosed as a provision.
The NHS Litigation Authority has included in its provisions £192,000 2012/13 (£453,00
2011/12) in respect of clinical negligence liabilities of the Trust

** Other provisions include amounts of £876,000 in respect of estates costs, and
£831,000 due to unforeseen costs in regard to the implementation of a new patient
administration system. No individual provision is greater than £1m.
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28. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
28.1 Financial assets
loans and
receivables

Available for
sale

Total

£000

£000

£000

Trade and other receivables excluding
non financial assets (at 31 Mar 2013)

1,499

0

1,499

Other Financial Assets (at 31 Mar 2013)

1,683

0

1,683

Cash and cash equivalents (at bank and
in hand at 31 Mar 2013)

51,861

0

51,861

Total at 31 March 2013

55,043

0

55,043

4,192

0

4,192

Other Financial Assets (at 31 Mar 2012)

0

810

810

Cash and cash equivalents (at bank and
in hand (at 31 Mar 201))

45,860

0

45,860

Total at 31 March 2012

50,052

810

50,862

Other

At fair value
through
profit and
loss

Total

£000

£000

£000

1,592

0

1,592

Trade and other receivables excluding
non financial assets (at 31 Mar 2012)

28.2 Financial liabilities

NHS Trade and other payables excluding
non financial assets (31 Mar 2013)
Non NHS Trade and other payables
excluding non financial assets (31 Mar
2013)
Provisions under contract (at 31 Mar
2013)

15,655

15,655

7,199

0

7,199

Total at 31 March 2013

24,446

0

24,446

NHS Trade and other payables excluding
non financial assets (31 Mar 2012)

16,720

0

16,720

8,641

0

8,641

25,361

0

25,361

Provisions under contract (at 31 Mar
2012)
Total at 31 March 2012
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28.3 Maturity of financial liabilities
31 Mar 2013

31 Mar 2012

£000

£000

21,876

23,134

In more than one year but not more than
two years

132

111

In more than two year but not more than
five years

493

315

1,945

1,801

24,446

25,361

In one year or less

In more than five years
Total

29. FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
29.1 Fair values of financial assets at 31 March 2013

Non Current trade and other receivables
excluding non financial assets
Cash with the Government Banking
Service
Total

Book Value

Fair value

£000

£000

461

461

51,725

51,725

52,186

52,186

Note 29.2 Fair values of financial liabilities at 31 March 2012
Book Value

Fair value

£000

£000

Provisions under contract

2,569

2,569

Total

2,569

2,569

30 FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
Financial reporting standard IFRS 7 requires disclosure of the role financial instruments
have had during the period in creating or changing the risks a body faces in undertaking
its activities. Due to the continuing service provider relationship the Trust has with
Primary Care Trusts: and the way those Primary Care Trusts are financed, the Trust is
not exposed to the degree of financial risk faced by business entities. Also financial
instruments play a much more limited role in undertaking its activities. creating or
changing risk than would be typical of listed companies, to which the financial reporting
standards mainly apply. The Trust has restricted powers to borrow or invest surplus funds,
and financial assets and liabilities are generated by day-to-day operational activities rather
than being held to change the risks facing the Trust in undertaking its activities.
The Trust’s treasury management operations are carried out by the finance department,
within parameters defined formally within the Trust’s standing financial instructions and
policies agreed by the Board of directors. Trust treasury activity is subject to review by the
Trust’s auditors.
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30.1 Currency risk
The Trust is principally a “domestic” organisation with the great majority of transactions,
assets and liabilities being in the UK and sterling based. The Trust has no overseas
operations. The Trust therefore has low exposure to currency rate fluctuations.

30.2 Interest rate risk
The Trust largely finances its capital expenditure from internally generated funds.
In addition to this, additional capital expenditure can be financed within an agreed
borrowing limit. Currently the Trust has not accessed any of the borrowing limit available
to it. The Trust therefore has low exposure to interest rate fluctuations.

30.3 Credit risk
As the majority of the Trust’s income comes from contracts with other public sector
bodies, the Trust has low exposure to credit risk. The maximum exposures as at 31 March
2013 are in receivables from customers, as disclosed in the Trade and other receivables
note.

30.4 liquidity risk
The Trust’s operating costs are incurred under contracts with a range of commissioners
- Primary Care Trusts (PCTs), Specialist Commissioning Teams on behalf of PCTs, Local
Authorities and Drug Action Teams, under legally binding arrangements. Local
Authorities and PCTs have their resources voted annually by Parliament.
The Trust largely finances its capital expenditure from internally generated funds.
In addition to this, additional capital expenditure can be financed within an agreed
borrowing limit. Currently the Trust has not accessed any of the borrowing limit available
to it. The Trust is not, therefore, exposed to significant liquidity risks.

31. EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING PERIOD
There are no material events after the reporting period to disclose.

32. PRIOR PERIOD ADJUSTMENTS
The Trust had no prior period adjustments.

33. RELATED PARTy TRANSACTIONS
During the year none of the Trust Board members or members of the key management
staff, or parties related to any of them, has undertaken any material transactions with the
Trust. The aggregate remuneration and other benefits due to the key management in
respect of the current year totalled £985,000 2012/13 (£955,000 2011/12); Remuneration
£897,000 (£849,000 2011/12), Employer contributions to the pensions scheme £108,000
2012/13 (£102,000 2011/12), Lease car benefits £15,000 2012/13 (£10,000 2011/12).
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In 2012/13 two members of the Trust Board have relationships with organisations with
which the Trust has immaterial transactions. The details are:
Alan Maden GMW Chair is a Trustee of the Pension Fund at St Anns Hospice, who had
transactions with the Trust totaling £4,000 2012/13.
Karen Luker GMW Non Executive Director is a Professor/ Head of School of Nursing,
Midwifery and Social Work at the Dean of School of Nursing, Midwifery and Social
work, University of Manchester, who had transacions with the Trust totalling £334,610 in
2012/13.
The Department of Health is regarded as a related party. During the year the Trust has
had a significant number of material transactions with the Department, and with other
entities for which the Department is regarded as the parent Department. These entities
are:
Receipts from
Related Party
(Income)

Payments to
Related Party
(Expenditure)

Amounts
due from
Related Party
(Receivables)

Amounts
owed to
Related Party
(Payables)

£000

£000

£000

£000

Value of balances
(other than salary)
with Board Members
at 31 March 2013

0

0

0

0

Value of balances
(other than salary)
with Key Staff
members at 31 March
2013

0

0

0

0

Value of balances
(other than salary)
with Related Parties
in relation to doubtful
debts at 31 March
2013

0

0

0

0

Value of balances
with other Related
Parties at 31 March
2013

0

0

0

0

574

3

256

1,366

141,952

6,957

1,346

2,321

11,340

18,093

1,940

4,438

0

118

0

3

153,866

25,171

3,542

8,128

Related party
transactions

Department of Health
Other NHS Bodies*
Other
NHS Shared Business
Services
Total balances at 31
March 2013

*
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The Other NHS bodies Related party receipts is predominantly with Primary Care
Trusts, the four main PCT’s being Western Cheshire, Salford, Bolton and Manchester
PCTs.

Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust

34. THIRD PARTy ASSETS
The Trust held £546,000 cash and cash equivalents at 31 March 2013 (£432,000 at 31
March 2012) which relates to monies held by the NHS Trust on behalf of patients. This has
been excluded from the cash and cash equivalents figure reported in the accounts.

35. REVALUATION RESERVE - 2012/13
2011/12

2012/13
Total
Revaluation
Reserve

Revaluation
ReserveProperty
Plant &
equpment

Total
Revaluation

Revaluation
ReserveProperty Plant
& Equpment

£000

£000

£000

£000

6,709

6,709

7,424

7,424

6,709

6,709

7,424

7,424

Impairments

(1,644)

(1,644)

(653)

(653)

Revaluations

153

153

0

0

(187)

(187)

0

0

0

0

1

1

(53)

(53)

(63)

(63)

4,978

4,978

6,709

6,709

Revaluation reserve at
1 April
Prior period
adjustment
Revaluation reserve
at 1 April - restated

Transfer to other
reserves
Other recognised gains
and losses
Other reserve
movements
Revaluation reserve
at 31 March

36. LOSSES AND SPECIAL PAyMENTS
There were 437 cases of losses and special payments totalling £362,629 during the 12
months to 31 March 2013 (314 cases totalling £836,000 in the year to 31 March 2012). Of
the payments in the year 2012/13 there were 14 MARS payments costing £290,786. Losses
and Special payments include any accrued amounts at the year end.

37. AUDITORS LIABILITy LIMITATION
In accordance with the Companies (Disclosure of Auditor Remuneration and Liability
Limitation Agreements) Regulations 2008 (SI 489/2008), the contract with our Auditors
provides for a £1 million limitation of their liability.
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PART 1
OUR COMMITMENT TO QUALITY

MEETING FUTURE
1.1 Chief Executive’s Welcome
I am proud to introduce our Quality
Account for 2012/13.
All providers of NHS healthcare services
are required to produce an annual Quality
Account and we are pleased to have this
opportunity to share information with you
about the quality of
services we deliver.

transferred to new providers along with
experienced members of staff. In the
midst of these changes, we have remained
committed to continually improving the
experience of service users and the safety
and effectiveness of care. We hope that this
report demonstrates our commitment.

We view ourselves
as a learning
2012/13 has been a
2012/13 has been a
organisation, which
challenging year for
challenging year for the
is able to adapt
the whole healthcare
flexibly to changes
whole healthcare system,
system, with the
in the strategic
with the implementation
implementation of the
environment.
of the NHS reforms and
NHS reforms and the
We work closely
the publication of reports
publication of reports
with staff, service
into failings of care at
into failings of care at
users and carers,
Winterbourne View and
Winterbourne View
commissioners
and Mid Staffordshire
Mid Staffordshire NHS
and other partners
NHS Foundation Trust.
to achieve this.
Foundation Trust.
Within this context, we
We actively seek
have had another busy
feedback from these
and productive year.
key stakeholders –
We have welcomed new services into the
be it via national or local surveys, contract
organisation, including, ‘Unity’ drug and
monitoring meetings, our video diary
alcohol services in Cumbria and Bolton
room project, complaints and compliments,
Primary Care Psychological Therapies
patient stories or Board ‘walk-arounds’ Service, and taken action to develop our
and use all feedback received as a basis for
existing services. We have also, however,
planning improvements.
been sad to see a number of services

“

”
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Part 1

CHALLENGES
This Quality Account gives you a flavour of
some of the key improvements delivered
by the Trust in 2012/13 and the challenges
we have set ourselves for 2013/14. With
the support of all our dedicated staff, I am
confident that we can meet these future
challenges.

3 summarises
the steps we
have taken to
develop this
Quality Account
Chief Executive, Bev Humphrey
and external
assurance is
provided in the form of statements from
This report also confirms that we have
our commissioners, local Healthwatch
continued to achieve all targets set
organisations and Joint Scrutiny
nationally for
Committee. The
mental health
report of an
trusts in 2012/13,
external audit
We view ourselves as a learning
delivered our CQUIN
undertaken by
organisation, which is able to
(Commissioning
KPMG, which gives
adapt flexibly to changes in the
for Quality and
assurance on the
strategic environment. We work
Innovation)
content of this
closely with staff, service users
schemes, and
Quality Account,
retained our
and carers, commissioners and
is also included for
‘registration without
your information
other partners to achieve this.
conditions’ with
as Annex 2.
the Care Quality
Commission.
Thank you for
taking the time to read this report.
As Chief Executive of Greater Manchester
West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust
(GMW), I can confirm that, to the best of
my knowledge, the information contained
in this report is accurate. The ‘Statement
of Directors Responsibilities’ at Annex
BEV HUMPHREY, CHIEF EXECUTIVE

“

”
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1.2 Our Response to the Francis Report
As an organisation that is passionate about delivering high quality care, we found
the final report of the public inquiry into the failings of care at Mid Staffordshire NHS
Foundation Trust (the ‘Francis Report’) deeply concerning. The questions the report has
raised for the whole healthcare system, and the changes that will follow, are welcomed
by us.
The recommendations of the Francis Report are clear: in future, the whole system must
revolve around quality. Cultures of transparency, openness, candour and compassion,
where real-time information is made available to patients and the public, will be vital in
achieving this.
This Quality Account describes our efforts to ensure that the delivery of high quality,
patient-centred care remains central to all our work. As such, we feel it is fitting to begin
this report with our local response to the Francis Report.
In light of the findings of the Francis Report, we have reviewed what currently happens at
GMW and identified sources of quality assurance. These assurances have been categorised
under the following headings and are summarised in the diagram below:

8a

• Board level assurance and conduct

Q

Page

• Personal and professional accountability
• Nursing care
• Culture of respect and engagement

Staff from our K1 ward in Bolton
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Current Sources of Quality Assurance at GMW:
Board level Assurance & Conduct
• Codes of Conduct for Directors and Governors
• Externally-facilitated Director appraisals
• Quality Governance Committee - responsible for developing and monitoring our
approach to quality improvement
• This Quality Account – with external auditor assurance
• Incident reporting to the NHSLA – high level of reporting/low level of harm
• CQC planned and unannounced inspections – prepared for and with positive
outcomes
• Board level leadership of Serious Incidents Panel
• Board level service visits (‘walk-arounds’)

Nursing Care
• GMW Nursing Strategy (2011-2015) – including plans for developing our nursing
workforce and promoting nursing values and practice. Implementation of this
strategy is led and monitored by our Nursing Leadership Board
• Trust-wide review of shift systems – thorough review with recommendations
implemented and routinely monitored
• Later Life inpatient care review – recommendations implemented
• Positive relationships with training institutions and placements
• Number and role of Matrons
• Essence of Care –focus on the fundamentals of high quality care
• Improving dementia care – Priority 5 of this Quality Account
• Physical healthcare focus – Priority 6 of this Quality Account

Culture of Respect and engagement
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UAcT and directorate-level service user forums
Use of peer support and service user volunteers
Recovery collaborative – co-production
Carers Strategy, Carers Charter and local Carers Champions
Service user involvement in PEAT (and PLACE to follow)
Dragons Den initiative
Robust complaints handling process – listening and learning
Positive feedback from staff survey
Strengthening relationships and activity with new Healthwatch organisations

Personal and Professional Accountability
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal Accountability Frameworks
Appraisal process
Commitment to Personal and Professional Development
Peer supervision for doctors, nurses and psychologists
Medical revalidation – in line with General Medical Council requirements
Externally-facilitated Clinical Leadership Programme

Quality Account 2012/13
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We pride ourselves on being an organisation that is never complacent and is always
seeking improvements. We have, therefore, also identified some positive steps to be
taken to strengthen this quality assurance in future. These are described below. We
are pleased to say that a number of the steps identified were already underway when
the Francis Report was published and would be happening irrespective of the inquiry’s
findings.

Recovery, Health and Well Being Academy: Since the
formation of our Recovery Collaborative in 2010, one of
the Collaborative’s key focuses has been on promoting
recovery through education. In January 2013, we appointed
a Recovery, Health and Well Being Academy Lead to drive
forward the development of our own Recovery Academy.
The aim of our Academy is to provide everyone – service
users, families and carers, and professionals – with the
learning opportunities they need to be able to manage and/
or promote recovery, health and well-being. The principles
of co-production are being followed at every stage, with
people with lived experience and professionals being equally
engaged in planning and developing our Academy.

8a
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The first prospectus for our Recovery Academy was published in April 2013. The
prospectus offers access to a range of free, learning opportunities provided across a
number of locations within the Trust footprint.

Longer-term, we are committed to building a physical base for our Recovery Academy
(see Priority 7 of this Quality Account). The physical ‘hub’ will be located on our Prestwich
site with satellite learning opportunities provided across the Trust.

Values into Action: We are in the process of launching our new Trust Values:
• We are welcoming and friendly
• We are caring and kind
• We value and respect
• We work together
• We go the extra mile

These values have grown out of a series of engagement workshops held between
August and October 2012. At the workshops, staff and service users were encouraged to
share their experiences of great care and work together to describe the key factors and
behaviours that contributed to those experiences. It was clear from the workshops that
the small things matter, and we have tried to represent this in our final set of values and
the behaviours that underpin them. A poster promoting our new values and behaviours is
shown on the next page.
Our next challenge is to put our new Values into Action. The values and behaviours
define ‘how’ we want to work together to achieve the best for our colleagues and service
users. To ensure that ‘what’we do reflects this, we are now working to embed our values
and behaviours into recruitment, induction, appraisal, supervision and performance
policies and practices.
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Our Values
14
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16

17

16

17

We are welcoming
and friendly

14

WE SHOW THIS BY:

• Smiling and acknowledging others
• Using open and appropriate body
14
15
language
• Giving our full attention
• Being polite and using your name
• Being a friendly professional

15

Q

15

We are caring and kind
WE SHOW THIS BY:

16

• Putting ourselves in your shoes
• Treating others in a manner we would
want for our family and friends
• Being genuinely concerned for the
wellbeing of others
• Giving hope and inspiring conﬁdence
• Treating others with warmth and
compassion
• Offering to help – not waiting to be asked

We value and respect
WE SHOW THIS BY:

17

• Doing what we say we will do
• Apologising if we are wrong or if we let
you down
• Seeing the individual in everyone
• Being honest – we are all human
• Seeing the person, not the illness

Quality Account 2012/13

We work together
WE SHOW THIS BY:
• Supporting others to make
informed choices
• Listening and hearing what you
are saying
• Giving support when it is needed –
not just when asked for
• Empowering people to engage in
their own care
• Being interested in others and
showing understanding

We go the extra mile
WE SHOW THIS BY:
• Choosing a ‘can do’ attitude
• Being helpful and exceeding
expectation
• Going out of our way to make a
difference to
others
• Not just saying
‘no’ – seeking
solutions or
alternatives
Page
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CARe (Compassion and Recovery-focussed everytime): As demonstrated by the
achievements delivered against Priorities 2 and 4 of this Quality Account, we have a
strong track record of enabling our service users and carers to access opportunities that
support their recovery journeys.
We recognise, however, that a more cohesive approach is now needed to develop this
work and innovate. We are in the process of establishing a customer care and quality
hub (‘CARE’) for this purpose. CARE will have an appointed lead and will focus:
• Further strengthening our commitment to service users and carers
• Providing meaningful opportunities for planned volunteering
• Developing peer mentors within our mental health services - Peer mentors already
have a key role within our alcohol and drug services and we will learn from this
experience
• Working with our User Action Team (UAcT)
• Developing approaches to gathering real-time feedback from service users and carers
CARE will have our new Trust Values at its heart and work closely with our local
Healthwatch organisations, commissioners and our Recovery Academy.

Safeguarding: Robust procedures for safeguarding children and adults are wellestablished in our organisation.
We operate a central safeguarding hub, which is supported by safeguarding leads
across the organisation and two experienced, specialist consultants (one for children and
one for adults). Leadership for safeguarding is visible and feedback on the continuing
development of safeguarding is routinely reported to the Trust Board’s Quality
Governance Committee. Knowledge, awareness and training on safeguarding issues is
provided at induction and then followed-up with a programme of refresher training and
bespoke training where required.
Looking ahead, we are planning to develop a Volunteering Strategy to support and
grow volunteering within our organisation. We already have positive experience of
working with volunteers, particularly within our Alcohol and Drugs Directorate (A+DD),
and are keen to share the benefits volunteering can bring more widely. Safeguarding
our service users, families and carers is paramount to us at all times and this principle will
be at the forefront of our work to develop volunteering.
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Staffing level Review: We have worked hard over the last
couple of years to define and implement the optimum ward
staffing levels we feel are required to deliver safe and effective
services. By ‘optimum’ we mean the skill mix (including the
ratio of qualified to unqualified staff) and staffing numbers
required to meet patient need. We routinely evaluate staffing
levels but, in light of the Francis Report findings, we will now
look to formally review this and seek assurance again that
our optimum staffing levels are in place and operating to the
required standard.

Ward Managers Network: We have recently launched
a Trust-wide Ward Managers Network, which will meet
through planned workshops held on a quarterly basis. The
aim of this Network is to support leadership and management
development, share learning and experience about ‘what
good looks like’, and promote our compassion and values.

8a
Meeting taking place at our John
Demark Unit – Centre for Deafness
and Mental Health
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Reducing Bureaucracy: The Francis Report raises a number
of questions about the impact excessive bureaucracy has on
the delivery of front-line, patient care. We know from experience that targets and other
assurance requirements do have a place in delivering improvements in patient care and
have always tried to be as efficient as possible when responding to internal and external
demands. There is always a risk, however, that increasing demands can distract from our
core aim of providing high quality care.
Over the coming year, we will review current practice in a number of areas with a view
to identifying changes that reduce bureaucracy and release clinicians’ time to care.

1.3 Equality

Underpinning the delivery of the commitments set out in this Quality Account - in
particular, the 8 quality improvement priorities identified in Part 4 – will be an on-going
focus on promoting equality. We will aim to improve the quality of service, access and
outcomes for service users of all protected equality characteristics. This is a fundamental
operating principle for our organisation and examples of how we will continue to
achieve this in 2013/14 include:
• Strengthening data collection of protected characteristics of our service users
• Identifying priorities for service development through analysis of protected
characteristics data and other intelligence
• Incorporating equality objectives into future business plans

• Undertaking equality impact assessments on business plans to ensure they meet the
needs of, and do not disadvantage, service users of any protected characteristics

To ensure that we have considered the implications of this Quality Account on specific
groups, and acted on all opportunities to promote equality, we have undertaken an Equality
Impact Assessment. The outcomes of this assessment are attached as Annex 4. Annex 4
highlights those quality improvement measures that address specific needs relating to
protected characteristics and confirms that no discrimination has been identified.
Quality Account 2012/13
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PART 2
stAtements oF AssurAnCe
F r o m t h e b o A r d F o r 20 12 / 13

This section of our Quality Account includes mandated information that is common
across all organisations’ Quality Accounts. This information demonstrates that we are
performing to essential standards; measuring clinical processes and performance; and are
involved in national projects and initiatives aimed at improving quality.

2.1 Review of Services
During 2012/13, we provided and/or sub-contracted a range of NHS
services.
Services provided include:
• Community and inpatient mental health services
• Adult forensic mental health services
• Adolescent forensic mental health services
• Adolescent psychiatry services
• Mental health and deafness services
• Community and inpatient alcohol and drug services
• Prison in-reach services
More detail on the services provided by us can be found on our website –
www.gmw.nhs.uk

We have reviewed all the data available on the quality of care in all of
these services.
The data reviewed has covered the three dimensions of quality (clinical effectiveness,
safety and patient experience), ensuring that this Quality Account presents a rounded
view of the quality of services provided. We hope that this will enable readers to gain a
clear and balanced understanding of what quality means to us.
Data has been captured by our robust business and clinical information systems. These
systems include our current integrated clinical information system (ICIS), integrated risk
management software (DATIX) and finance and contract monitoring systems. ICIS and
DATIX are used by clinical and administrative staff across the Trust.
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To ensure our clinical information system best meets our needs and delivers value for
money, we have undertaken a complex and thorough procurement process over the last
two years. We are pleased to share the news with you that we will be moving to Civica’s
Paris information system over the next year or so. Paris offers the best functionality,
adaptability and cost – all critical in the challenging environment we are working in.
The income generated by the relevant health services reviewed in 2012/13
represents 100% of the total income generated from the provision of
relevant health services by GMW for 2012/13.

2.2 Participation in Clinical Audits and National
Confidential Enquiries
During 2012/13, 2 national clinical audits and 1 national confidential enquiry covered
relevant health services that GMW provides.
During 2012/13, GMW participated in 100% of the national clinical audits and 100% of
the national confidential enquiries which it was eligible to participate in.
The national clinical audits and national confidential enquiry that GMW was eligible to
participate in during 2012/13 are as follows:
• Prescribing Observatory for Mental Health (POMH-UK) Audits:
o Prescribing Antipsychotics for People with Dementia Re-audit
o Prescribing High Dose and Combination Antipsychotics on Acute/Rehab/Complex
Needs and Forensic Services
• National Audit of Psychological Therapies
• National Confidential Inquiry (NCI) into Suicide and Homicide by People with Mental
Illness (NCI/NCISH)
The national clinical audits and national confidential enquiry that GMW participated in
during 2012/13 are listed below alongside the number of cases submitted to each audit
or enquiry as a percentage of the number of registered cases required by the terms of
that audit or enquiry:

Quality Account 2012/13
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National Clinical Audits
Audit Title
Prescribing Antipsychotic
Medication for People with
Dementia Re-Audit
Prescribing High Dose and
Combination Antipsychotics:
Acute/Rehab/Complex Needs
and Forensic Services
National Audit of Psychological
Therapies Case Note Audit. This
audit is in 3 parts:
1) Case note audit
2) Therapist questionnaire

Participation

% Cases Submitted

yes

100%

yes

89% - Of an initial sample of 250
cases, 223 were identified by
pharmacists as appropriate for this
audit

yes
yes
yes

3) Service user questionnaire
Questionnaire developed
through focus groups and based
on advice from organisations
such as MIND, Rethink and
Manchester Carers Group.

yes

100%
93%
83 out of 89 questionnaires
completed and returned
31%
Of the 1,522 questionnaires
distributed, 475 were voluntarily
completed and returned by service
users. This represents a good return
rate.

Prescribing Antipsychotic Medication for People with Dementia Re-Audit – All
NHS providers of specialist mental health services were invited to participate in this quality
improvement programme looking at the use of antipsychotics in people with dementia.
The audit standards aimed to establish whether:
• Clinical indications for antipsychotic treatment are clearly documented in the clinical
record
• Potential risks and benefits of antipsychotic medication are considered and
documented by the clinical team prior to initiation and that risks/benefits have been
discussed with the patient and/or carer(s)
• Medication is regularly reviewed and the outcome of reviews is documented in the
clinical record, taking into account therapeutic response and possible adverse effects
A total of 51 organisations participated with Bolton, Trafford and Salford older age
services participating on behalf of this organisation. The audit results included evidence
that the proportion of patients prescribed an antipsychotic for whom the indication is
clearly documented was 100% at GMW compared to 98% nationally. Actions identified
against other standards are summarised below.
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Prescribing High Dose and Combination Antipsychotics Audit (Acute/
Rehabilitation/Complex Needs and Forensic Psychiatric Services) - All NHS
providers of specialist mental health services were also invited to participate in this audit.
The audit aimed to improve prescribing practice by reviewing compliance with the
following standards:
• Total daily prescribed dose of antipsychotic drugs should be within SPC/British National
Formulary limits (Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2006)
•

Individuals receive only one antipsychotic at a time1

• The rationale for prescribing more than one antipsychotic should be recorded in the
clinical record
48 specialist mental health trusts participated in this benchmarking audit. Actions agreed
following this audit are described below.
National Audit of Psychological Therapies – This audit aims to promote access,
appropriateness, acceptability and positive outcomes of treatment for those suffering
from depression and anxiety. The audit was open to all NHS-funded providers of
psychological therapies in the community and included IAPT and non-IAPT sites.

National Confidential Inquiry:
National Confidential
Inquiry
Suicide
Homicide
Total

Questionnaires
Received from NCI
2012/2013
52
2
54

Questionnaires
Completed and
Returned to NCI
49
2
51

%

98%

8a
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The National Confidential Inquiry examines suicide and homicide by people who had
been in contact with secondary and specialist mental health services in the preceding 12
months. Previous findings of the Inquiry have informed recommendations and guidelines
produced by NICE, the NPSA and the Inquiry itself aimed at improving outcomes and
reducing suicide rates for individuals with mental illness.

1

Exceptions: ‘Individuals with schizophrenia who are receiving clozapine but who have not responded sufficiently; and
individuals who are changing from one antipsychotic to another’ (NICE schizophrenia guideline)
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The reports of 3 national clinical audits were reviewed by GMW in 2012/13
and GMW intends to take the following actions to improve the quality of
healthcare provided:
Audit Title
Prescribing Antipsychotics
for People with Dementia
Re-audit

Key Actions
• The results show that the prevalence for prescribing
for those patients included in the sample frame was
benchmarked against other mental health trusts that
took part and that GMW was amongst the lowest
prescribers.
• The results showed an improvement from the baseline
audit.
• Task and finish group to review the results and
formulate local action plans.
• Cascade the use of the inpatient pro-forma to all
services.
• GMW has developed a “Risk versus Benefit”
information leaflet; this is available to all patients and
carers regarding antipsychotics in dementia and can
be given before treatment starts. The leaflet has also
been shared with the PCT and is also available for the
general public to view on the GMW website.

Prescribing High Dose and
• The report was disseminated to all GMW services.
Combination Antipsychotics
on Adult Psychiatric Wards • A re-audit was carried out locally which also included
physical health monitoring of those patients included in
the original POMH sample frame
• Take part in the re-audit
National Audit of
Psychological Therapies
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• Data collected and submitted January 2013.
• Awaiting report – due October 2013
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We also undertook and reviewed the reports of 68 local trust clinical audits in 2012/13.
This is an increase on the 61 audits undertaken in 2011/12. A list of these local audits is
included in Annex 5. Recommendations and action plans for each audit has been agreed
and shared with relevant people/services in line with our Clinical Audit Policy.

Q

If you are interested in learning more about the actions we are taking to improve the
quality of healthcare provided based on the outcomes of these audits, please contact:
Dr Karen Clancy - Deputy Director of Integrated Governance
Tel: 0161 772 3263
E-mail: karen.clancy@gmw.nhs.uk

All national and local clinical audit reports, and resulting action plans, are reviewed by our
NICE Implementation and Audit Group (NIAG), which meets on a bi-monthly basis and is
chaired by the Trust’s Medical Director, Dr Steve Colgan. NIAG aims to ensure that actions
agreed following audit reports are supported and completed. The outcomes of discussion
at NIAG are fed up to, and considered at, the Trust’s Quality Governance Committee.

Reception at our Rapid Alcohol Detox Acute
hospital Referral (RADAR) ward
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2.3 Participation in Clinical Research
We continue to support high quality research and are keen to offer as many of our service
users as possible the chance to hear about high quality research and decide whether they
would like to be involved.
The number of patients receiving relevant health services provided or sub-contracted
by Greater Manchester West in 2011/122 that were recruited during that period to
participate in research approved by a research ethics committee was 330.
In total 565 patients, staff, relatives and carers took part in a variety of research projects
at GMW during 2011/123. Of these 183 were clinical staff who were participants in 23
studies. 52 were relatives/carers participating in 5 studies and 330 were patients taking
part in 38 research studies approved by NHS Research Ethics Committees.
In our 2011/12 annual project
audit, 56% of Principal
Investigators of studies
declared some level of service
user involvement in the
research process itself. This
compares to 50% previously.
Participation in clinical
research demonstrates our
commitment to improving
the quality of care we offer,
encouraging service user
involvement in every aspect
of the research process and to
making our contribution to
wider health improvement.
Our clinical staff stay abreast
of the latest treatment
possibilities and active
participation in research plays
an important role in ensuring
successful patient outcomes.

Members of the R&D Team

linking Clinical Research to our Quality Priorities - Much of the research hosted
by us supports improvements linked to our Quality Account improvement priorities, as
follows:
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Participation in research approved by a Research Ethics Committee – 2011/12 figures stated as audit of participation in
2012/13 not complete at time of writing

3

2011/12 figures stated as 2012/13 audit not completed at time of writing
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Area of Clinical Research
library - To improve access to high quality evidence-based therapy,
IAPT, other therapy trainees, and all staff have the support of our
revamped Library and Knowledge Service, which is now staffed by
two qualified Librarians and a Library assistant.
evidence based practice - We organised four events in 2012/13
to promote research and the role of evidence. About 500 GMW
staff and service users have attended these events. Attendees have
heard about latest developments in key areas such as personality
disorder, had high quality training relating to case formulation and
heard about opportunities for engagement in research. A key event
focused on the impact of research finding on policy and practice and
about a third of the attendees and half of the speakers were service
users. There were several opportunities for feedback about research
involvement and the views were very positive.

Priority No.
1 – Psychological
Therapies

1 and 2 –
Psychological
Therapies and
Service User
Feedback

2 – Service User
FAIR scheme – In line with the NHS Constitution, we are keen to
Feedback
give as many of our service users as possible the opportunity to
find out about and participate in high quality research that is of
relevance to them. In 2012/2013 we further developed our FAIR
(Free Access to Involvement in Research) scheme. This offers two
ways for service users to express their interest in hearing about
research either by telling their care co-ordinator at their annual
care review or by sending their details to the R&D Office. The FAIR
scheme is extensively publicised throughout the Trust. Service users’
interest in research is securely recorded on their electronic patient
record (ICIS). Almost 900 service users have signed up to the scheme,
which means they receive contact details of the researchers on high
quality research projects which are relevant to them. It is entirely
up to the service user whether or not they get in touch with the
researchers to hear more about the projects. Service users can always
get in touch with the R&D Office with any queries they may have.

Q

Applied Research Programme on Recovery - Professor Tony
Morrison has been leading a £2m, five-year programme of research
into understanding and promoting recovery from psychosis, in a
manner that is acceptable to and empowering of service users.
The Recovery programme will produce: User-defined measures of
psychotic experiences, therapy manuals suitable for dissemination
to multidisciplinary teams, new evidence-based therapies acceptable
to service users, guides for promoting recovery and models of
collaborative provision of services to people with psychosis, and
information regarding service user preferences. Service user
involvement has been central to the Programme and the model
of involvement has been consolidated and expanded to support
further research.
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1, 2 and 3 –
Psychological
Therapies, Service
User Feedback
and Recovery
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Area of Clinical Research
Psychosis Research unit - The Psychosis Research Unit is a joint
project between the University of Manchester and GMW, which
aims to research, develop and evaluate effective psychological
treatments for psychosis. The aim is to produce world-class research
that will lead to new and innovative strategies for reducing the
distress experienced by people with psychosis in collaboration with
service users. The key research themes are: prevention and Early
Intervention, reducing stigma, creating and promoting treatment
choice and promoting recovery.

Priority No.
1, 2 and 3 Psychological
Therapies, Service
User Feedback
and Recovery

Dementia – We have continued to support the dementia research
of Professor John Keady and sponsor the GMW HIEC project which
provides and evaluates dementia training for general hospital staff.
Our R&D Office is collaborating with the Trust’s Dementia Quality
lead and DeNDRoN in order to establish a Dementia Research
Network in the Trust to support our efforts to meet the Prime
Minister’s Dementia Challenge on recruitment of people with
dementia to research.

5 – Dementia

Supporting patient choice with regards clinical research
(NIHR Mystery Shopper) – We advertise information about high
quality research projects available to our service users, and our
Research Profile, on the Trust website to support patient choice
with regards clinical research. We are proactive in raising awareness
about local clinical research activity and opportunities by engaging
Research Champions across the Trust, emphasising the importance
of research at the evidence based training and research events
promoted by the R&D Office throughout the year and by providing
the opportunity to hear about research via the FAIR process.

2 – Service User
Feedback

If you are interested in finding out more about our research, please contact:
Research and Development Office
Email: researchoffice@gmw.nhs.uk or fair@gmw.nhs.uk
Tel: 0161 772 9234

Q
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2.4 Commissioning for Quality and Innovation
(CQUIN)
A proportion of GMW’s income in 2012/13 was conditional upon achieving quality
improvement and innovation goals agreed between GMW and any person or body
they entered into a contract, agreement or arrangement with for the provision of
relevant health services, through the Commissioning for Quality and Innovation
(CQUIN) payment framework.
The CQUIN scheme agreed with our PCT commissioners for 2012/13 focused on delivering
improvements in the following areas:
• NHS Safety Thermometer – collecting data on patient harm using the NHS Safety
Thermometer harm measurement instrument
• Advancing Quality – Dementia and Psychosis
• Dementia:
o Patient experience – gathering feedback from carers of people with dementia and
using this as a basis for planning improvements
o Reducing length of stay
o Improving care through leadership, governance, staff training, environment and
regular monitoring
o Achieving a target of 95% of people discharged on anti-psychotic medication having
a rational for prescription and a review date
• Leadership for harm-free care – Board walk-arounds and patient stories
• Reducing health inequalities:
o Capturing smoking status and signposting/referring for smoking cessation support
o Identifying problematic alcohol abuse and providing advice via brief interventions
o Scoping out the work required to deliver a Rapid Assessment Interface and Discharge
(RAID)-type model in our services
• Physical health – inpatient and community physical health checks
• Inpatient discharge summaries – to GPs within two weeks
• Improve communication with GPs and service users
• Carers:
o Undertaking a Carers Survey to assess effect on carer well-being
o Improving carer awareness and engagement
• Risk assessment
• Service experience questionnaire for inpatients
• Improving the identification of service users within vulnerable groups
• Prescribing:
o Compliance with anti-psychotic prescribing protocols
o Improving quality of high-risk drug prescribing and patient/carer information
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In our Quality Account 2011/12, we linked a number of these schemes to our Quality
Improvement Priorities for 2012/13 – for example, schemes around dementia and carers.
you can read about the specific achievements we have delivered in these areas in Section
3.1 of this Quality Account.
Our CQUIN scheme agreed with the North West Specialised Commissioning Team
(NWSCT) included measures for all our specialist services commissioned by NWSCT (adult
forensic, adolescent psychiatry, and mental health and deafness), as well as specific
schemes for each of these services. Schemes included:
• For all NWSCT-commissioned specialist services:
o NHS Safety Thermometer
o Development and use of clinical data dashboards
• For adult forensic services:
o Implementing a recovery- and outcomes-based shared pathway
o Implementing a standard secure pathway
o Undertaking Secure Forensic Care Pathway feasibility project
• For adolescent psychiatry services (McGuinness Unit):
o Introducing service-user defined CPA standards

8a
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o Optimising length of stay
o Promoting service user involvement in recruitment
• For mental health and deafness services (John Denmark Unit):
o Developing a clinical quality network
o Introducing service-user defined CPA standards
In addition to the above, we also delivered a CQUIN scheme agreed with commissioners
of our alcohol and drugs services in Blackburn with Darwen and a Quality, Improvement,
Development and Initiative Scheme (QIDIS) agreed with the National Commissioning
Group.
In 2012/13, the total amount of income conditional upon achieving agreed CQUIN
schemes was approximately £3.05million. This comprises 2.5% of our PCT and NWSCT
contract values, 1.5% of our Blackburn with Darwen contract value and the value of the
QIDIS scheme.
Down to the hard work of staff across the organisation, we are pleased to report that we
have achieved 100% of our agreed CQUIN schemes for 2012/13. We would like to take
this opportunity to say ‘thank you and well done’ to all staff involved.
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2.5 Registration with the Care Quality
Commission (CQC)
GMW is required to register with the Care Quality Commission (CQC) and its current
registration status is ‘registered without conditions’.
The Care Quality Commission has not taken enforcement action against GMW during
2012/13.
GMW has participated in special reviews or investigations by the Care Quality
Commission related to the following areas during 2012/13:
• Dignity and Nutrition Inspection (DANI) at our Woodlands Hospital in Salford
• Routine unannounced inspections of our mental health in-reach services at HMP
Forest Bank in October 2012 and HMP yOI Hindley in November 2012.
The report of the DANI review
at Woodlands Hospital was
very positive overall and
confirmed that Woodlands
is meeting all of the essential
standards of quality and safety
inspected.
The inspections visits
undertaken at HMP Forest
Bank and HMP yOI Hindley
also provided the CQC with
positive assurance that our
services are complying with the
standards inspected.
No compliance actions or
requirements were identified
by the CQC as an outcome of
these reviews.

Dementia Quality Lead, Gill Drummond with a service user
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2.6 Data Quality
We recognise that high quality patient information underpins the speedy and effective
delivery of patient care and that management information, derived from patient data, is
essential to the planning and delivery of service improvements.
GMW submitted records during 2012/13 to the Secondary Uses Service (SUS) for
inclusion in the Hospital Episodes Statistics, which are included in the latest published
data. The percentage of records in the published data:
• which included the patients valid NHS Number was:
o 99.7% for admitted patient care
o 99.7% for outpatient care
• which included the patient’s valid General Practitioner Registration Code was:
o 100.0% for admitted patient care
o 100.0% for outpatient care
Data is end of January 2013 position
Work has been underway during 2012/13 to assure the quality of data held in our
Integrated Clinical Information System (ICIS). In line with the requirements of the
Information Governance Toolkit, a number of audits have been completed during
2012/13. These have included accuracy checks on data submitted to the Secondary Uses
Service and an independent review of clinical coding practices against national standards.
A further piece of work is on-going, which is looking at clinicians validating information
derived from clinical records.
GMW will be taking the following actions to continue to improve data quality in
2013/2014:
• Developing an internal audit programme and undertaking regular audits and
accuracy checks in line with Information Governance Toolkit requirements

Q

• Continuing to use the Trust-wide Performance Measures and Data Quality Group as
a forum where data quality issues can be discussed and resolved
• Liaising with, and providing training for, operational teams to drive improvements in
data quality across all services
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2.7 Information Governance
We aim to deliver a standard of excellence in Information Governance by ensuring that
information is dealt with legally, securely, efficiently and effectively in order to deliver the
best possible care to our service users.
We have an established Information Governance Policy, which provides a framework for
the management of all service user, staff and organisational information. Implementing
the requirements of the Information Governance Toolkit is part of this framework. The
Information Governance Toolkit sets national standards for achievement to ensure that
organisations maintain high levels of security and confidentiality of information at all
times.
GMW’s Information Governance Assessment Report overall score for 2012/13 was 71%
and was graded ‘satisfactory’ (green).

2.8 Clinical Coding
GMW was not subject to the Payment by Results clinical coding audit during the
reporting period by the Audit Commission.

2.9 Department of Health Mandatory Quality
Indicators
The NHS (Quality Accounts) Amendment Regulations 2012 set out a core set of quality
indicators, which Trusts are required to report against in their Quality Accounts from
2012/13 onwards. We have reviewed these indicators and are pleased to provide you
with our position against all indicators relevant to our services for the last two reporting
periods (years).

2.9.1 PREVENTING PEOPLE FROM DyING PREMATURELy - 7 DAy FOLLOW-UP:
The data made available with regard to the percentage of patients on Care
Programme Approach who were followed up within 7 days after discharge from
psychiatric inpatient care
The latest published results available for comparison of performance against this indicator
relate to Q3 2012/13. We have therefore also provided the Q3 2011/12 position. (Our
2012/13 year-end position is provided in Section 3.2 of this Quality Account.)
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Performance
gmW
National Average
Lowest Trust
Highest Trust

CPA 7 Day Follow-up
Q3 2011/12 (%)
97.0
97.4
60.0
100.0

Q3 2012/13 (%)
99.6
97.6
92.5
100.0

We consider that these percentages are as described for the following reasons:
• All of our staff understand the clinical evidence underpinning this target and are
committed to improving clinical outcomes
• All of our staff are aware of their responsibilities with regard to data quality
• We have appropriate and well-established mechanisms in place to enable validation of
data and monitoring of data quality
• Our Trust-wide ‘Performance Measures and Data Quality Group’ ensures that robust
mechanisms are in place for gathering, reporting and monitoring data
We have taken and will continue to take the following actions to improve this
percentage, and so the quality of our services, by:
• Continuing to raise awareness of the importance of data quality of all records
• Identifying any potential training issues, as they arise, regarding the collection and
timely recording of data and providing training to address these issues
• Reviewing and developing our data quality policies and procedures to ensure they
remain up to date
• Continuing to operate existing data quality validation mechanisms to ensure we
maintain a consistently high level of data quality and to highlight any required
improvements
• Sponsoring audits to identify specific areas for data quality improvement and acting
upon the outcomes of those audits
• Contributing, where appropriate, to the data quality requirements of the Information
Governance toolkit

2.9.2 ENHANCING QUALITy OF LIFE FOR PEOPLE WITH LONG-TERM
CONDITIONS - GATEKEEPING:
The percentage of admissions to acute wards for which the Crisis Resolution Home
Treatment Team acted as a gatekeeper during the reporting period
As with 7 day follow-up, the latest published figures for gatekeeping relate to Q3
2012/13. Our 2012/13 year-end position is provided in Section 3.2 of this report.
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Performance
gmW
National Average
Lowest Trust
Highest Trust

Gatekeeping
Q3 2011/12 (%)
98.8
97.7
75.7
100.0

Q3 2012/13 (%)
99.4
98.4
90.7
100.0

We consider that these percentages are as described for the reasons outlined in 2.9.1 above.
We have taken and will continue to take the actions described in 2.9.1 above to improve
this percentage, and so the quality of our services.

2.9.3 ENSURING THAT PEOPLE HAVE A POSITIVE EXPERIENCE OF CARE –
STAFF SURVEy:
The percentage of staff employed by, or under contract to, the Trust during the reporting
period who would recommend the Trust as a provider of care to their family or friends
Based on responses to the 2011 and 2012 staff surveys, our performance against this
indicator is as follows:

2012 Survey - Q12d ‘If a friend or relative
needed treatment, I would be happy with the
standard of care provided by this organisation’
2011 Survey - Q22b ‘If a friend or relative
needed treatment, I would be happy with the
standard of care provided by this Trust’

GMW

MH/lD Trust
Average

62%

60%

62%

57%

To note: Staff survey results are based on a sample of our workforce not all staff employed by, or under contract to, us.

We consider that these percentages are as described for the following reason:
• As recommended, we used an independent approved contractor to run the Staff
Survey on our behalf in 2011 and 2012. Approved contractors provide both a high
quality service and value for money.
We have taken and will continue to take the following actions to improve this
percentage, and so the quality of our services, by:
• Working with our Business Intelligence Team to develop a deeper understanding of the
trends identified and problem areas
• Running Trust-wide staff survey focus groups during May 2013 to discuss feedback and
develop local action plans
• Supporting directorates to continue to run their own individual Staff Survey Action
Teams to improve staff experience and future years’ results
• Implementing a communications campaign , which will include ‘you said, we did’ messages
• Delivering corporate message to all staff from our Chief Executive with regard to staff
survey results
• Increasing
Quality Account 2012/13
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2.9.4 ENSURING THAT PEOPLE HAVE A POSITIVE EXPERIENCE OF CARE –
PATIENT SURVEy:
The Trust’s ‘patient experience of community mental health services’ indicator score
with regard to a patient’s experience of contact with a health or social care worker
To determine our performance against this indicator, we have calculated the mean score
achieved against the following five questions in both the 2011 and 2012 NHS Survey of
people who use community mental health services:
Survey Section - Health and Social Care Workers:
• Did this person listen carefully to you?
• Did this person take your views into account?
• Did you have trust and confidence in this person?
• Did this person treat you with dignity and respect?
• Were you given enough time to discuss your condition and treatment?
Performance
gmW
Lowest Trust
Highest Trust

experience of Care
2011 Survey
8.9
N/a
N/a

2012 Survey
8.4
8.0
9.1

We consider that these percentages are as described for the following reason:
• We used an independent approved contractor (Quality Health) to run the Community
Patient Survey on our behalf in 2011 and 2012.
• 2012 figures for the lowest and highest scoring Trust are as provided by the CQC
We have taken and will continue to take the following actions to improve this
percentage, and so the quality of our services, by:
• Sharing the outcomes of our Community Survey across the Trust –including publicising
our achievements
• Identifying locally-specific actions to be taken within individual Directorates/services and
following through on this
• Noting any links between issues identified Community Survey scores and other quality
improvement initiatives
• Keeping the pressure up – both during the survey period and outside it
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2.9.5 TREATING AND CARING FOR PEOPLE IN A SAFE ENVIRONMENT
AND PROTECTING THEM FROM AVOIDABLE HARM – PATIENT SAFETy
INCIDENTS:
The number and, where available, rate of patient safety incidents reported within the
Trust, and the number and percentage of such patient safety incidents that resulted in
severe harm or death
The total number of patient safety incidents recorded and reported at GMW in the years
2010/11, 2011/12 and 2012/13, and the degree of harm incurred, is:
level 1

level 2

level 3

level 4

level 5

Insignificant

Minor

Moderate

Major

Requiring
treatment

781

Permanent or
long-term
damage
47

Catastrophic

2010/11

2,260

May
require
support or
first aid
1,603

2011/12

2,453

1,737

507

2012/13

2,039

1,439

Totals

6,752

4,779

No Harm

Total

Death

3

4,694

39

8

4,744

326

31

19

3,854

1,614

117

30

13,292

Our rate of incident reporting to the National Reporting and Learning System (NRLS) is in
line with the median number of incidents reported by all mental health trusts. Based on
the latest available data, our reporting rate was 23.0 incidents per 1,000 bed days4 whilst
the median reporting rate was 23.8 incidents per 1,000 bed days. High reporting rates
usually indicate a better and more effective safety culture.
We recognise that the rate of Level 5 incidents reported to the National Patient
Safety Agency (NPSA) has increased significantly in 2012/13. During 2011/12, the NPSA
introduced a new requirement for all organisations to report unexpected/suspicious
community deaths as a category of Level 5 incidents. As demonstrated in the table below,
this change accounts for the overall increase in Level 5 incidents.
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Catastrophic (level 5) Incident
Categories
Sexual abuse, advances, harassment – other
on patient
Detained patient escape from medium/low
secure facility or PICU
Inpatient death – unexpected
Inpatient death – unexpected (suspicious
circumstances)
Outpatient (community) death –
unexpected (suspicious circumstances)
Total

2010/11 2011/12 2012/13

Total

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

4

1

5

3

0

1

4

0

3

16

19

3

8

19

30

The percentage of our patient safety incidents that resulted in severe harm or death (i.e.
were categorised as Level 4 (Major) or Level 5 (Catastrophic)) equates to:

2010/11

Total No. of level 4 and 5
Incidents
50

% of level 4 and 5
Incidents
1.00%

2011/12

47

0.99%

2012/13

50

1.30%

We consider that these percentages are as described for the following reasons:
• Policy – We work very hard to ensure that all our staff are aware of, and comply with,
our internal policies and procedures on incident reporting and standardisation in clinical
judgements. All incidents have been managed according to our ‘Incident, Accident
& Near Miss Policy and Procedure (2011-2014)’. This policy provides a framework
for all Trust employees to identify, manage and reflect upon incidents in order that
experiential learning can take place. This approach ensures that we continually provide
safe, clinically effective care which promotes the experience of our service users. The
policy also means that reported incidents are analysed to identify their root causes and
to evaluate the likelihood of reoccurrence – this enables effective mitigating controls to
be put in place.
• Review and Lessons Learned - All serious untoward incidents categorised at Level
4 and 5 are reviewed by our Executive Review Panel on a weekly basis. This panel
involves three executive directors and is responsible for commissioning more detailed
and, where required, externally-led investigations to establish the root causes of serious
untoward incidents. The reports identify any key lessons that need to be learned
and clinical services are required to produce plans to address any shortcomings. The
findings of the reports and the lessons learned are reviewed by our Quality Governance
Committee and the Trust Board. Lessons learned and good practice are shared across
the organisation enabling other services to reflect on their own practice and to identify
any training issues, which are then incorporated into our annual training plans.

4
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Although the NRLS reporting rate is ‘per bed days’, the figures reported include incidents in both our community and
inpatient services. The NRLS do not differentiate between these as reporting currently stands.
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• Datix - All incidents are recorded on, and managed through, our Integrated Risk
Management System (Datix). Staff receive training and dedicated on-going support
with Datix. This web-based system enables prompt sharing of accurate, timely
information, which underpins our approach to risk management and increases our
safety profile. We also use modules within Datix to manage our Risk Register, Safety
Alerts, Claims, Inquests, and Complaints, Freedom of Information Requests, Subject
Access Requests and all associated action plans. All information produced for this
Quality Account has been taken from our Integrated Risk Management System
• External Reporting – All of our patient safety incidents are reported weekly to the
National Reporting and Learning System (NRLS) via Datix and to external regulators as
per policy and to commissioners as per individual contracting arrangements.
It is clear from the data presented that the substantial majority of incidents are
categorized ‘no harm’ (Level 1), ‘minor’ (Level 2) or ‘moderate’ (Level 3). This indicates
that our overall degree of harm is low. The culture within GMW is to actively report all
incidents, in order that there is continuous learning and a positive culture of openness.
We have taken and will continue to take the following actions to improve this
percentage, and so the quality of our services, by:
• Improving incident reporting and maintaining our culture of learning - All
staff are encouraged to report incidents. All staff receive training on our incident
process and associated policies, which actively encourage the reporting of patient
safety incidents directly involving our service users. Other initiatives to support incident
reporting include our Datix Help Line, our governance Newsletter and lessons learnt
events that occur following serious untoward patient safety incidents.
• Continuing to learn from incidents - The purpose of any review or investigation is
to understand what happened, how it happened, why it happened; to explore in detail
any care or service delivery problems; and to learn lessons. In order to review serious
incidents and decide on the most appropriate type of review, we have an established
weekly serious incident review panel which led by our Executive Directors. This panel
review incidents at Levels 3, 4 and 5 and decides the type of investigation required to
identify the contributory factors and root cause which led to the patient safety incident.
All completed investigations are presented at the monthly Post Incident Review panel
with identified actions agreed and followed up.
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PART 3
revieW oF QuAlity PerFormAnCe
i n 2012/13

3.1 Delivery of Quality Account Priorities for
Improvement in 2012/13
We have made significant progress against all 8 of our 2012/13 Priorities for Improvement.
Summaries of our key achievements are provided here. Each achievement reflects the
commitment of our staff, service users and carers to continually improving quality.
We have interspersed our key achievements with case studies describing some of the
projects or initiatives funded by our ‘Dragon’s Den’ in 2012/13. Each year, staff are invited
to bid for investment from our ‘Dragons’ in projects that will help us meet our Quality
Account priorities. In 2012/13, almost £100,000 was awarded to services who came up
with creative ideas for improving standards of care. Some of the projects link directly to a
Quality Account priority, whilst others cut across a number of priorities.

Priority 1: PsyChologiCAl therAPies –
imProving ACCess And outComes
IAPT (Improving Access to Psychological Therapies)
Services:
Waiting Times:
• No service users waiting longer than 18 weeks in Salford and Trafford
at year end

0

• Total number of waiters
significantly reduced in
Salford and Trafford
Recovery: We are performing
well against the 50% ‘Recovery
Rate’ target for service users
completing treatment.
(Recovery is as defined by the
National IAPT Programme).
50% target to be achieved by
March 2015.
Page
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Part 3

Priority 1: PsyChologiCAl therAPies –
imProving ACCess And outComes
%s are for Q3 2013/14 and represent whole CCG IAPT economy not just GMW
performance
Improved Access and expansion:
• Successful bid to provide Step 2 IAPT services in Trafford and delivery of Bolton Step 3
IAPT services from February 2013
• Increased availability of evening clinics and access to alternative therapeutic
modalities
• Increased provision of trainee counsellor placements
We have also introduced mechanisms for monthly, performance management of
individual clinicians

Secondary Care Services (District):
Metrics system for measuring psychological activity introduced - all services receive
detailed monthly reports from ICIS on the number of Psychological Therapy Event Items
recorded by all community staff and the use of the Appointments Grid by specialist
psychological therapists. Data captured in 2012/13 will provide a baseline for target
setting in 2013/14.
All actions completed against our Schizophrenia Audit action plan
Project leads identified to facilitate improved access to Family Interventions and
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) for individuals with psychosis
Workforce:
• Clinical psychology staff fully integrated into Bolton community teams and
psychology posts recruited to in our Community Mental Health Teams (CMHTs) in
Salford and Trafford and our Dementia/Memory Assessment Team in Trafford
• Funding agreed for a psychology post for Bolton’s Crisis Resolution Home Treatment
service
Service Developments:
• Funding agreed to develop nodal link maps for use in our secondary care services in
Bolton
• Successful bid to develop assessment and post-diagnostic support service for adults
with autism – service to be delivered in partnership between our Bolton and Trafford
services
• Routine clinical outcome measures developed - to be piloted in Bolton and Salford
• Additional referral pathway developed for GPs in Trafford for complex cases
Quality Account 2012/13
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Priority 1: PsyChologiCAl therAPies –
imProving ACCess And outComes
Specialist Directorates:
Adult Forensic Services (AFS):
• Specialist training, co-produced with service users, being provided to improve care
and risk management in our inpatient services
• Group interventions delivered and being evaluated
• Working in partnership with other
agencies, we have increased access to
psychologically-informed treatment and
management plans
• Agreed a formal pathway to undertake
specialist forensic assessments, in an
outpatient setting, of our district service
users
• Increased psychologically-informed
provision for our service users with
complex needs
Adult and Youth Specialised Services
(AYSS):
• Work ongoing with commissioners to
redesign services for complex cases in
Salford, which will include continued
provision of specialist dynamic
psychotherapy support
• Review of eating disorder services
completed and actions plans in progress
to improve access and outcomes

Unity Alcohol and Drugs Service launch in
Cumbria

• Review of inpatient psychological therapies provision underway
• Successful bid for expansion of psychology input in a number of areas, including Red
Bank Secure Children’s Home and HMP yOI Hindley
Alcohol and Drugs Directorate (A+DD):
• Family interventions now offered in three services and training to follow in other
services
• New interventions now available, including behavioural activation, behavioural
couples therapy, computer-assisted CBT and mindfulness group sessions (see case
study below)
• Increase in provision of co-facilitated, relapse prevention groups and accredited
training for peer supporters in psychosocial interventions
• Work ongoing to develop routine clinical outcome measures for A+DD
Page
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Dragons’ Den - Mindfulness Intervention
The Dragons invested £2,500 to
support the introduction and use
of ‘Mindfulness’ on our wards and
in our community services.
Although a relatively simple
psychological intervention,
‘Mindfulness’ can improve an
individual’s attention span and
acceptance of certain situations,
increase enjoyment of life, provide
greater insights into problems,
and can help with problem
solving. When used in a groupsetting, Mindfulness has also
been found to reduce the risk of
relapse and reduce admissions by
improving the management and
maintenance of recovery.

8a

Staff can also benefit from
Mindfulness techniques and, once
trained, will be able to share their
skills with other NHS trusts and
mental health providers.

Q

Charlotte Casson, Occupational
Therapist said: “Receiving the
funding to pursue setting up
Charlotte chats with her colleagues about Mindfulness
Mindfulness-based intervention
training for staff within GMW was
very exciting…. knowing that we had been given the opportunity to provide cutting
edge evidence- based interventions to our service users and giving staff the chance to
develop a new tool to use with their own client groups.”
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Priority 2: delivering serviCe imProvements by
listening to And leArning From serviCe user
FeedbACk
Patient stories are a standing agenda item at all Trust Board meetings. Stories are
presented either as a video diary or as a written chronology summarising the patient’s
journey through the care pathway.
Members of our User Action Team (UAcT) have worked in partnership with our Human
Resources Department to deliver the Values Into Action workshops across the Trust
footprint (also see Section 1.2).
Monthly Customer Care Reports include service user feedback from complaints,
compliments, UAcT, in-patient forums and video diaries.
Our Customer Care Team have introduced quarterly learning reports identifying
underlying themes behind complaints.
Implementation of identified actions to improve services in response to issues raised
through service user feedback are monitored and progress-chased by our Customer
Care Team
Protected equality characteristics of ethnicity, gender
and disability have been recorded and monitored for
all complaints from April 2012. Analysis of this data
has informed equality objectives identified within each
service’s business plan for 2013/14.
The latest audit has shown that we have achieved service user involvement in 56% of
research studies, which is an improvement on last year’s figure of 50%.
Our Research Governance Group now includes two active service user representatives.
UAcT members have redrafted our ‘10 Golden Rules For Service User Involvement’ into
‘Ten Tips for Service User Involvement’ in accordance with the ethos of joint working
established through the Values Into Action workshops.

Top Tips for Service User Involvement by GMW User Action Team
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Dragons’ Den - expert Network for the Alcohol and Drugs Directorate

Ashley Gibson addresses the audience at the Unity Alcohol and Drugs Service launch

A proposal to set up an ‘Expert Network’ across our Alcohol and Drugs Directorate
(A+DD) was awarded £17,250 by the Dragons.
The Network will be made up of people with lived experience of substance misuse, who
will act as ‘critical friends’ to the directorate. The Network will play an important role
in improving service provision, staff training, environment and customer satisfaction.
Membership of the Network will give people the opportunity to continue to contribute
to the very system that supported them at the beginning of their recovery journey and,
in doing so, support others.

Q

The ethos of the network will be collaboration – individuals will become collaborators,
rather than just recipients of a service, and will work actively to bring about positive
change and reduce stigma associated with alcohol and drugs services.
Ashley Gibson, Community Development Lead said, “We were so pleased that the
Dragons invested in this network. The money will help us recruit someone who will
support the network and ensure that that it is fulfils its potential of helping guide our
services to be the best they can be.”
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Priority 3: reCovery – imProving outComes
through the delivery oF reCovery-FoCussed
serviCes
Recovery, Health & Well Being Academy:
• Lead for the development of our Recovery Academy appointed
• Strategy for 2013/14 developed and ratified
• Initial Recovery Academy prospectus published in April 2013
• Training programme for Recovery Academy facilitators launched
• A Recovery Academy specifically tailored to our Adult Forensic Services has been
launched in collaboration with the Trust-wide initiative

8a
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Pilot of the Recovery Star completed, including the development of
video material to support training in the use of the Recovery Star.
The Recovery Star is a patient recorded outcome measure, or PROM,
designed to enhance collaboration and conversation about recovery
between staff and service users.

Peer support - Baseline assessment of our use of peer support workers, including
employed service users and service user volunteers, completed
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Dragons’ Den - Recovery, Health and Wellbeing Academy
The Dragons invested over £20,000 to
support the development of our new
Recovery, Health & Well Being Academy.
Through education, the Academy will
support the changing focus of services
from those which concentrate on reducing
people’s symptoms to those which focus on
re-building lives.
As outlined in Section 1.2 of this Quality
Account, the Academy will offer a range of
learning opportunities to staff, service users,
families and carers. The courses will focus on
developing the knowledge, understanding,
behaviours and skills needed to be able to
manage and promote recovery, health and
well-being.
All courses will support people through
their recovery journey and promote health
and well-being. Some of the courses will
focus specifically on understanding and
behaviours, whilst others will teach some
Dr Paul French, Research and Development
basic psycho-social interventional that can
be used by anyone to make changes and
help achieve aspirations. There will also be
opportunities for people to develop skills to fulfil education, training or employment
goals.

Q

The first Academy prospectus was published in April 2013 and courses are already
underway. The second prospectus will be out on the 1st October 2013.

For more information on our Recovery, Health and Well Being Academy please contact:
Claire Watson – Recovery, Health and Wellbeing Academy Lead
Email: claire.watson@gmw.nhs.uk
Telephone: 0161 772 9251/3782

Claire Watson said, “This is such an exciting development for the Trust as it supports
service users and carers to really focus on their future. The courses are designed to
maintain mental health and wellbeing and help to sustain the recovery that people
have worked so hard to achieve. Carers and staff are also able to access the courses to
help them keep well and understand the issues that can face our service users more
fully. We are so pleased that the Dragons agreed to invest in this.”
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Priority 4: imProving CArer identiFiCAtion,
involvement And engAgement
Our Carers Strategy Group has continued to meet to progress our ‘Carers Strategy’. All
Directorates have a carer’s action plan in place.
Each directorate has now introduced the role of Carers Champions. We have developed
an e-learning Confidentiality Training Package, which is mandatory for all Carers
Champions.
The percentage of
staff within our District
Services trained in carers
awareness at the end of
2012/13 is:
See Section 4 of this report
for our plans to improve
completion rates of
carer awareness training
in 2013/14 in Salford
and Trafford. Current
Bolton performance
reflects Bolton’s role as
a Carers Demonstration
Site and the investment
that accompanied
this to improve carer
identification, engagement and service delivery.
During 2012/13 our Carers webpage has been further developed based on feedback
from carers. The webpage now contains information for service users and carers from
all Directorates.
The identification of carers is a key objective of the Trust’s
strategy. The percentage of carers recorded in ICIS across the
Trust is 79.84% (as at 31/03/2013). This represents a 17.8%
increase over the year.
We have implemented a training programme for Carers. Topics
covered include: Caring with Confidence; Caring for someone
with Dementia; Caring for someone with Personality Disorder; Recovery in Mental
Health; Medication – Psychosis; Weight Gain and Psychosis Medication; Caring for
someone with Bi-Polar Disorder; and Self Care for Carers
We have hosted two successful carers ‘listening events’ in July 2012 and March 2013.
Both events were attended by carers, staff, commissioners and governors and outcomes
will inform local Carer Action Plans during 2013/14.
Numerous carers events took place across the Trust during Carers Week and Dementia
Awareness week to share information and raise awareness.
We have introduced routine carer satisfaction surveys on all discharges from inpatient
services within District Services. Feedback is shared with services on a quarterly basis.
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Dragons’ Den - life Coaching / Mentoring Scheme for People with
Autism
£12,000 was given to begin a mentoring and befriending scheme for people with
autism. People with autism can experience a range of communication difficulties
and often find it hard to access support or help if there are no accompanying issues
such as mental
health problems
or learning
difficulties. They
can find it hard
to engage in
mainstream
services,
which means
that levels of
unemployment
can be high,
people can suffer
with anxiety
and depression
and day to day
life can be a real
struggle.
Geraldine Thompson-Cullen, Team Manager at Trafford Extended Services

The mentoring
and befriending
scheme is
designed to keep people living with autism on an even keel and improve their
emotional health. It is hoped that mentors will help reduce feelings of isolation and
support people to gain more positive relationships and achieve improved well-being, as
well as personal, goals. The scheme will also support carers by helping to ‘take some of
the strain’ that can accompany caring for people with autism.
Jane Forrest (Trafford Autism co-ordinator) said “The whole team were delighted
to be awarded £12,000 from the Dragon to set up the life coach scheme. We felt
strongly that the clients coming through the diagnostic pathway would benefit from
a scheme which would help support their needs, achieve their goals and gain positive
relationships.”
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Priority 5: enhAnCing the QuAlity oF
liFe oF PeoPle With dementiA
Our Advancing Quality (Dementia) Steering Group has continued to meet on a monthly
basis to monitor compliance and consistency and support clinical teams across the Trust.
Compliance levels are increasing and have exceeded required CQUIN targets.
A full day Advancing Quality training event (‘AQ - What’s in it for my Practice?’) has
been held and positively evaluated. A further event is planned for April 2013.
Since July 2012, we have been sending feedback questionnaires to carers of people
discharged from dementia inpatient services. Questionnaires have been sent to 114
carers in total. Overall, feedback received has been positive. Any identified areas for
improvement have been incorporated into local carers action plans. Also see Priority 4.
Length of Stay for patients with a diagnosis of dementia has
reduced from 120.36 days in Q1 2012/13 to 115.56 days in Q4.
In January 2013 our dementia inpatient wards began to pilot
daily multidisciplinary reviews with the aim of promoting timely
discharge planning.
Antipsychotic prescribing – Monthly audits of discharge summaries have been
undertaken. Audits have shown that antipsychotic prescribing on discharge from
inpatient services, for individuals diagnosed with dementia, has been less than 40%
across the year. Where individuals are discharged on antipsychotic medication, we
have mechanisms in place to ensure that the reason for prescribing is clear and postdischarge review plans are in place
Dementia specific Community Mental Health Teams are now established across Bolton
Salford and Trafford.
Throughout 2012/2013, our
three district services (Bolton,
Salford and Trafford) have
continued to develop our
memory assessment and
treatment services (MATS).
Our dementia diagnosis rates
compare favourably to the UK
average as an outcome of this
work.
Reconfiguration and refurbishment of our inpatient services has now been completed.
We are now providing high quality environments that meet the specialist needs of
people with dementia.
Our new Memory Assessment Service in Bolton became operational on 3rd October
2012. The service includes a Dementia Advisor post, which is a joint appointment with
The Alzheimer’s Society.
‘Singing for the Brain’ - Our Woodlands ‘Singing for the Brain’ Group has continued and
secured an additional 12 months funding from the Alzheimer’s Society. We are proud to
say that this project was presented as ‘good practice’ at the 2012 UK Dementia Congress
in November 2012 and will feature in the July edition of the ‘Journal of Dementia and
Mental Health Care of Older People’. After a successful bid to our Dragon’s Den, Singing
for the Brain will commence at Greenway Ward in Trafford in 2013/2014.
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Dragons’ Den - Digital Reminiscence Therapy Software
The Dragons provided £9,000 for the purchase of unique digital reminiscence therapy
software to help those living with dementia. The software engages service users by
providing a store of activities, like games, puzzles, reminiscence pictures, art, painting,
TV shows and music, which may spark memories from when and where they grew up.
Digital reminiscence therapy
complements the therapy
that already takes place
on our wards, including
the important life-story
book work that all service
users participate in. As the
software is interactive,
and can switch easily from
one activity to another,
it keeps people engaged
and interested even if their
attention span is short.
The software also has the
added benefit of improving
visiting times for family and
carers. Visiting time can often
be a distressing experience
when it is a struggle to find
common ground to talk
or communicate about.
However, the digital software
can provide a talking point
and a source of interest for
both carer and patient.
Amy Lea, Head Occupational
Therapist said: “It meant
a great deal to us, to be
awarded the Dragon’s Den
STR worker demonstrates the digital reminiscence software
funding for the three units.
Staff had put a lot of hard
work in to engaging with
the evaluation project and it was fantastic to be able to reward their enthusiasm with
something which has made a big difference to both staff and patients. It was a very
positive experience to be able to network and share the experience with OT staff from
Trafford and Salford also. Since being awarded the funding to purchase the units, they
have already been observed to have improved the quality of therapeutic interaction
with patients on our wards. The feedback from both staff and patients has been
heartening to hear.”
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Priority 6: suPPorting imProvements in
our serviCe users’ PhysiCAl heAlth
Our Trust-wide Physical Healthcare Group continues to monitor the implementation of
the Physical Healthcare & Wellbeing Policy.
Physical Health Improvement Tool - Our Physical Health Improvement Tool (PHIT) has
been embedded in all 6 clinical directorates and is being used effectively to monitor our
service user’s physical health and wellbeing needs. PHIT now incorporates alcohol abuse
identification using a nationally-recognised tool (AUDIT C). All service users identified
as having harmful or hazardous alcohol consumption receive a brief intervention and a
motivational intervention to reduce alcohol levels.
Resuscitation Practice - We have commissioned an acute provider to deliver
resuscitation training for our staff in line with Resuscitation Council (UK) guidelines.
As part of this, all inpatient registered nurses and appropriate medical staff are now
trained to Immediate Life Support (ILS) level. A Trust-wide resuscitation group has also
been developed to review all policies and procedures relating to resuscitation practice.
A standard approach to the recording of physical observations post rapid
tranquilisation has been implemented across the Trust.
Work is on-going to identify all service users who smoke and to offer them a referral to
smoking cessation services. Links have been made with stop smoking services to support
this.
We have developed and piloted an ‘essential skills for nurses - physical health training
programme’ in Bolton with excellent feedback. This training will be rolled out during
2013/14.
As part of our 2012/13 CQUIN scheme, work has begun in partnership with our
Commissioners to ensure that all service users in our District Services, who are under
CPA, receive an annual physical health check. This will be further developed during
2013/14.
The National Patient Safety Thermometer is now
being used by our Nursing Quality and Leadership
Team to monitor incidences of the 4 biggest
harms in the NHS (falls, pressure ulcers, venous
thromboembolism (VTE) and catheter associated
urinary tract infections).
The nurse led Hospital at Night Team will be expanding to include our Woodlands site.
An optometry specialist was commissioned to determine our service users’ needs with
regards to optometry and digital retinopathy screening. £33k has already been invested
in the procurement of equipment to support this development.
A full review of our ‘Falls Prevention and Management Policy’ has been completed and
a new post fall protocol introduced with associated training.
We hosted a successful conference in March 2013, which shared our learning with
regards to physical healthcare and medicines management across the North West.
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Dragons’ Den - The Incorporation of a ‘Resource File’ into Clinical
Practice

Q

In the Den, all manner of projects are presented – some incredibly complex, others can
be quite simple. £1,000 was requested to put together a Coping Strategy Enhancement
Resource File. The resource file will support service users in our Community Mental
Health Teams, who are living with schizophrenia, to develop and use effective
strategies to cope with auditory hallucinations. Auditory hallucinations can be
extremely distressing and lead to depression, loss of motivation and isolation from the
outside world.

Through using the combined approach of Occupational Therapy and Coping Strategy
Enhancement, research suggests that activities that are meaningful, of interest and
involve a physical component can be highly valuable in enabling service users to be able
to cope with distressing auditory hallucinations and therefore support their recovery.
Activities can include exercise, jogging and swimming and other activities including
music, crafts and leisure.
The Dragons’ investment will be used to buy resources that enable patients to take part
in such activities. It will also go towards providing training sessions for staff who can
then, in turn, help patients cope, self-manage their condition and involve carers more.
yvonne Platt, Occupational Therapist said: “Self-management is a key component in
service users being able to manage their condition. The Coping Strategy Enhancement
Resource File provides the training and activities that will enable the service users to
achieve this, therefore supporting their recovery and improving their quality of life.”
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P r i o r i t y 7: i m P r o v i n g t h e P h y s i C A l
environment And embedding our
Commitments to sustAinAbility
Anti-Ligature Works - Our commitment to reducing the potential
for self-harm by service users has been demonstrated by our
continued investment in reducing ligature risks. Based on the
results of our annual clinically-led Ligature Audit, we undertook
a programme of works in 2012/13 focused on resolving identified
higher level ligature risks (scoring 81) across out inpatient areas
and significantly reducing the number of ligature risks scoring 54.
We will be completing a re-audit of inpatient areas in 2013/14 with the aim of reducing
any further identified ligature risks.
Capital Investment – Our ongoing
programme of capital investment
in our estate has delivered £12m of
quality improvements in 2012/13. A
number of clinical areas have been
refurbished, whilst other premises
deemed no longer ‘fit for purpose’
have either been rationalised or
replaced by new buildings designed
to meet the specific needs of the
service/s being delivered there.
All capital schemes were ultimately
delivered on programme – this
is despite the adverse weather
conditions in 2012/13, which led to
some slippages during the period of
capital works.
Our capital investment has provided
appropriate clinical facilities from
which effective clinical care can
be provided in therapeuticallyconducive environments.
Sustainability - Sustainability
remains one of the most significant
challenges facing the NHS. By
The reception area at Junction 17
the nature of our business, we
generate significant volumes of Co2
(greenhouse gas) and other waste products. We have invested in new and innovative
technologies in 2012/13, and moderated our growth in potentially high impact
activities, to ensure that our environmental impact is minimised.
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Dragons’ Den – ‘Getting on With People’ (Anti-Bullying Game)

Being on a mental health ward can be challenging. Sometimes people are detained
against their will, for safety reasons, with people not of their choosing. Feeling
vulnerable and anxious can be common feelings and there may be the worry of being
picked on and bullied.

Investment from the Dragons of £6,850 has been used to develop an anti-bullying
board game called ‘Getting on With People’, which helps patients discuss their
perception and experience of bullying. Participants pick cards which contain a scenario
and a location and then rate the situation from one to ten in terms of seriousness. The
patients then put themselves in those situations and makes decisions about what they
would do – for example, would they ‘Go For It’, ‘Negotiate’ or ‘Ask For Help’.
There has been extremely positive feedback from those who have played the game as
it allows patients to assess and regulate their actions and decision-making processes.
The game promotes a good ward environment and enables the sensitive subject of
bullying to be more openly discussed.

Kevin Scallon, Training Manager said, “It’s brilliant that GMW has recognised the value
and importance of this modest project. It was developed by service users and it aims to
positively enhance the in-patient experience of our service users. It’s also been a model
project for inter-agency collaboration for the benefit of service users”
Robin Jamil from the Citizen’s Advice Bureau (CAB) said, “The Dragons’ Den money,
and the endorsement of the project by GMW Trust that this represents, hugely
encourages the movement to place service users at the centre of their care and
treatment and also their interaction and respect for their fellow peers. This has been a
really exciting and productive piece of collaborative work for our CAB and the Trust.”

Robin and Kevin and the Getting Along with People game
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Priority 8: duAl diAgnosis – imProving
our resPonsiveness to individuAls
With Co-morbid mentAl heAlth And
substAnCe misuse needs
Maintaining dual diagnosis as a priority area for the Trust during a time of significant
changes to commissioner/provider relationships and service provision
We successfully bid to provide a dedicated Dual Diagnosis Team working across our
district inpatient services. This Team will aim to ensure that all inpatient assessment,
care planning and discharge planning processes take into account dual diagnosis needs
in order to improve outcomes and reduce readmissions.
Agreed delivery of our Salford Dual Diagnosis Project – a dual diagnosis service specific
to Salford, which will be delivered through partnership working between our criminal
justice, substance misuse and mental health services
Successful launch of the HOPE (Help Outside Prison Environment) project in Manchester
Development of STAR v2 – multi-disciplinary and service user-focussed tool that we use
to assess clinical risk. STAR enables the effective capture of information regarding an
individual’s substance misuse
Development of a Dual Diagnosis Practitioner forum in Trafford
Development and delivery of training in:
• Mental Health Assessment
• Motivational Interviewing
• Management of Substance Misuse (Level 2)
• Tackling Substance Misuse (Level 3)
• Working with Dual Diagnosis (Level 3)
Development and agreement of our ‘Dual Diagnosis Policy’ and audit of the aims set
out in that policy currently being carried out
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3.2 Performance against Quality Indicators
selected by GMW
This section of our Quality Account provides an overview of quality as demonstrated
by a range of indicators selected by us. The indicators span the 3 domains of quality
(experience, effectiveness and safety).
We have continued to use a number of the same indicators as our previous years’ quality
accounts. We have also taken the opportunity to add in new indicators, which we feel
provide a better measure of the quality of our services at this point in time.
For all indicators we have provided historical data, as well as data for 2012/13, to enable
you to understand changes in our performance over time.
Patient experience
Complaints –
total number of
complaints received
per 10,000 recorded
service user contacts
Compliments –
total number of
compliments received
per 10,000 recorded
service user contacts
Outcomes of Patient
Environment Action
Team (PEAT) SelfAssessments
Clinical
effectiveness
Community Mental
Health Survey - % of
responses that rated
the services received
from our Trust as
good, very good or
excellent

Total staff sickness
absence (%) – rolling
12-month position
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2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

5.5

3.4

3.5

Source: ICIS and Datix

7

7.6

4

Source: ICIS and Datix

Source: Board
Performance Report.
2012/13 figure taken
from latest PEAT selfassessment inspection
results

99%

99%

98%

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

83%

86%

82%

N/a

Score - 7.4

6.07%

5.60%

Comments

Scores are based on a
scale of 1 to 10 with 10
representing the best
possible response. In the
2012 Survey, the highest
Score - 7.2 score achieved on this
questions was 7.8 and the
lowest score 6.5

5.91%

Source: CQC
Average sickness rate for
Mental Health Trusts in
the North West is 5.7%
(latest available data)
Source: Board
Performance Report via
Electronic Staff Record
(esr)
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% of drug users
retained in effective
treatment

90.0%

(as at Feb.
2013)
Source: A+DD Directorate
Performance Report

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

69.65%

63.1%

63.1%

% of all patient
safety incidents that
resulted in severe
harm or death

1.00%

Number of under
18s admitted to our
adult mental health
inpatient wards

6

168

87.0%

Q

Safety
Degree of harm
incurred by service
users in incidents
reported to the
NPSA - % of all
incidents reported
that resulted in no
obvious harm

Page

87.0%

Figure is month in arrears
and a snapshot at the end
of latest available month.

0.99%

1

1.30%

10

Source: Datix

Further information on
this indicator can be
found in Section 2.9.5 of
this Quality Account
Source: Datix.
Our Trust Board has
drawn attention to this
increase in 2012/13 and
more in-depth scrutiny
will follow
Source: Board
Performance Report
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3.3 Performance against Key National Priorities

Q

We always work hard to deliver all relevant national priorities and targets. Our
performance against the mental health indicators set out by the Department of Health
in ‘The Operating Framework for the NHS in England 2012/13’ and by Monitor in their
‘Compliance Framework 2012/13’ are summarised here.
Indicator
Care Programme Approach (CPA)
patients receive follow-up contact
within 7 days of discharge
Care Programme Approach (CPA)
patients have formal review within
12 months

Target

>=95.0%

>=95.0%

2010/11

96.5%

99.2%

2011/12

97.1%

98.3%

2012/13

98.1%

97.4%

Comments
Of the 1,776 discharges
from our adult services
during 2012/13, 1,743 were
followed up within 7 days.
Previous year’s figures
are based on different
definitions
2012/13 % is Q4 position
Of our 180,208 occupied
bed days in 2012/13, 2,567
days were delays

Minimise Delayed Transfers of Care
(2011/12 construction of indicator
changed therefore direct
comparisons cannot be made to
previous years)

<=7.5%

Admissions to Inpatient services had
access to Crisis Resolution Home
>=90.0%
Treatment (CRHT) teams.
Meet commitment to serve new
psychosis cases by early intervention
>=95.0%
teams.

1.3%

99.1%

124.0%

1.4%

99.1%

99.4%
(as at
Feb.
2013)

Of our 1,497 admissions to
inpatient services during
2012/13, 1,488 were gatekept by our CRHT teams

121.8%

Our Early Intervention
Teams have taken on 162
new cases during 2012/13
compared to a target of 133

114.2%

Data Completeness - Identifiers:-

Target was previously 99%
but this has been reduced
to 97% for 2012/13

• NHS Number
• Date of Birth
• Postcode (normal residence)
• Current Gender

Calculation of performance
against this indicator has
changed for 2012/13,
therefore, comparisons
should not be made to
previous years

1.5%

>=97.0%

99.4%

99.4%

99.5%
(as at
Q4)

• Registered General Medical
Practice organisation code
• Commissioner organisation code
Data Completeness - outcomes for
patients on CPA
• Employment status recorded or
reconfirmed in last 12 months
• Accommodation status recorded
or reconfirmed in last 12 months

>=50.0%

93.5%

94.7%

93.1%
(as at
Q4)

Comply
with all
6

Green

Green

Green

• HoNOS assessment in the last 12
Months
Maintain self-certification on
compliance with 6 requirements
regarding access to healthcare for
people with a learning disability
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PART 4
P Ar t 4 – P r i o r i t i e s F o r Q u A l i t y i m P r o v e m e n t i n
2 0 13/14

Section 3.1 of this Quality Account demonstrates the significant improvements made
against our eight quality Improvement Priorities in 2012/13. The need and opportunity
for further improvements in each of these areas remains, however, and we feel
strongly that our focus should continue to rest on these eight priorities during 2013/14.
Feedback received from key stakeholders, including staff, service users and carers, and
commissioners, has supported this position.
That is not to say that this Quality Account covers all our continued efforts to ensure
that our services
remain high quality
and meet changing
needs. This Account
is just a snapshot of
some of the work
we have done and
will do over the next
12 months. Please
feel free to contact
us if you would
like to know more
about any of the
eight improvement
priorities listed
below or other
improvement
Criminal Justice Lead, Karen Nicoll hosts a team day in Cumbria
activity undertaken
at GMW.
For our 2013/14 quality improvement priorities, we have:
• Introduced new improvement measures for all priorities based on feedback received
• Aligned our priorities to our CQUIN indicators for 2013/14, where appropriate
• Changed the language used to describe some of our priorities
Please note: The numbers assigned to our Quality Improvement Priorities are used
for ease of reference only and do not reflect any views on relative importance. We are
equally committed to delivering improvements in all eight areas.
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Part 4

PRIORITy 1
QuAlITY DOMAINS Service User Experience and Effectiveness
Psychological Therapies – Improving Access and Outcomes
PRIORITY FOR
IMPROVeMeNT
To improve access to our IAPT, secondary care and specialist
AIM
psychological therapies services and deliver agreed outcomes for
our service users
IMPROVeMeNT
MeASuReS

IAPT (Step 2, 3 and 4) Services:
Maintain position of zero service users waiting more than 18
weeks
Achieve 15% referral rate for people aged 55 years and over
Achieve 50% recovery outcome target
Meet locally agreed targets for waiting times, prevalence and
productivity
District Secondary Care Services:
Achieve a 50% increase in psychological activity by nonpsychology community staff, as indicated by use of Psychological
Therapy Event Items
Agree access to appropriate psychology provision for RAID
(Rapid Assessment Interface and Discharge) services
Complete pilot of outcome measures for psychological
intervention and implement as routine within our CMHTs
Stepped Care Model - each district service to develop and deliver
local action plans to consolidate the implementation of our
Stepped Care Model
Specialist Directorates:
Each specialist directorate to develop and implement:
• A quantitative reporting system for psychological activity
within their services
• Local action plans for increasing access to psychological
interventions
• A routine outcomes evaluation framework to support
improved outcomes for psychological interventions
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PrioritY 2
QuAlITY DOMAIN

Service User Experience

PRIORITY FOR
IMPROVeMeNT

Listening to and Learning from Service User Feedback

AIM

IMPROVeMeNT
MeASuReS

We recognise that it is also important to seek feedback from
wider stakeholders including carers. Our plans for improving
involvement and engagement with carers are addresses under
Priority 4 of this Quality Account
To improve the experiences of people affected by mental illness
and problematic substance misuse by listening to and acting on
feedback and ideas received
Introduce different approaches to gathering service user
feedback – including, new technologies, service user-led
initiatives and opportunities for real-time feedback
Complaints - Strengthen analysis of, and learning from, service
user complaints and publish complaints information
Audit the impact of any service improvements that have been
driven by service user feedback
Ensure equality objectives are included in our future years’
business plans based on analysis of protected equality
characteristic demographics of service user feedback
Normalising research - increase the participation of service users
in our research projects by 50%

RADAR outside therapy area
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The RADAR team

PRIORITy 3
QuAlITY DOMAIN

Effectiveness

PRIORITY FOR
IMPROVeMeNT

Recovery

AIM

o improve outcomes through the delivery of recovery-focussed
services

IMPROVeMeNT
MeASuReS

local CQuIN Indicator:

Recovery – Better understand the practice and management of
community patients and develop and implement an action plan
to promote recovery in conjunction with commissioners and GPs
Progress the development of our Recovery, Health and Well
Being Academy:
• Launch first Academy prospectus in Q1 2013/14

• Launch second Academy prospectus in Q3 2013/14
• Produce quarterly newsletters

• 100% of courses run through Academy to be co-facilitated by
people with lived experience
• Work towards creating a physical base for the Recovery
Academy, being mindful that locality-based courses will
continue
Recovery Star - Continue to promote the use of the Recovery
Star and explore potential for integration of the Recovery Star
with our risk assessment tools
Peer Support - Increase the number of people working in peer
support positions at GMW by 5% from baseline position
Recovery Collaborative to produce a Trust-wide ‘Recovery
Strategy’
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PrioritY 4
QuAlITY DOMAIN

Effectiveness

PRIORITY FOR
IMPROVeMeNT

Carers - Improving Identification, Involvement and Engagement

AIM

To deliver the strategic aims set out in our ‘Carers Strategy’

IMPROVeMeNT
MeASuReS

local CQuIN Indicator:
Carers – Improve communication with carers of inpatients within
72 hours of admission to all of our inpatient services
Carers Awareness Training:
• Ensure 80% of all staff within our district services have
completed Carers Awareness Training within the last 3 years
by March 2014
• Ensure 40% of all staff within our specialist services have
completed Carers Awareness Training within the last 3 years
by March 2014
Hold an annual Carers Listening Event by March 2014
Maintain our commitment to listening to and learning from
carer feedback by:

8a
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• Completing discharge questionnaires with carers of all service
users discharged from our district, AySS and A+DD inpatient
services
• Undertaking an annual Carers Survey in respect of all carers of
people who are in contact with our community services
• Holding a Video Diary Event for carers in each of our
directorates by March 2014
Achieve Gold Star status against the ‘Triangle of Care
Programme’ for inpatient and crisis resolution services within our
district network
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PrioritY 5
QuAlITY DOMAIN

Effectiveness and Service User Experience

PRIORITY FOR
IMPROVeMeNT

Enhancing the Quality of Life of People with Dementia

AIM

To improve our dementia services

IMPROVeMeNT
MeASuReS

Regional CQuIN Indicator:
Collect and report information and show improvement in line
with the Advancing Quality (AQ) Dementia work stream
Greater Manchester CQuIN Indicators:
End of Life Care - promote the best end of life care and work
collaboratively with other providers to deliver this. Provide
information on Advance Care Planning to people within the first
12 months of receiving a diagnosis of dementia and ensure that,
in the absence of an Advanced Care Plan, discussion takes place
with family members and is recorded in relation to Preferred
Place of Care (PPC) for patients nursed on the Liverpool Care
Pathway.
Dementia Action Plans – Build on the progress made in during
2012/2013 by improving the environments in which care is given;
the knowledge, skills and attitudes of staff; our ability to identify
and assess cognitive impairment; and our ability to support
people’s discharge back home using person-centred care plans.
local CQuIN Indicators:
Antipsychotic Prescribing:
• 95% of people with dementia discharged on an antipsychotic
medication to have a rationale for prescription and planned
review.
• Report on changes in prescribing between admission and
discharge
Improving patient and carer experience in our Memory
Assessment (MATS) teams – assess patient and carer satisfaction
for a minimum of 10% of people discharged from MATS
As recommended in ‘The Prime Minister’s Challenge on
Dementia’:
• Increase dementia diagnosis rates across all three of our MATS
services. (Baseline rates are provided in Section 3.1 of this
report)
• Promote participation in high quality research by establishing
a Trust Dementia Research Forum
In line with the All Party Parliamentary Group on Dementia
(APPG):
• Review engagement with, and delivery of services to, people
with dementia from Black and Minority Ethnic communities
across our Trust footprint
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PrioritY 6
QuAlITY DOMAINS Safety and Effectiveness
Physical Health
PRIORITY FOR
IMPROVeMeNT
To improve the assessment and treatment of physical health
AIMS
conditions in order to reduce the risks associated with this for
our service users
To promote health improvement messages/approaches and
signpost service users to relevant services
IMPROVeMeNT
MeASuReS

National CQuIN Indicator:
Continue to monitor the 4 biggest harms in the NHS (falls,
pressure ulcers, venous thromboembolism (VTE) and catheter
associated urinary tract infections) using the NHS Safety
Thermometer. Findings will be reviewed by our ‘Physical Health
and Wellbeing Group’.
local CQuIN Indicator:
Physical Health Checks (Community) – Work in partnership with
GPs to identify patients with serious mental illness (SMI) who
have failed to undergo physical health checks in the previous
12 months and to improve our service users’ engagement with
primary care
Use our Physical Health Improvement Tool (PHIT) on 100% of
service users within the first 3 months of admission by the end of
2014
Resuscitation:
• Undertake a full review of all our current resuscitation
equipment
• Develop a central store for medical devices
• Implement an improved approach to post-resuscitation audit
Standardise and implement our system for recording physical
observations and EWS (early warning scores) across all clinical
directorates
Launch our ‘Help yourself to Health’ physical health and
wellbeing campaign
Introduce the use of our ‘Help yourself to Health’ brief
intervention across all clinical directorates to support the
promotion of health improvement strategies, approaches and
signposting
Create and implement a Trust-wide dietetic service, which will
address the diverse needs of our service user population
Commission a Trust-wide ophthalmic service, which addresses
the ophthalmic and digital retinopathy needs of our long stay
service users
Implement a physical health essential skills training programme
to develop the physical health care knowledge base, and
assessment skills of our nursing workforce
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PrioritY 7
QuAlITY DOMAIN

Safety and Service User Experience

PRIORITY FOR
IMPROVeMeNT

Physical Environment and Sustainability

AIMS

To improve the safety, quality and ‘feel’ of our physical
environments

IMPROVeMeNT
MeASuReS

To increase environmental awareness across GMW and reduce
the environmental impact of our business activities
Invest in anti-ligature works in order to:
• Reduce the number of ligature scores in excess of 81
• Reduce the number of ligature scores between 54 and 81
• Manage the number of ligature scores below 54
Deliver a £13million capital programme to improve physical
environments for our staff and service users over the course of
2013/14. Our ability to make this significant investment is, in
part, an outcome of our achievement of all CQUIN schemes and
associated income.
Implement our agreed capital programme, including:
• Replacement of the McGuinness Unit and Cloughside College
– new centre to be named ‘Junction 17’, as chosen by our
service users, and is due to complete in May 2013
• Extension to our medium secure unit (the Edenfield Centre)
and construction of a separate ward area
• Increase of activity space on Bollin Ward at Moorside, Trafford
in order to facilitate a wider range of therapeutic activities
• Conversion of Ellesmere Ward, Meadowbrook into a
15-bedded rehabilitation ward
• Construction of a therapeutically-focused Recovery, Health
and Well Being Academy
• Development of a sports hall facility and courtyard at
Edenfield
• Refurbishment of Chaucer Ward
• Provision of a S.136 suite at Meadowbrook
Sustainability:
• Reduce the tons of carbon generated over the course of
2013/14
• Increase the % of waste recycled
• Increase the number of trees saved
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PRIORITy 8
QuAlITY DOMAIN

Effectiveness

PRIORITY FOR
IMPROVeMeNT

Dual Diagnosis

AIM

To improve our responsiveness to individuals with problematic
substance misuse and mental illness

IMPROVeMeNT
MeASuReS

Greater Manchester CQuIN Indicator:
Improve identification of problematic alcohol use in agreed
settings:
• 90% of front-line staff trained in alcohol abuse identification
and brief advice
• 90% of patients in agreed settings screened using a validated
tool
• 90% of appropriate patients to receive identification and
brief advice
Implement the requirements of our revised ‘Dual Diagnosis
Policy’:
• Undertake annual audit of compliance with Policy
• Hold annual Dual Diagnosis good practice event
Develop and implement joint working protocols between
district mental health services and local substance misuse
services:
• District services to review current protocols and update in
partnership with existing or any new providers of substance
misuse services
• Establish Trust-wide Dual Diagnosis Steering Group
Ensure care planning and CPA processes effectively take into
account issues around dual diagnosis:
• All assessments to include functional analysis of substance
misuse
• Undertake audit of care plans and CPA documentation
Continue to develop training programmes related to dual
diagnosis
Review CPD (Continuing Professional Development)
arrangements in directorates to ensure dual diagnosis is
included:
• All directorates to include at least one dual diagnosis seminar
in CPD structures
Develop Dual Diagnosis Team working across our district
inpatient services and ensure all services have an established and
effective dual diagnosis pathway.
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A team from the Adolescent and youth Specialist Services
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A NNe x 1
FeedbACk From key stAkeholders

Feedback from NHS Bolton, Salford and Trafford Clinical Commissioning
Groups (CCGs)
NHS Bolton, Salford and Trafford Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) welcome the
opportunity to comment on the Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation
Trust’s (GMW) 2012/13 Quality Account. Bolton CCG’s Quality and Safety Committee has
coordinated this response on behalf of the above commissioning organisations.
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1.

We carefully monitor quality and performance at the Trust throughout the year
with active engagement in several quality groups where there is real time, on-going
analysis and discussion, as issues arise. We are therefore pleased that the information
presented within this Account is consistent with the information supplied to the
commissioner throughout the year.

2.

We commend the Trust, in a year of NHS reform and ever changing strategic
direction, on continuing to maintain quality and achieve all the targets set nationally
for mental health trusts. Patient centred care remains central to the Trust’s work and
the CCGs note the assurances in relation to the Francis and Winterbourne reports and
that these will be continually improved upon.

3.

The experiences of service users and staff development appear fundamental to
service delivery and we support the Trust’s ‘Values’ which have been developed via
engagement workshops with staff and service users.

4.

The Account provides several recommendations from the Trust’s research and clinical
audit, and we view this and the increase in research and audit activity, as recognition
that the quality of clinical practice will continue to improve.

5.

CQUINs are an example of how the Trust works constructively with commissioners
and other partners and we are encouraged, based on past achievement, that a
significant number of these schemes link directly to the Trusts priority areas for
improvement in 2013/14.

6.

We agree that good quality information underpins effective care and we are
therefore pleased to see that a number of actions to improve data quality will be
further developed and continued in to 2013/14.

7.

We note the above average results from the staff survey but would like to see an
upward trend this year in staff recommending the Trust as a provider of care to their
family and friends.

8.

We note the well-developed incident reporting system and the high numbers of no
harm or low harm incidents reported, compared to incidents resulting in severe harm
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or death, as this indicates an effective safety culture. However, as the total number
of incidents reported appears to have fallen since 2010/11 we are reassured that
the Trust has clear actions to improve incident reporting and maintain a culture of
learning.
9.

Achieving sustained improvements over time is important and we support the Trust
in retaining a focus on the 2012/13 priority areas. We also acknowledge the staff
involvement in these priorities and the innovative initiatives undertaken such as the
‘Dragons Den’.

Q

10. Improving access and outcomes in psychological therapies is key to our strategic
initiatives (e.g. RAID) and we are pleased to see that the Trust has retained this area
as a priority for 2013/14.
11. We fully support the continued focus on recovery services in the line with our
strategic intentions to develop community services. We look forward to seeing
the impact of the Recovery Academy and the development of the Trust’s Recovery
Strategy.
12. We also look forward to working with the Trust on enhancing the quality of life
of people with Dementia. We are pleased that this again remains a Trust priority
and we value the work planned around diagnosis, prescribing and patient/carer
experience.

13. In order to continue addressing health inequalities we value the Trust’s drive to
improve service user’s physical health and reduce the risks associated with this. This
will also create opportunities for collaborative working with primary care.

14. Continued investment in the physical environment is welcomed and acknowledged
as improving safety and service user experience as witnessed by the CCGs on visits to
the various Provider sites earlier this year.

We continue to welcome our improving relationship with the Trust and the enhanced
clinical engagement, which we believe is already making a positive and significant
difference. There is undoubtedly a challenging agenda ahead but we remain committed
to working collaboratively with the Trust, appreciate their commitment to Quality, and
believe we have a shared agenda which will continue to improve the safety, effectiveness
and experience of mental healthcare for the people of Bolton, Salford and Trafford.

miCHaeL rOBiNSON
Associate Director of Integrated Governance and Policy
Bolton NHS Clinical Commissioning Group
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Feedback from Healthwatch Bolton
As Bolton LINk, we were pleased with the way that our relationship with GMW has been
developing over the past year despite the change to the quarterly LINk meetings at the
latter end of the year. We are keen to take the opportunity to explore ways of working
ever more closely with GMW in the future as Healthwatch Bolton develops, exploring
new ways of engaging with service users and carers and even potential future service
users.
In the past year, some of our Authorised Representatives have worked with Matrons and
Managers to explore the most effective / least obtrusive ways of carrying out Enter and
View visits to mental health areas. Over the next year we will work together to develop
this and we are also pleased to have the opportunity to explore how Healthwatch can
support the Trust in gathering feedback from service users in local audits and also ways of
developing relationships with volunteers who currently spend time talking to service users
receiving care to help monitor their experience of using services.
Greater Manchester West has been most responsive to our mental health groups’
comments on the development of this Quality Account in order to make it as lay person
/ reader friendly as possible and meaningful to those outside the ‘system’ who wish to
understand it.
We are also pleased to have the opportunity to participate in exploring mechanisms for
developing more user focused outcome measures.

Feedback from Healthwatch Salford
Healthwatch Salford welcomes the production of the Quality Account by Greater
Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust. As, however, the Quality Account
covers 2012-2013, a period before Healthwatch Salford was established on 1 April 2013,
Healthwatch Salford is not able to provide any meaningful insight on the report.
Healthwatch Salford looks forward to creating and developing a constructive working
partnership with the Trust to the benefit of people that use the Trust’s services and of
Salford people more widely. It also looks forward to playing a part in the production of
the Quality Account in the future and to providing an informed commentary on them in
years to come.
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Feedback from Councillor Kellett, Chairman of Greater Manchester
West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust Joint Scrutiny Committee
for the 2012/13 Municipal Year
I welcome the opportunity to comment on the quality account from a Bolton perspective.
The account is comprehensive in its coverage of the services you provide and I particularly
welcome the introduction of the new services regarding drug and alcohol services and
psychological therapies service.
It is pleasing to note that the targets set nationally for mental health trusts in 2012/13
have been achieved.
In addition the Quality Account describes the efforts to ensure that the delivering of
high quality, patient- centred care remains central and it was appropriate that the report
began with a response to the Francis report.
The account provides a quality summary of achievements made and the work required to
take the priorities forward in 2013/14.
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A NNe x 2
indePendent Auditor’s AssurAnCe rePort

8a

Independent Auditor’s Report to the Board of Governors of Greater
Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust on the Quality
Report

Q

We have been engaged by the Board of Governors of Greater Manchester West Mental
Health NHS Foundation Trust to perform an independent assurance engagement in
respect of Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust’s Quality
Report for the year ended 31 March 2013 (the “Quality Report”) and certain performance
indicators contained therein.

Scope and subject matter
The indicators for the year ended 31 March 2013 subject to limited assurance consist of
the national priority indicators as mandated by Monitor:
• 100% enhanced Care Programme Approach (CPA) patients receiving follow-up contact
within seven days of discharge from hospital; and
• Admissions to inpatient services had access to crisis resolution home treatment teams.
We refer to these national priority indicators collectively as the “indicators”.

Respective responsibilities of the Directors and auditors
The Directors are responsible for the content and the preparation of the Quality Report
in accordance with the criteria set out in the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting
Manual issued by Monitor.
Our responsibility is to form a conclusion, based on limited assurance procedures, on
whether anything has come to our attention that causes us to believe that:
• the Quality Report is not prepared in all material respects in line with the criteria set out
in the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual;
• the Quality Report is not consistent in all material respects with the sources specified in
[source or list]; and
• the indicators in the Quality Report identified as having been the subject of limited
assurance in the Quality Report are not reasonably stated in all material respects in
accordance with the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual and the six
dimensions of data quality set out in the Detailed Guidance for External Assurance on
Quality Reports.
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We read the Quality Report and consider whether it addresses the content requirements
of the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual, and consider the implications for
our report if we become aware of any material omissions.
We read the other information contained in the Quality Report and consider whether it is
materially inconsistent with:
• Board minutes for the period April 2012 to May 2013.
• Papers relating to Quality reported to the Board over the period April 2013 May 2013.
• Feedback from the Commissioners dated 24 May 2013.
• Feedback from local Healthwatch organisations dated 10 May 2013 and 28 May 2013.
• The Trust’s complaints report published under regulation 18 of the Local Authority
Social Services and NHS Complaints Regulations 2009, dated April 2013.
• The latest national patient survey dated 13 September 2012.
• The latest national staff survey dated 28 February 2013.
• Care Quality Commission quality and risk profiles dated 31 March 2013.
• The Head of Internal Audit’s annual opinion over the Trust’s control environment dated
28 May 2013.
• Any other information included in our review.
We consider the implications for our report if we become aware of any apparent
misstatements or material inconsistencies with those documents (collectively, the
“documents”). Our responsibilities do not extend to any other information.
We are in compliance with the applicable independence and competency requirements of
the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) Code of Ethics. Our
team comprised assurance practitioners and relevant subject matter experts.
This report, including the conclusion, has been prepared solely for the Council of
Governors of Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust as a body,
to assist the Council of Governors in reporting Greater Manchester West Mental Health
NHS Foundation Trust’s quality agenda, performance and activities. We permit the
disclosure of this report within the Annual Report for the year ended 31 March 2013, to
enable the Council of Governors to demonstrate they have discharged their governance
responsibilities by commissioning an independent assurance report in connection with
the indicators. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume
responsibility to anyone other than the Council of Governors as a body and Greater
Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust for our work or this report save
where terms are expressly agreed and with our prior consent in writing.
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Assurance work performed
We conducted this limited assurance engagement in accordance with International
Standard on Assurance Engagements 3000 (Revised) – ‘Assurance Engagements other
than Audits or Reviews of Historical Financial Information’ issued by the International
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (‘ISAE 3000’). Our limited assurance procedures
included:
• Evaluating the design and implementation of the key processes and controls for
managing and reporting the indicators.
• Making enquiries of management.
• Testing key management controls.
• Limited testing, on a selective basis, of the data used to calculate the indicator back to
supporting documentation.
• Comparing the content requirements of the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting
Manual to the categories reported in the Quality Report.
• Reading the documents.
A limited assurance engagement is smaller in scope than a reasonable assurance
engagement. The nature, timing and extent of procedures for gathering sufficient
appropriate evidence are deliberately limited relative to a reasonable assurance
engagement.

limitations
Non-financial performance information is subject to more inherent limitations than
financial information, given the characteristics of the subject matter and the methods
used for determining such information.
The absence of a significant body of established practice on which to draw allows for
the selection of different but acceptable measurement techniques which can result
in materially different measurements and can impact comparability. The precision of
different measurement techniques may also vary. Furthermore, the nature and methods
used to determine such information, as well as the measurement criteria and the precision
thereof, may change over time. It is important to read the Quality Report in the context of
the criteria set out in the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual.
The scope of our assurance work has not included governance over quality or nonmandated indicators which have been determined locally by Greater Manchester West
Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust.
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Conclusion
Based on the results of our procedures, nothing has come to our attention that causes us
to believe that, for the year ended 31 March 2013:
• the Quality Report is not prepared in all material respects in line with the criteria set out
in the NHS Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual;
• the Quality Report is not consistent in all material respects with the sources specified in
[source]; and
• the indicators in the Quality Report subject to limited assurance have not been
reasonably stated in all material respects in accordance with the NHS Foundation Trust
Annual Reporting Manual.

KpmG LLp
Statutory Auditor
St James Square
Manchester
m2 6ds
29 May 2013
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A NNe x 3
stAtement oF direCtors’ resPonsibilities
in resPeCt oF the QuAlity ACCount

The directors are required under the Health Act 2009 and the National Health Service
(Quality Accounts) Regulations to prepare Quality Accounts for each financial year.
Monitor has issued guidance to NHS foundation trust boards on the form and content
of annual quality reports (which incorporate the above legal requirements) and on the
arrangements that foundation trust boards should put in place to support the data
quality for the preparation of the quality report.

In preparing the quality report, directors are required to satisfy themselves that:
• The content of the quality report meets the requirements set out in the NHS
Foundation Trust Annual Reporting Manual 2012/13;
• The content of the Quality Report is not inconsistent with internal and external sources
of information including:
o Board minutes and papers for the period April 2012 to June 2013
o Papers relating to Quality reported to the Board over the period April 2012 to June
2013
o Feedback from the commissioners dated 24 May 2013
o Feedback from governors dated 25 February 2013
o Feedback from Local Healthwatch organisations dated 10 May 2013 (Healthwatch
Salford) and 28 May 2013 (Healthwatch Bolton)
o The Trust’s complaints report published under regulation 18 of the Local Authority
Social Services and NHS Complaints Regulations 2009, dated April 2013 (draft)
o The 2012 national patient survey dated 13 September 2012 (date of publication on
CQC website)
o The 2012 national staff survey dated 28 February 2013
o The Head of Internal Audit’s annual opinion over the Trust’s control environment
dated 28 May 2013
o CQC quality and risk profiles dated 31 March 2013
• The Quality Report represents a balanced picture of the NHS foundation trust’s
performance over the period covered;
Page
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• The performance information reported in the Quality Report is reliable and accurate
• There are proper internal controls over the collection and reporting of measures of
performance included in the Quality Report, and these controls are subject to review to
confirm that they are working effectively in practice;
• The data underpinning the measures of performance in the Quality Report is
robust and reliable, conforms to specified data quality standards and prescribed
definitions, is subject to appropriate scrutiny and review; and the Quality Report
has been prepared in accordance with Monitor’s annual reporting guidance (which
incorporates the Quality Accounts regulations) (published at www.monitor-nhsft.
gov.uk/annualreportingmanual) as well as the standards to support data quality
for the preparation of the Quality Report (available at www.monitor-nhsft.gov.uk/
annualreportingmanual)
The directors confirm to the best of their knowledge and belief that they have complied
with the above requirements in preparing the Quality Report.
By order of the Board

aLaN maDeN, CHairmaN
Date: 29 May 2013

Bev HumpHrey, CHief exeCutive
Date: 29 May 2013
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A NNe x 4
eQuAlity imPACt Assessment

1. Does the Quality
Account affect
a group with
a protected
characteristic less
or more favourably
than another on the
basis of:
• Age

Yes/
Comments
No
No All of the priorities are underpinned by a commitment to improve
the quality of service-access and outcome for service users of all
protected characteristics.
This improvement will be supported by recording and analysis of
protected characteristics of service users who provide feedback.
(Priority 2)
No

Recording and analysis of service-user protected characteristics will
include age.
The needs of older people in relation to improved access to
psychological therapies are addressed within Priority 1 including
measurable referral rate targets for people aged over 55 years.
The needs of older people with dementia are included within Priority
5 including improvement measures on person-centred care plans.
The needs of young people are addressed through the
development of Junction 17 in Priority 7

• Disability

No

Recording and analysis of service-user protected characteristics will
include disability.
The capital investment programme developments within Priority 7
will be (Disability Discrimination Act) DDA compliant.
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• Gender Reassignment

No

Data on gender-reassignment of service users is not currently being
collected.

• Marriage and
Civil Partnership

No

Available information has not identified any specific areas of
service-user need arising from marriage and civil partnership.

• Pregnancy and
Maternity

No

Physical health issues arising from pregnancy will be identified
through the physical health improvement measures within Priority 6

• Race

No

Recording and analysis of service-user protected characteristics will
include race.

• Religion or Belief

No

Recording and analysis of service-user protected characteristics will
include religion or belief

• Sex

No

Recording and analysis of service-user protected characteristics will
include gender

• Sexual
Orientation

No

Recording and analysis of service-user protected characteristics will
include sexual orientation

Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust

Annex 4

2. Has the Quality
Account taken
into consideration
any privacy and
dignity or same sex
accommodation
requirements that
may be relevant?

yes

Priority 7 – All capital schemes undertaken by the Trust respect
privacy and dignity and comply with Delivering Same Sex
Accommodation (DSSA) requirements

3. Is there any
evidence that some
groups are affected
differently?

No

The Quality Account incorporates collection of protected
characteristic data and targeted objectives for service-users who
have needs relating to protected characteristics

4. If you have
identified potential
discrimination, are
any exceptions
valid, legal and/or
justifiable?

N/a

No discrimination identified

5. Is the impact
of the Quality
Account likely to be
negative?

No

6. If so, can the impact
be avoided?

N/a

7. What alternatives
are there to
achieving the
Quality Account
without impact?

N/a

8. Can we reduce the
impact by taking a
different action?

N/a
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A NNe x 5
l o C A l C l i n i C A l A u d i t s r e v i e W e d i n 2012/ 13

audit title
CARe QuAlITY COMMISSION AuDITS
1

Infection Prevention Annual Audit

2

Infection Prevention – Hand-Washing Techniques Audit

3

Trust Safeguarding Children Policy Re-audit
PATIENT SAFETy/HEALTH AND SAFETy AUDITS

4

Lone Worker Policy Audit

Q
5

Multi-disciplinary Record Keeping Audit

6

Information Quality Assurance Audit

7

Quality of Inpatient Discharge Multi-disciplinary Meetings

8

Evaluation of the Standard Tool for the Assessment of Risk (STAR V:2)

9

Display Screen Equipment Re-audit
NATIONAl HeAlTH SeRVICe lITIGATION AuTHORITY (NHSlA) AuDITS

Page

10

Audit of the Security of Prescription Forms (FP10)

11

Policies and Procedures Audit
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ADVANCING QuAlITY/CQuIN AuDITS
12

Dementia Standards Audit

13

Dementia Discharges – Antipsychotic Medication

14

Patient Experience for Carers of Dementia Patients

15

Psychosis – District Services

16

Antipsychotic prescribing newly diagnosed patients with schizophrenia

17

Monitoring of Patients Prescribed Lithium within District Services

18

Quality of Discharge Summaries to GP’s

19

Vulnerable Groups Audit

20

Improving Carer Support Audit (Carer’s of Inpatients)

21

Care Clustering Events Audit

22

Memory Assessment Service – Service Evaluation
MeDICINeS MANAGeMeNT AuDITS

23

Antibiotic Prescribing Audit

24

Covert Medicines Re-audit

25

Audit of the Adherence to Monitoring Requirements of Physical Health in
Patients receiving High-dose antipsychotic Therapy.
NATIONAl HeAlTH SeRVICe CONFeDeRATION AuDIT

26

Annual Ligature Points Audit
ReGIONAl AuDITS

27

Non-Medical Prescribing Audit

28

Multi-site Audit of Monitoring Cardio-metabolic Parameters of Psychotropic
Medications
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directorate sPecific audits
AlCOHOl AND DRuG DePeNDeNCY DIReCTORATe (A+DD)
29
30
31
32

33
34

Alcohol screening and Alcohol Management amongst primary drug service
users
Re-audit of Supervised Consumption for Alcohol and Drug Dependency Services
in Central Lancashire
Audit of Procedure for Recording and Communicating Blood Test Results
(collected over the phone) at the Chapman Barker Unit
Audit of Monitoring Annual Electro-cardiogram Tracing (ECG) of Service Users
on High-Dose Methadone in Wigan and Leigh Drug and Alcohol Recovery
Service
Baseline Survey/Audit for management of Alcohol Withdrawal in Patients
Attending Salford Royal Accident and Emergency Department for R.A.D.A.R
Pilot Project
Audit of the Alcohol Outcomes for STAR for Alcohol and Drug Services in
Central Lancashire

35

Unity Community Prescribing Audit

36

Re-audit of compliance with standard that all service users prescribed 100mgs or
more of methadone have received an ECG investigation.

37

Medicine prescription and Administration Card Audit

38
39

Re-audit on Liver Function Tests carried out on Patients prescribed
Buprenorphine
Audit of Medication Prescription and Administration Cards at Chapman Barker
Unit.
ADulT FOReNSIC DIReCTORATe (AFS)

40

Audit of Antipsychotic Prescribing in First Episode Psychosis and Schizophrenia
at the Edenfield Centre: In accordance with NICE Guidelines.

41

In-Patient Clozapine Plasma Level

42
43

Audit of the Care Programme Approach within the Mental Health In-reach
Team at HMP Styal.
Quantitative and Qualitative Completion of Assessments within 6 weeks of
admission.

44

Audit of Clinical Team Meetings

45

Adult Forensic Services Antibiotic Prescribing Audit

46

Monitoring of Non-metabolic Side Effects of Antipsychotics

47

Monitoring and Management of Hyperprolactinaemia in Patients on
Antipsychotics
ADulT AND YOuNG PeRSONS SPeCIAlIST SeRVICeS DIReCTORATe
(AYSS)
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48

Re-audit of monitoring of psychotropic medication in HMyOI Hindley

49

Audit on physical examination
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BOlTON MeNTAl HeAlTH DIReCTORATe
50

Audit to assess the Compliance with DVLA Guidelines in patients with Mania /
Hypomania

51

An Audit of Discharged Cases – West Community Mental Health Team

52

Clinical Examination and the use of Medical examination couches across the
inpatient clinical areas

53

Audit to Assess the Quality of Mental Health Tribunal Nursing Reports

54

Baseline Audit of Team Management Review Action Plans.

55

Bolton Antibiotic Prescribing Audit
SAlFORD MeNTAl HeAlTH DIReCTORATe

56
57

Comparing Treatment outcomes of mental health patients presenting in crisis
between ethnic minority groups and White Caucasian group.
Re-audit of Lithium and other blood test monitoring relevant to Lithium
treatment in elderly patients in Salford

58

Shared care protocol for prescribing atypical anti-psychotics audit

59

Monitoring the Quality of Discharge/Prescription Notifications to GP’s

60
61
62

Audit on assessing the quality of Medical Reports submitted to Mental Health
Review Tribunal (MHRT)
Service Users Experiences of Care Received by Primary Care Specialists in Later
Life Mental Health
Oral PRN lorazepam prescription and Administration on Admission to
Meadowbrook Wards

Q

63

Audit of Inpatient Multi-Disciplinary Team Reviews

64

Summary of Service User Feedback on Psychology Appointments
TRAFFORD MeNTAl HeAlTH DIReCTORATe

65
66
67
68

Adherence to the Lone Worker Policy at Trafford Mental Health Directorate
Clinical Audit of the Alcohol Histories, taken by the Crisis Resolution Home
Treatment Team, Initial Assessments.
Antipsychotic Prescribing In Trafford In-patient Wards (excluding Dementia
Wards)
Trafford Antibiotic Prescribing Audit
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A NNe x 6
glossAry oF terms

AQ

BPD
Care Co-ordinator

196

Borderline Personality Disorder
The professional who, irrespective of their ordinary
professional role, has responsibility for co-ordinating
care, keeping in touch with the service user, and
ensuring the care plan is delivered and reviewed as
required.

Carer

An individual who provides or intends to provide
support to someone with a mental health problem. A
carer may be a relative, partner, friend or neighbour,
and may or may not live with the person cared for.

CCGs

Clinical Commissioning Groups - groups of GPs that,
from April 2013, will be responsible for designing and
commissioning local health services

CMHT

Page

Advancing Quality is an incentive programme that
establishes rewards for improvements in quality and
innovation. Psychosis and dementia have been agreed
as the priorities for AQ.

Community Mental Health Team

Compliance
Framework

Document setting out the approach Monitor will take
to assessing an NHS Foundation Trust’s compliance with
its Terms of Authorisation

CPA

Care Programme Approach - a framework for assessing
service users’ needs, planning ways to meet needs and
checking that needs are being met.

CQC

The Care Quality Commission (CQC) is the independent
regulator of all health and adult social care in England
and has responsibility for protecting the rights of
individuals detained under the Mental Health Act.

CQuIN

Commissioning for Quality and Innovation framework,
which allows commissioners to link income to the
achievement of quality improvement goals

Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust

Annex 6

CSP

DATIx
DeNDRoN
District Services
GMW

The Trust’s integrated risk management software
Dementias and Neurodegenerative Diseases Research
Network
Bolton, Salford and Trafford
Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS
Foundation Trust

Healthwatch

In place from April 2013. Healthwatch will take forward
the knowledge and experience of LINks and aim to
make sure that the views of the public and people who
use services are taken into account

HONOS

Health of the Nation Outcome Scale: Scale to measure
the health and social functioning of people with severe
mental illness.

Hospital episode
Statistics (HeS)

National data warehouse for England of the care
provided by NHS hospitals and for NHS hospital patients
treated elsewhere. HES is the data source for a wide
range of healthcare analysis for the NHS, government
and many other organisations and individuals.

IAPT

Improving Access to Psychological Therapies: National
programme aiming to improve access to evidence-based
talking therapies in the NHS through an expansion of
the psychological therapy workforce and supporting
services.

ICIS

Integrated Clinical Information System: our current
electronic patient record. To be replaced by Civica’s Paris
system.

lINks
Monitor

Quality Account 2012/13

Co-ordinated system for gaining NHS permission,
which ensures that all quality assurance and statutory
requirements in respect of clinical research are met.

Local Involvement Networks (see Healthwatch)
The independent regulator of NHS Foundation Trusts

NIAG

NICE Implementation and Audit Group (NIAG)

NICe

National Institute for Clinical Excellence: Independent
organisation responsible for providing national
guidance on promoting good health and preventing
and treating ill health
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NIHR

National Institute for Health Research: The NIHR
commissions and funds a range of NHS and social care
research programmes

NPSA

National Patient Safety Agency

NWSCT
OSC
OT

Occupational Therapy
Payment by Results – work to develop currencies for use
in the commissioning of mental health services

PCT

Primary Care Trust

PeAT

Patient Environment Action Team – annual assessment
of inpatient healthcare sites. PEAT focussed on the
environment in which care is provided and the quality
of non-clinical factors such as food and privacy and
dignity

PICu

Psychiatric Intensive Care Unit

RAID

Patient-Led Assessments of the Care Environment –
replacement for PEAT inspections from April 2013
Rapid Assessment Interface and Discharge

SMI

Severe mental illness

SPC

Summary of Product Characteristics

Specialist services/
directorates
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Overview and Scrutiny Committee

PbR

PlACe

Page

North West Specialised Commissioning Team

Adult Forensic Service, Adult and youth Specialised
Services (AySS), and Alcohol and Drugs Directorate
(a+dd)

SuS

Secondary Uses Service: Source of comprehensive data
to enable a range of reporting and analysis

TOPs

Treatment Outcomes Profiles: Tool which enables
clinicians and services users to see if their drug
treatment care plan is working and provides
commissioners with information to assess the impact of
treatment

uAcT

The Trust’s User Action Team

Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust

To Note: This Quality Account meets Monitor’s annual reporting requirements for
a Quality Report for 2012/13 and incorporates the requirements of The NHS (Quality
Accounts) Regulations 2010 and The NHS (Quality Accounts) Amendment Regulations
2012. This Quality Account will be submitted to Monitor as part of our Annual Report and
also published separately on NHS Choices.
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